SOUTHERN DOWNS
REGIONAL COUNCIL GENERAL
MEETING OF COUNCIL

Dear Councillors
Your attendance is hereby requested at the General Meeting of Council to be held in the Council
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January 2018 at 9:00AM.
Notice is hereby given of the business to be transacted at the meeting.

David Keenan
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
25 January 2018
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1.

PRAYER & CONDOLENCES

2.

ATTENDANCE

3.

APOLOGIES

4.

READING AND CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

4.1

General Council Meeting - 13 December 2017
Recommendation
THAT the minutes of the General Council Meeting held on Wednesday 13 December 2017
be adopted.

4.2

Special Council Meeting - 22 December 2017
Recommendation
THAT the minutes of the Special Council Meeting held on Friday 22 December 2017 be
adopted.
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5.

ACTIONS FROM COUNCIL MEETINGS

5.1

Actions from Previous Council Meeting

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Chief Executive Officer

File Ref: 13.42

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the report and note the contents.

Report
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of Actions resulting from resolutions from the
December 2017 General Council Meeting.
A copy of the Actions report is attached.
Attachments
1.

Actions from December 2017 General MeetingView
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from December 2017 General Meeting
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Item 5.1
Actions from Previous Council Meeting
Attachment 1:
Actions from December 2017 General Meeting
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6.

DECLARATIONS OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
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7.

MAYORAL MINUTE

7.1

Mayoral Minute - January 2018

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Mayor

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Mayoral Minute for January 2018.
Report
There are some members of our community who use social media to bully others. When I use the
term ‘bullying’ I am referring to the definition from the Australian Government Human Rights
website: “Bullying is when people repeatedly and intentionally use words or actions against
someone or a group of people to cause distress and risk to their wellbeing.”
While the majority of people who use social media do not contribute to this sort of behaviour, there
are a small number who do, and I believe they are having a negative effect on our
community. These people believe they can write whatever they want about other people. They do
this repeatedly and their intention is to cause distress to the person they are targeting.
The problem is the people who take this action, particularly on Facebook, don’t think they are doing
anything wrong. I am not talking here about children or teenagers. I am talking about adults:
parents and grandparents who are deliberately engaging in cyber-bullying.
I believe it is time to take a stand. Over the last two years I have been a target of cyber-bullying by
a small number of individuals: on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. They have persistently
attacked me by making statements that are cruel and meant to hurt. I have ignored these people
and their bullying behaviour because they have no credibility and what they say doesn’t affect me
or influence the decisions I make.
But after recent events, I have come to the conclusion that by ignoring their actions I am sending a
message that it is acceptable for them to behave in this disgusting manner. This cyber-bullying if
left unchecked, makes everyone feel as if they are powerless. Observers see nothing is done to
stop these cyber-bullies from posting their filth and it has a cumulative effect: each person fears
being the first to contradict them or call them out, lest he or she become their next target. This
means each individual is being forced to live in fear. Every person has a right to be treated fairly
and with respect. Every person has a right to feel safe when they go online and not to dread being
confronted with hate statements posted there by bullies.
Over recent weeks I’ve looked more closely at what these people post on Facebook, not just about
me but about other people as well. I read what they posted during the period following the death of
Amy Everett. These people do not see themselves as bullies. They believe they are just
expressing their opinions. But when they do that repeatedly and with the cruel intention to cause
distress and harm to others; then they are bullies.
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I anticipate that by me bringing attention to their actions, these bullies will become harsher in their
attacks on me personally. Let them do so. Their bullying behaviour will be even more evident.
By speaking out it is my goal to bring the bullying behaviour of these people to public notice and to
bring awareness to these people themselves that they are accountable, now and forever, for what
they post on social media. Accountable for the impact it has on others, not just the person they are
targeting.
There is a National Day of Action Against Bullying and Violence on 16 March this year and I will be
taking a series of actions over the next six weeks to raise the public awareness of the behaviour of
these cyber-bullies in our community.
Attachments
Nil
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8.

READING AND CONSIDERATION OF CORRESPONDENCE

8.1

Correspondence

Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Chief Executive Officer

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT the report of the Chief Executive Officer in relation to Correspondence be received.
Report
1. Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy in relation to the National Water
Infrastructure Development Fund Part 1 – Emu Swamp Dam Feasibility Study (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
2. Warwick Art Gallery thanking Council for facilitating the Gallery’s participation in the
Centenary of Federal Policing celebration in November 2017 (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
3. Queensland Recreational Aircraft Association regarding the 60 year anniversary for the
Club on 27 October 2018 and seeking approval to proceed with a celebration, and whether
Council would consider a fresh coat of paint for the terminal building and installation of a
memorial monument which could be unveiled on the day (copy attached).
Action: Referred for Council’s consideration.
4. Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs in relation to the
Amendment of Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017 and advising that the Department
has completed its review and there are no matters that would impact adversely on state
interests identified (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
5. Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs in relation to Local Law
No. 4 (Waste Management) 2017 and advising that the Department has completed its review
and there are no matters that would impact adversely on state interests identified (copy
attached).
Action: Noted.
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6. Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs advising that Council
has been identified by the Department and the Queensland Treasury Corporation to participate
in the 2017-2018 Credit and Financial Sustainability Review program (copy attached).
Action: Noted.
7.

Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs in response to
Council’s letter of 15 December 2017 regarding legislative changes and compliance
responsibilities impacting local governments (copy of both letters attached).
Action: Noted.

8.

Department of Education advising of some of the key activities from schools within the
region (copy attached).
Action: Noted.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and EnergyView
Warwick Art GalleryView
Queensland Recreational Aircraft AssociationView
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural AffairsView
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural AffairsView
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural AffairsView
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural AffairsView
Letter from Council to Department of Local GovernmentView
Department of EducationView
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 1:
Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Warwick Art Gallery
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 2:
Warwick Art Gallery
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 3:
Queensland Recreational Aircraft Association
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 4:
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 5:
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 6:
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 7:
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 7:
Department of Local Government, Racing and Multicultural Affairs
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 8:
Letter from Council to Department of Local Government
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 9:
Department of Education
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Item 8.1
Correspondence
Attachment 9:
Department of Education
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9.

RECEPTION AND READING OF PETITIONS AND JOINT LETTERS
Nil
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10.

EXECUTIVE

10.1 Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive and note the Financial Report as at 31 December 2017.
Report
Council’s operating performance against forecast shows that the net operating position (before
capital items) of $21.1m.
The general rates, fire levy and waste utility charges have been raised for all of the financial year.
The water and wastewater utility charges have been raised in October for the first six months, and
have been charged with the October water consumption.
Income Statement
Total operating revenue of $50.4m has been received for the months of July to December and
capital revenue of $8.8m has been received for the year.
Overall operating expenditure of $29.3m is $4.9m under the year to date estimate of $34.3m with
employee costs being around $2.1m under budget and materials and services being $2.3m under
the year to date estimate.
Capital Works in Progress
Capital works expenditure to 31 December 2017 is $17.8m which is 36.2% of the capital works
budget of $49.3m.
Year to date capital expenditure by area is as follows:
Approved
Annual
Budget
Land & Land Improvements
Buildings
Plant & Equipment
Roads, Drains & Bridges
Water
Wastewater
Other Assets
Total

436,000
3,679,000
7,848,846
4,962,450
3,165,000
2,649,000
22,740,296

Carryover &
Amendments

Total
Budget

3,332
3,332
1,091,188
1,527,188
12,689
3,691,689
21,338,642 29,187,488
5,684,804 10,647,254
(931,965) 2,233,035
(685,111) 1,963,889
26,513,579 49,253,875
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YTD
% Spent Committed
Expenditure
10,194
211,954
1,108,320
5,788,120
3,184,378
1,102,815
122,441
11,528,222

305.9%
13.9%
30.0%
19.8%
29.9%
49.4%
6.2%
23.4%

800
273,093
1,570,397
2,790,425
1,332,792
103,092
215,863
6,286,461

Spent &
Committed
10,994
485,046
2,678,717
8,578,544
4,517,170
1,205,907
338,304
17,814,682

% Spent &
Committed
329.9%
31.8%
72.6%
29.4%
42.4%
54.0%
17.2%
36.2%
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Budget Implications
The second quarter budget review has been undertaken in December 2017, and will be presented
to Council at the general meeting in January.
Policy Consideration
Operational Plan 2017/18
Review and update of the 10 year Financial Plan
Annual review of Debt Policy, Procurement Policy, Revenue Policy and Investment Policy
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
1.
2.

Council receive and note the Financial Report as at 31 December 2017.
Council not receive and note the Financial Report as at 31 December 2017.

Attachments
1.
2.

Finance Report as at 31 December 2017View
Investment RegisterView
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
Attachment 1:
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
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Item 10.1
Finance Report as at 31 December 2017
Attachment 2:
Investment Register
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10.2 Quarterly Human Resources Report
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Manager Human Resources

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Human Resources Report for the October to December 2017 quarter.
Report
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with a summary of human resource and employee
statistics for the October to December 2017 quarter.
As at 31 December 2017 Council’s overall Full Time Equivalent (“FTE”) workforce, which includes
permanent, temporary and casual positions, was 347.69 (Figure 1). A comparison of the FTE from
the end of the last quarter shows an increase from 30 September 2017 of 4.79 FTE. This change is
made up predominantly of temporary roles responding to short term business needs and the
employment of trainees.
Figure 2 indicates the FTE breakdown per Directorate and employment type.
changes in FTE from the previous quarter are included.
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The majority of staff are employed permanently, with 8.11% employed in a short term or casual
capacity where business needs arise. (Figure 3).

SEPARATIONS
Council’s annual rate of separation has increased from 6.0% (at end of June quarter) to 10.4% for
the year of 2017 (Figure 4). All employees who depart Council are offered the opportunity to
participate in an Exit Interview. Participation is voluntary (Figure 5).
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LEAVE
Council continues to undertake quarterly reviews of Personal Leave utilisation. Personal Leave
includes Sick Leave, Carer’s Leave and Family Leave. In circumstances where Sick Leave of
periods of greater than two days is taken, staff are required to provide a medical certificate.
Personal leave days taken without certificate per FTE have reduced significantly from the previous
quarter across all Directorates. (Figure 6)

WORKPLACE WELLNESS
Council supports its workforce through a comprehensive health and wellbeing program which
includes access to flu vaccinations, skin checks, health assessments, professional counselling and
discount on gym memberships.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
This section provides the number of formal training and development attendances supported by
Council. The statistics in this section do not include Elected Member training and development.
(Figure 8)

Council currently supports 24 staff who are undertaking certificate studies or higher. (Figure 9)
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WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY
Council has a statutory obligation to have in place appropriate arrangements to record accident,
incidents and near misses.
Figure 10 provides statistical information on the overall number of accidents, incidents and near
misses reported for the October to December 2017 quarter. Comparatively, the number of reports
received this quarter is significantly higher than the previous quarter for 2017 and the equivalent
quarter in 2016 (see Figure 11). This increase in reported incidents may be due to an increase in
the actual number of incidents for the period; however it may also be indicative of an improvement
in reporting culture.
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Figure 12 highlights the cost of approved workers compensation claims for the October –
December 2017 quarter. Total cost for the quarter was $17,810 which indicates a reduction in cost
over the last quarter ($20,751). There were only three new injury claims accepted in the
December quarter. Consequently, the majority of the cost for this quarter is due to injury claims
accepted in the previous quarter. Figure 13 provides comparison of the cost of lost time injury
claims from the previous quarter and the equivalent quarter in 2016.
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The Work Health and Safety rectification plan, implemented as a result of an audit by Local
Government Workcare in April 2017, has reached some significant milestones. These include:







Implementation of multiple new Safe Operating Procedures
Implementation of more comprehensive safety audits on Council construction sites
Approval and implementation of a new Sun Safety procedure
Approval and implementation of a new Animal Control procedure
Drug and Alcohol Management Procedures training for all Council staff
Commencement of blanket drug and alcohol testing on all Council staff

During the October – December 2017 quarter, a total of 68 contractor inductions were completed.
This brings the total number of contractor inductions since commencement of the program to 410.
ADDITIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE INFORMATION/STATISTICS
Industrial Relations
Enterprise agreement negotiations continue with further meetings held on 2 November, 17
November, 5 December, 15 December 2017 and 16 January 2018. Further meetings are
scheduled for 6 and 7 February 2018.
Funding
Council has received funding through State and Federal Government initiatives resulting in a
number of training opportunities for existing staff. Training will focus on skill shortage areas of
plant operation and supervisory development.
Casual for a Cause
Council staff are encouraged to wear casual work attire on a Friday and make a small monetary
donation which is given to various not for profit charity organisations chosen by staff. The following
organisations were chosen for the October to December period:Drug ARM
Days for Girls – Allora Team
Southern Downs Ark (Animal Rescue and Kare)
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
The provision of employee statistics allows the Council to manage its workforce which contributes
directly to the achievement of Community, Corporate and Operational Plans.
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.

Receive the Human Resources Report for the October to December 2017 quarter.
Not receive the Human Resources Report for the October to December 2017 quarter.

Attachments
Nil
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10.3 Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council adopt the revised attached Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy.
Report
As discussed at the Briefing Session on 8 January 2018, Council staff have updated this Policy as
requested.
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Corporate Plan 2014-2019 (revised edition) ‘The Well-Governed Southern Downs’
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
Council:1.
2.

Adopt the revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
Not adopt the revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015

Attachments
1.

Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015View
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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Item 10.3
Policy Review - Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy
Attachment 1:
Revised Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy PL-FS015
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10.4 Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Manager Finance & Information
Technology

ECM Function No/s:

Recommendation
THAT Council adopt the revised budget following the second quarter budget review 2017/18 as per
Attachment 1.
Report
A review of actual to budget results for the second quarter of the 2017/18 financial year has been
undertaken in order to identify potential budget adjustments arising out of events and activities in
the second quarter to 31 December 2017.
The review included the operating and capital work budgets for the 2017/18 financial year.
A full set of financial statements for the 2017/18 financial year and forecasts for the next 2 financial
years incorporating the second quarter budget review are contained in Attachment 2.
Budget Implications
Details of the budget amendments arising from the second quarter budget review on the operating
budget are provided in Attachment 1.
The impact of these amendments on Council’s forecast operating result is an increase in the
operating surplus of $392k binging the full year estimated operating surplus to $965k.
The revised capital work budget is detailed in Attachment 3.
Proposed amendments to the capital works program will decrease the value of the current program
to $42.5m, a decrease of $6.8m.
Grant funding will decrease by $7.1m which includes $6.0m for Cyclone Debbie NDRRA Event
March 2017, $785k for Water Trunk Main Construction - Storm King to WTP, and $320k for
Industrial Land Development; and general funding and reserves will increase by $645k.
The following table summarises all of the changes made to the capital works program in the
second quarter budget review.
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Proposed capital works amendments

Asset
Class

New T1 modules - eServices, Enterprise Cash Receipting,
Scheduling

Technology

Increased by

$297

$297

Warwick SES Building extension

Other

Increased by

$7,868

$7,868

Wallangarra Hale Haven Drive

Water

Increased by

$197,500

$197,500

Filter Medium Replacement - Warwick Treatment plant

Water

Increased by

$103

$103

Filter Medium Replacement - Killarney Treatment plant

Water

Increased by

$2,600

$2,600

Water Main Renewal Locke Street Warwick

Water

Reduced by

-$15,853

-$15,853

Wastewater CED Improvements - Wallangarra

Wastewater

Increased by

$62,280

$62,280

Valve & Hydrant renewals - Southern 2017

Water

Reduced by

-$6,357

-$6,357

Warwick WTP Upgrade Stage 1 - Clarifier
Water main Extension - Rifle Range - Hale Haven Drive
Stanthorpe
Trunk Distribution Manifold Replacement Stage 1 -Warwick
WTP
Wastewater pump station - Golf Links Warwick

Water

Increased by

$19,652

$19,652

Water

Increased by

$14,000

$14,000

Water

Increased by

$7,500

$7,500

Wastewater

Increased by

$9,000

$9,000

Wastewater CED Pond - Killarney

Wastewater

Increased by

$1,612

$1,612

SCADA-Telemetry & Electrical Renewals

Water

Reduced by

-$17,069

-$17,069

Emu Swamp Dam Business Case (council's contribution)

Water

Reduced by

-$50,000

-$50,000

Stanthorpe WWTP renewal of knife valve

Wastewater

Increased by

$15,000

$15,000

Warwick WTP Upgrade clarifier Stage 2 Construction

Water

Reduced by

-$900,000

-$900,000

Wastewater pump station upgrade - Dragon St Warwick

Wastewater

Reduced by

-$225,000

-$225,000

Water main Replacement Wantley St - Pratten St - Mogridge
Warwick

Water

Increased by

$32,500

$32,500

Water meter Renewals - Southern

Water

Reduced by

-$50,000

-$50,000

Valve & Hydrant Renewals - Southern

Water

Increased by

Water trunk main construction - Storm King to WTP

Water

Reduced by

-$1,778,450

Backflow Prevention Devices Renewal Northern & Southern

Water

Reduced by

-$25,000

-$25,000

Wallangarra Water Treatment Plant

Water

Increased by

$300,000

$300,000

Morgan Park raw water extension

Water

Reduced by

-$250,000

-$250,000

Two Underground Service Locators

Water

Additional project

$16,700

$16,700

Stanthorpe WTP power supply upgrade

Water

Additional project

$50,000

$50,000

Stanthorpe WWTP replace chlorine dosing pump

Wastewater

Additional project

$5,460

$5,460

Warwick WWTP standby sludge tfr pumps

Wastewater

Additional project

$13,000

$13,000

Wastewater Main Renewals - Northern
Victoria St Sewer Main bridge-restriction of access

Wastewater

Additional project

$3,610

$3,610

Wastewater

Additional project

$15,000

$15,000

Stanthorpe WTP Raw water inlet actuator

Water

Additional project

$7,000

$7,000

Mt Tabor pump station control

Water

Additional project

$17,700

$17,700

Stanthorpe effluent urban users metering

Wastewater

Additional project

$35,000

$35,000

Sewer Main Relining

Wastewater

Additional project

$300,000

$300,000

Connolly Dam maintenance access

Water

Additional project

$25,000

$25,000

Leslie Dam manifold

Water

Additional project

$27,000

$27,000

Victoria street sewermain bridge removal of piers

Wastewater

Additional project

$35,000

$35,000

Wallangarra Soak removal of piers

Water

Additional project

$35,000

$35,000

Safe access to reservoirs

Water

Additional project

$60,000

$60,000

Killarney Water - Hope street PS Control

Water

Additional project

$10,000

$10,000
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Adjustment

Cost

External
funding

General
Funding

$33,500

$33,500
-$785,370

-$993,080
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Proposed capital works amendments

Asset
Class

Adjustment

2 * Bubblers at Queen's park

Water

Additional project

$12,000

$12,000

Southern Downs Water Management Plan

Water

Additional project

$50,000

$50,000

Replace Chlorine Analyser

Water

Additional project

$9,000

$9,000

New Davit arms anchor points

Water

Additional project

$20,000

$20,000

UPS for SCADA and telemetry

Water

Additional project

$6,000

$6,000

Jackie Howie SPS - Replace Pump

Water

Additional project

$6,300

$6,300

Allora Water Reservoir Repairs

Water

Additional project

$150,000

$150,000

Warwick Waste Facility General Capital Replacement Program

Other

Increased by

$6,500

$6,500

K9 Cube

Other

Additional project

$20,000

$20,000

Expansion of Allora Stockpile area

Other

Reduced by

-$93,000

-$93,000

Geotechnical Investigations for Warwick and Stanthorpe
Landfills

Other

Additional project

$93,000

$93,000

Top Netting of Rabbit Fence

Other

Additional project

$15,000

$15,000

Equitable Access Requirements - Stanthorpe Admin Building

Buildings

Reduced by

-$150,000

-$150,000

Stanthorpe Admin Building Under-Pinning

Buildings

Reduced by

-$50,000

-$50,000

Town Hall repairs to termite damage

Buildings

Increased by

$318

$318

Swanfels Shelter Contribution

Buildings

Increased by

$1,100

$1,100

Stanthorpe Fitness Centre Building Compliance Rectification

Buildings

Additional project

$181,042

$181,042

Cyclone Debbie NDRRA Event March 2017

Roads

Reduced by

Complementary Works

Roads

Additional project

$750,000

$750,000

New Playground Equipment at Wallangarra

Other

Additional project

$149,000

$149,000

Stormwater Drainage Upgrade Huston Street

Roads

Additional project

$195,000

$195,000

Soldiers Memorial Stanthorpe - Significant Maintenance

Other

Additional project

$35,000

$35,000

Bus Shelter - Stanthorpe State School

Other

Additional project

$29,000

$29,000

Avenue of Honour

Other

Additional project

$50,000

$50,000

Extension of the lighting along Quart Pot Creek

Other

Additional project

$30,000

$30,000

Plant Replacement Program
Old Stanthorpe Road 3km Section Approx 20.6km South of
Warwick
Gravel Resheeting (17-18)

Roads

Increased by

$950,000

$950,000

Roads

Increased by

$2,853

$2,853

Roads

Reduced by

-$750,000

-$750,000

Industrial Land Development

Roads

Deferred to 18/19

-$670,000

Commonwealth Games Gym Equipment - All Materials

Roads

Additional project

$50,000

New Project relating to Building Better Regions

Other

Additional project

$100,000

$50,000

$50,000

-$6,760,734

-$7,055,370

$644,636

Total

Cost

-$6,000,000

External
funding

General
Funding

-$6,000,000

$0

-$320,000

$0
$50,000

The proposed amendments will decrease community equity from $775.9m to $768.2m. Total
assets will decrease from $814.3m to $806.8m with current assets of $40.3m and non-current
assets decreasing from $773.3m to $766.5m. Total liabilities will increase from $38.4m to $38.6m.
Policy Consideration
Long Term Financial Plan
Community Engagement
Nil
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Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009
Local Government Regulation 2012
Australian Accounting Standards
Options
Council:
1.

Adopt the 2017/2018 second quarter budget review.

2.

Do not adopt the 2017/2018 second quarter budget review.

3.

Adopt selected amendments from the second quarter budget review.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Proposed Operating Budget for 2017-18 with notes incorporating the second quarter
budget review amendmentsView
Revised Financial Statements with forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income,
Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in
Equity incorporating the proposed amendments from the second quarter reviewView
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18View
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 1:
Proposed Operating Budget for 2017-18 with notes incorporating the second quarter budget review
amendments
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 1:
Proposed Operating Budget for 2017-18 with notes incorporating the second quarter budget review
amendments
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 2:
Revised Financial Statements with forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial
Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity incorporating the proposed amendments from the second
quarter review
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 2:
Revised Financial Statements with forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial
Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity incorporating the proposed amendments from the second
quarter review
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 2:
Revised Financial Statements with forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial
Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity incorporating the proposed amendments from the second
quarter review
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 2:
Revised Financial Statements with forecasts: Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial
Position, Statement of Cash Flow, Statement of Changes in Equity incorporating the proposed amendments from the second
quarter review
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 3:
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 3:
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 3:
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 3:
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 3:
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18
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Item 10.4
Second Quarter Budget Review 2017/2018
Attachment 3:
Revised Capital Works Program for 2017-18
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11.

ENGINEERING SERVICES DEPARTMENT REPORTS

11.1 Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Director Engineering Services

ECM Function No/s: 04.15.01

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the Engineering Services Department Monthly Report.
Report
The following is provided for the information of Councillors.
2017/18 Project Status reports
The information tables for the 2017/18 Project Status Report for Community Services & Major
Projects, Works Construction and Water & Wastewater are attached.
Design
Water and Wastewater Section
Wastewater Main Replacement – Warwick Christian College (Slade School)
Plans for the replacement & realignment of sections of DN100 sewer main in the school property
have been issued for construction. The alignment was set out in readiness for the commencement
of work during school holidays.
Hydrant & Valve Replacement Albion Street, Warwick
Continued preparing Traffic Management Plan for carrying out maintenance to some
appurtenances located in Albion Street and side streets. Some of these are located within
intersections and will require traffic to be deviated from the normal travelled path. Main Roads will
need to approve TMP.
Other
Big Thermometer, Stanthorpe
Design completed for additional parallel park and footpath linking proposed site of the Big
Thermometer to the Tourist Information Centre in Leslie Parade, Stanthorpe. Set out will be carried
out this month for construction.
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Water & Wastewater as at 31 December 2017

Monthly consumption ML

Monthly consumption
ML

Monthly Water Consumption Graphs

250.00
200.00
150.00
100.00

Warwick Monthly Water consumption 13 months to December 2017
Leslie Dam
(Max 106,200 ML) 13.89%; 15,903 ML for SDRC
Connolly Dam (Max 2,590ML) 90%
Consumption
Winter 5 years
Summer 5 Years

Annual Average

Stanthorpe Monthly Water consumption 13 months to December 2017
Storm King Dam (Max 2180ML) 100%

70
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Consumption
Winter 5 years
Summer 5 Years
Annual Average

Wallangarra Monthly Water consumption 13 months to December 2017
BeeHive (Max 97 ML) 95%

8.00
6.00

4.00

Consumption

2.00

Annual average

0.00
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2016 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017 2017

Monthly consumption
ML

Killarney Monthly Water consumption 13 months to December 2017
19.0
14.0
9.0
4.0
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Annual Average
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Avg Daily Consumption per Connection December 2017
(based on March 2017 meter readings)
4,500
4,000

Litres /connection/day

3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
Commercial
1,500

Residential

1,000
500
0

Water Supply Scheme

Residential Water Consumption Comparison
600

Litres per person per day

500
400
300
43070
42705

200

Consumption target
100
0

Scheme

Budget Implications
Nil
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Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.

Receive the Engineering Services Department Monthly Report; or
Do not receive the Engineering Services Department Monthly Report.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status ReportView
Works Construction 2017/18 Project Status ReportView
Water & Wastewater 2017/18 Project Status ReportView
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 1:
Community Services & Major Projects 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 2:
Works Construction 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 2:
Works Construction 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 3:
Water & Wastewater 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 3:
Water & Wastewater 2017/18 Project Status Report
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Item 11.1
Engineering Services Department Monthly Report
Attachment 3:
Water & Wastewater 2017/18 Project Status Report
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11.2 Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

PA to Director Engineering
Services

ECM Function No/s: 28.63

Recommendation
THAT Council consider a name for the newly constructed bridge on Boxs Road, Tannymorel.
Report
Council has recently completed the construction of the new bridge on Boxs Road at Tannymorel.
On the 22 November 2017 Council called on the community to suggest a name for the new bridge
with submissions closing on Friday 8 December 2017.
Council received two submissions for a name for the Boxs Road Bridge.
submissions are attached.

Copies of the

Sandra Brown has requested that the bridge be named Edward (Ned) Boxs Bridge after her great
grandfather. Edward Box worked on Canning Downs station as an Overseer and had selected
land that was part of Canning Downs when it was divided to build his family home on. Edward Box
was born in 1858 and died in 1919 at the age of 61 years.
Rod Petersen has requested that the bridge be named Tom Petersen Bridge as the Petersen
family have a legacy of living beside the bridge on Boxs Road since the early 1920’s. The block on
the North West side was originally owned by Tom’s father Niels Petersen. Tom later purchased
further blocks on the North East side. The current owner of Niels block is Tom’s grandson Wayne
and his wife Karen who have four daughters. They are 4th and 5th generation Petersen’s.
There is no other family left in the Tannymorel district that has a relationship, spanning five
generations, with this particular crossing on Farm Creek. Tom was well respected by the local
community and his family hope that Council will consider naming the bridge “Tom Petersen Bridge”
in his honour thus leaving a lasting legacy to his contribution to the community.
Council received a letter from Joan Finucane in February 2017 requesting that a memorial be
created in honour of her father John Joseph O’Connor Healy (letter attached). John Healy was a
clerk with the Warwick Railway Department. From 1935 to 1947 John Healy was a state member
of the Queensland Parliament and was responsible for the bitumen road over Cunningham Gap.
Council replied in March 2017 acknowledging the contribution that the Healy family had made to
the Southern Downs Region and her letter would be provided to the Director Engineering Services
and will be referenced when the next opportunity arises.
Budget Implications
The cost to erect signs is estimated to be $400.00 which can be funded from the bridge budget.
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Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
On the 22 November 2017 Council called on the community to suggest a name for the new bridge
with submissions closing on Friday 8 December 2017.
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.

Consider one of names for the newly constructed bridge on Boxs Road, Tannymorel.
Choose not to name Boxs Road bridge.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Correspondence from Sandra BrownView
Correspondence from Rod PetersenView
Correspondence from Joan FinucaneView
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Item 11.2
Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Attachment 1:
Correspondence from Sandra Brown
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Item 11.2
Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Attachment 2:
Correspondence from Rod Petersen
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Item 11.2
Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Attachment 2:
Correspondence from Rod Petersen
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Item 11.2
Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Attachment 3:
Correspondence from Joan Finucane
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Item 11.2
Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Attachment 3:
Correspondence from Joan Finucane
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Item 11.2
Naming of Boxs Road Bridge
Attachment 3:
Correspondence from Joan Finucane
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11.3 Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

PA to Director Engineering
Services

ECM Function No/s: 28.63

Recommendation
THAT Council consider a name for the Rogers Street Car Park.
Report
In 2017 Council completed the upgrade to the Rogers Street Car Park and a request was received
to consider a name for it.
On the 22 November 2017 Council called on the community to suggest a name for the Rogers
Street Car Park with submissions closing on Friday 8 December 2017.
Council received eleven submissions. Copies of the submissions are attached.
Below is a summary table of the submissions.
Submitter
Mally McMurtrie

Name
Doug Smith Car Park

Reasons
Doug Smith was a former Stanthorpe Shire Councillor who put
forward a plan for a new car park outlining the site, size and
benefits . Council purchased land in Rogers Street for the
future.

Greg Thouard

Doug Smith Car Park or
Smithys Car Park

Doug Smith was a Stanthorpe Shire Councillor, a strong
member of the Chamber of Commerce and operated a large
emporium, Furnishings ‘n Things, at the southern end of the
CBD. During his time on Council, the Stanthorpe Plaza with a
major supermarket and a string of speciality shops opened on
the northern CBD. This popular shopping centre with large car
park drew strong support from local shoppers. Shops outside
this new establishment, or “down town” shops as they were
become known, witnessed ailing trade times. The new
establishment started its own group, The Plaza Tenants
Association, with its own promotions and finally a strong
shopping presence.

Cr Vic Pennisi

Doug Smith Car Park

During Doug Smith's time as Deputy Mayor of Stanthorpe
Shire Council he had the vision and advocacy that land was
purchased for the specific planning of building a car park.
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Denise Ingram

Mally McMurtrie Car
Park

Throughout her career as a councillor in Stanthorpe Shire and
later Southern Downs Regional Council. Mally continued to
advocate for the vision of Doug Smith to complete the car
park. Mally at times has very vocally maintained the
momentum to see the completion of the long anticipated
Rogers Street Car Park finally come to fruition.

Denise Ingram
(2nd Submission)

Rogers Street Car Park

For sentimental reason retain the name Rogers Street Car
Park, which is the name currently known and used in the
community. The name is out of respect for two former
mayors of the Stanthorpe Shire. Father and son Fred and Glen
Rogers.

Gloria Robertson
Tara Atkinson

Rogers Street Car Park
Quart Pot Car Park

Leave it as Rogers Street Car Park
Quart Pot Car Park has a nice ring to it. And it is almost right
next to Quart Pot Creek

Tara Atkinson

Richard Pfeiffer Car Park

Richard Pfeiffer Car Park as he is the local artist who carved
the mini monolith, show casing the local creativity that
emerges from our beautiful environment.

David Lee

Samual Lee Car Park

Naming the car park the SAMUEL LEE CAR PARK would
honour the business man, SAMUEL LEE, who commenced a
printing business that served the town of Stanthorpe and
areas throughout Australia and overseas for three
generations.
The location of the new car park is inextricably linked to the
Lee family, and the historical reference to William Caxton and the building named in his honour - would be a fitting
tribute to the past use of the land.

Lee Caxton Car Park or
Caxton Lee Car Park

Lees Car Park

To name the Rogers Street Car Park the LEES CAR PARK would
honour the name of a businessman,Samuel Lee, who began a
printing business that served the town of Stanthorpe for 90
years.

Lee Car Park

To name the Rogers Street Car Park the LEE CAR PARK would
be a fitting tribute to honour the life of a very long time
Stanthorpe resident whose current age has already placed her
name in the record books of Australian supercentenarians.

Karen Dwyer

Stannum Miners Car
Park or Tin Miners Car
Park

Tin is what first influenced people to move to this region and
the carpark is situated in close proximity to our lovely creek.
Miners would most likely have camped in this area. Tin is also
found alongside granite rock and with the beautiful granite
sculptured rock either name would be fitting.

Carol Van Klaveren

The Frome Car Park

Mr and Mrs Frome used to walk to work from their house
next to the car park along Frome Lane for many years. They
had a great business, useful to many in the community and
were friendly and helpful to all.

Dell Wells

The Wells Car Park

For many years George & Dell Wells owned several shops in
Rogers Street. Dell also ran the Apple & Grape Festival as
Secretary and/or treasurer for 24 years.
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Budget Implications
The cost to erect a sign is estimated to be $400.00 which can be funded from the signage budget.
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
On the 22 November 2017 Council called on the community to suggest a name for the Rogers
Street Car Park with submissions closing on Friday 8 December 2017.
Legislation/Local Law
Nil
Options
1.
2.

Consider one of the names for the Rogers Street Car Park
Do not name the Rogers Street Car Park.

Attachments
1.

Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car ParkView
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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Item 11.3
Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
Attachment 1:
Submissions Received for the Naming of Rogers Street Car Park
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11.4 Grants to Community - Fast Grant - Interim Review
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Manager Community Services and
Major Projects
Community Services Officer
(Grants)

ECM Function No/s: 15.45

Recommendation
THAT Council approve:
1.

2.

The removal of all references to “short-term emergent or immediate need” under the Grants
to Community – Fast Grant and replace it with “The Fast Grant provides small amounts of
financial assistance to not-for-profit organisations for projects or activities that will benefit the
Southern Downs communities.”
The removal of all references to “Priority of funding offers is given to applicants that did not
receive grant funding from Council in the previous twelve months” under the Grants to
Community – Fast Grant to allow all applications to be considered on their merit.

Report
The Chief Executive Officer has requested an urgent review of the Grants to Community – Fast
Grant (“Fast Grant”) program.
Currently, the Fast Grant funding stream “is aimed at providing small amounts of financial
assistance to not-for-profit organisations where a short-term emergent or immediate need for a
project or activity arises.”
At the time of writing this report, one (1) Fast Grant application had been awarded in 2017/18 for
$950 leaving a balance of $9,050 in the current budget allocation.
In order to deplete the balance of the Fast Grant this financial year, Council could consider
removing all the references to “short-term emergent or immediate need” in the Grants to
Community documentation and information. This would relax the purpose of the Fast Grant
funding and provide organisations with broader scope to apply for the Fast Grant which is capped
at $1,000 per application per financial year.
Accordingly, it is recommended that all the wording in the Grants to Community documents and
information for Fast Grants be amended to read – “The Fast Grant provides small amounts of
financial assistance to not-for-profit organisations for projects or activities that will benefit the
Southern Downs communities.”
Budget Implications
To expend the balance of the Fast Grant budget of $9,050 prior to 30 June 2018.
Policy Consideration
Grants to Community Policy
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Community Engagement
Further engagement is scheduled later this year.
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009
Local Government Regulation 2012
Options
1.

2.

3.

Remove all the Grants to Community – Fast Grant references to “short-term emergent or
immediate need” and replace it with “The Fast Grant provides small amounts of financial
assistance to not-for-profit organisations for projects or activities that will benefit the Southern
Downs communities.”
Do not remove all the Grants to Community – Fast Grant references to “short-term emergent
or immediate need” and replace it with “The Fast Grant provides small amounts of financial
assistance to not-for-profit organisations for projects or activities that will benefit the Southern
Downs communities.”
Reject these options and provide an alternative course of action.

Attachments
Nil
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12.

PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT & CORPORATE SERVICES DEPARTMENT REPORTS

12.1 Operational Plan Quarterly Report October to December 2017
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Governance and Grants Officer

ECM Function No/s: 13.45.01

Recommendation
THAT Council receive the contents of the Operational Plan Quarterly Review – October to
December 2017.
Report
The Local Government Regulation 2012 requires that Council prepare and adopt an Operational
Plan for each financial year. The Regulation also requires that Council must make assessments of
its progress towards implementing its Operational Plan at regular intervals of not more than 3
months and that it must discharge its responsibilities in a way that is consistent with the annual
Operational Plan.
Officer comments regarding the status and progress/completion of the 2017/2018 Operational Plan
actions for the period 1 October 2017 to 31 December 2017 are attached.
Budget Implications
The Operational Plan is consistent with Council’s 2017/2018 Budget.
Policy Consideration
The Operational Plan reflects the long term goals identified within the 2014-2019 Corporate Plan
(Revised Edition).
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Section 174 of the Local Government Regulation 2012 states that Council must prepare and adopt
an annual operational plan for each financial year
Section 174(3) of the Local Government Regulation 2012 states that a written assessment of the
local government’s progress towards implementing the annual operational plan must be presented
at meetings of the local government held at regular intervals of not more than 3 months
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Options
Council:1.
2.

Receive the contents of the Operational Plan Quarterly Review – October to December
2017.
Not receive the contents of the Operational Plan Quarterly Review – October to December
2017.

Attachments
1.

Operational Plan Quarterly Review October to December 2017 v2View
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12.2 Making of Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning and Compliance
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: 19.7.1

Recommendation
THAT Council:
1.

Makes Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017 (as attached).

2.

Adopts a consolidated version of Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2011 to include the
amendments made by Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017.

Report
At the General Meeting in November 2017, Council proposed to make Amendment Local Law
No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017 (‘the amendment local law’).
The effect of the amendment local law is to amend Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2011 to
allow the issuing of ‘removal notices’ to the animal owners who have failed to comply with a
compliance notice. Compliance notices can be issued for offences such as barking dogs, straying
animals and excessive numbers of animals.
A removal notice may require the owner to destroy the animal, or permanently remove the animal
from a specified area. It will be an offence to not comply with a removal notice. Furthermore, if
the owner fails to comply with a removal notice, an authorised person may seize the animal and
dispose of the animal (by sale, euthanasia or other means).
Public consultation of the draft subordinate local law has been undertaken in accordance with
Council's process for making local laws and section 29(1) of the Local Government Act 2009. A
public notice was published in the Southern Free Times on 30 November 2017. The public
consultation period ended on 22 December 2017.
Six submissions were received in relation to the amendment local law. Five of the submitters were
in support of the amendment local law, due to their own experience with nuisance dogs, and
consider that additional enforcement methods are required to adequately deal with nuisance dogs.
The remaining submitter requested that the amendment to the local law specifically exempt cats
that are microchipped and desexed. The submitter is concerned that groundless complaints could
be made about cats straying, and much loved pets could be unjustly removed from their homes.
The proposed amendments state that a removal notice is only issued following the failure of an
animal owner to comply with a compliance notice. A responsible pet owner would likely take action
to address any nuisance their pet may by causing and therefore it is very unlikely that a removal
notice would be issued to a responsible pet owner. It is expected that removal notices will be
issued infrequently, and only if compliance notices and Penalty Infringement Notices (PINs) prove
unsuccessful.
The amendment local law was referred to the Department of Local Government, Racing and
Multicultural Affairs (DLGRMA), and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF). The DAF
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advised that they have no comment in relation to the amendment local law, and the DLGRMA
advised that no matters that would impact adversely on State interests were identified.
Process to Make a Local Law
Council must decide by resolution whether to(a)
(b)
(c)

make the proposed local law as advertised; or
make the proposed local law with amendments; or
not proceed with the making of the proposed local law.

It is recommended that Council make Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017
(as attached) and also adopt a new consolidated version of Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management)
2011 to include the changes made by the amendment local law.
Budget Implications
There are costs associated with public notification of the amendment local law.
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
Public consultation of the proposed local law has been undertaken in accordance with section 29B
of the Local Government Act 2009.
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009
Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2011
Options
Council:
1.

Proposes to make Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017 as attached; or

2.

Proposes to make Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017 with changes;
or
Decides to not make any change to Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2011.

3.

Attachments
1.
2.

Draft Amendment Local Law No. 1 (Animal Management) 2017View
Draft Consolidated Local Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2011View
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12.3 Proposal to Make a New Planning Scheme
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning and Compliance
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: 18.14

Recommendation
THAT Council proposes to make a new planning scheme.
Report
Council has indicted that it wishes to make a new planning scheme for the region.
The first step in this process is for Council to propose to make a planning scheme. This will allow
Council officers to proceed to tender for suitable consultants to assist with this project.
Council must give notice of the proposed planning scheme to the chief executive of the
Department of State Development, Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning (DSDMIP). The
information that will be given by Council will be determined with the consultant, but will likely
include:
•
•
•
•
•

The nature and objective of the proposed planning scheme;
The impact on State interests;
A preferred process for the making of the planning scheme – including the order and timing
of steps in the process;
An indicative timeframe; and
A proposed communications strategy.

There is no set process for the making of a planning scheme. The process is determined by the
DSDMIP on a case-by-case basis. After consulting with Council, the DSDMIP must give a notice
about the process for making the planning scheme to Council, and Council must make the
planning scheme by following process in the notice.
Budget Implications
The cost of the new planning scheme is estimated at $350,000. The final cost will depend on the
number and type of studies to be undertaken, the extent of involvement of consultants, and the
extent of community engagement.
Policy Consideration
Corporate Plan
4.4

Apply the Planning Scheme to ensure consistent and balanced decisions are made in
relation to lifestyle and growth opportunities

8.1

Review the Planning Scheme in accordance with State legislation
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Community Engagement
The timing, duration and type of community engagement will be determined based on advice from
the consultant and Councillors. A draft planning scheme must undergo a public consultation period
of at least 40 business days.
Legislation/Local Law
Planning Act 2016
Minister’s Guidelines and Rules 2017
Options
Council:
1.
2.

Proposes to make a new planning scheme.
Does not propose to make a new planning scheme.

Attachments
Nil
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12.4 Quarterly Report on Development Approvals for the October to December Quarter
2017
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Development Assessment
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: N/A

Recommendation
THAT Council receives the report and notes its contents.
Report
This report provides Council with a summary of the number of development related approvals, the
timeframe for Council’s assessment, the estimated value of these approvals, and identify the
approvals which are progressing toward construction.
This report deals with all development approvals in the development cycle for the October to
December 2017 quarter, and relates to the following application types:




Material Change of Use
o

Other associated applications

o

Works on Local Heritage Places

Reconfiguring a Lot
o

Other associated applications



Plans of Subdivision (Survey Plans)



Operational works



Building applications



Plumbing and drainage applications and



Temporary events permits.

The Planning and Development office issued all the decisions within legislated timeframes in
accordance to the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, the Planning Act 2016 and the Plumbing and
Drainage Act 2002.
The figures provided in relation to Building applications refer to Council certified application only.
No data in relation to private building certification is provided.
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1.0

Number of applications decided in fourth quarter of 2017:

This table summarises the number of applications decided in the quarter.

Material
Change of Use
- Negotiated
decisions
- Change to
an existing
approval
Reconfiguring
a lot
- Negotiated
decisions
- Change to
an existing
approval
Survey Plans
Operational
works
Building
Plumbing
&
drainage
Temporary
events
TOTALS
2.0

First
quarter
2016
21

First
quarter
2017
22

Second
quarter
2016
24

Second
quarter
2017
33

Third
quarter
2016
26

Third
quarter
2017
35

Fourth
quarter
2016
17

Fourth
quarter
2017
27

3

2

4

5

1

4

2

3

4

2

5

2

5

6

9

5

9

10

15

9

7

13

8

13

4

0

2

1

0

2

0

0

1

2

8

1

2

2

5

4

10
2

6
1

7
3

10
5

15
5

25
1

5
2

12
4

40
52

28
71

35
69

28
72

27
73

33
84

28
73

28
42

4

2

3

1

2

4

2

1

150

140

175

165

165

209

151

139

Decision timeframe

Please note that the assessment times exclude the time when an application is referred to the
State Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (DILGP) for input, or when
additional information for an application is requested. DILGP has 30 business days to review and
decide an application referred to them, and this assessment period is over and above that of
Council’s.
2.1

Land-use, operational works and building applications

The Integrated Development Assessment System (IDAS) in the Sustainable Planning Act 2009
and the Development Assessment Rules in the Planning Act 2016 stipulates the development
assessment process, and legislates timeframes in which all land-use, operational works and
building applications must be decided. IDAS allows the assessing authority (in this case Council)
20 business days, since the last action taken by the applicant and 35 business days total under the
Planning Act 2016, minus the Information Request period*, to decide an application. The following
table outlines the average time in business days Council’s Planning and Development office takes
to assess and decide delegated applications.
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Material Change of
Use:
- Delegated
- Council meeting
Reconfiguring a lot:
- Delegated
- Council meeting
Operational works
Building

First quarter
Timeframe
(b.d.)

Second quarter
Timeframe
(b.d.)

Third quarter
Timeframe
(b.d.)

Fourth quarter
Timeframe
(b.d.)

8.187
16.666

13.241
14.75

10.8
21.75

9.38
24

9.3

8.66

9.2

7.38

5
15.6

4.2
11.7

11
12.9

1.5
9.75

To further speed up low risk applications, the Planning and Development Office introduced a
“Rapid Assessment Report Format”, referred to as RAPID, through which such applications are
reviewed and decided.
From the statistics it is clear that Council’s decision-making time, in business day, are consistently
less than what is set out in IDAS and the Development Assessment Rules.
* An application is applicant driven, and Council cannot proceed with assessment unless the required actions, such as
referral to DILGP, and public notification, are completed by the applicant.

It should be noted that this quarter required Council’s Planning and Development Office to process
application under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and the Planning Act 2016. This also included
the Department participating in a Developer’s Forum to enable the industry to become familiar with
the legislative changes that occurred on and after 3 July 2017.
2.2

Plan of subdivision

The Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and the Planning Act 2016 stipulates the assessment process
and legislatives timeframes in which a plan of subdivision must be issued by Council. The Act
allows 10 business days to issue the signed Survey Plan.
The average period for processing a plan of subdivision is 1.36 business days.
It should be noted that eight (8) of the survey plans were processed on the same day they were
lodged with Council.
2.3

Plumbing and drainage applications

The Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002 stipulates the assessment process, and legislatives
timeframes in which plumbing and drainage applications must be decided. The Act allows 20
business days, to decide an application, and this timeframe includes all inspections.
The average assessment period for a plumbing application is 10.4 business days.
It should be noted that two (2) plumbing approval were held up for 192 days and 32 days waiting
for a planning approval to be obtained. If these two (2) permits are taken out of the average
assessment, the plumbing applications were processed in an average of 7.89 days.
3.0

Estimated value of the applications

Calculating the value of an approval is done by estimating the value of the future development at
today’s dollar value. The value of the applications decided in this quarter is estimated as follows:
Operational works
Building
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$2,767,749.70
$3,667,557.00
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** These values are a projection, and have been collated from verbal reports from applicants and details provided on the
application forms. These values will change over time.

4.0

Developments which are proceeding

The strongest indication of a development proceeding, once a Development permit is issued, is the
submission of subsequent Operational works, Building, and Plumbing and drainage applications.
In the last quarter, the following larger developments have progressed:
 MCU\1759 – Bunnings – Business Activities (Shop, Showroom and Garden Centre)
o

Approved 25 January 2017

o

OPW/000115 – Internal Operational Works (Earthworks, Retaining Walls and
Stormwater Drainage Infrastructure) Approved 19 December 2017

 RC\01442 – 1 into 39 Lots – Crn East Street and McDougall Street
o

Approved 20 March 2014

o

OPW\000111 – Operational Works (Roadworks, Stormwater, Drainage Works,
Water Infrastructure, Earthworks, Sewerage Infrastructure and Footpath) approved
on 18 December 2017

5.0

Initiatives and Improvements

5.1

This quarter:

The Planning Department was available for the first time during the Christmas and New Year
period. During this time there were a number of enquiries received both over the phone and at the
Counter.
5.2

Next quarter:

Encourage and promote applicants to arrange with Council’s Planning Department a Pre-lodgment
meeting prior to lodging a formal development application. This is to improve efficiency in the
assessing and deciding of the applications received. In some cases, may avoid the need to issue
an Information Request, which overall improves timeframes with Council.
Budget Implications
Nil
Policy Consideration
Nil
Community Engagement
The planning applications that were Impact assessable underwent public notification in accordance
with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and the Planning Act 2016.
Legislation/Local Law
Building Act 1975
Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002
Sustainable Planning Act 2009
Planning Act 2016
Southern Downs Planning Scheme
Local Law No. 1 (Administration) 2011
Subordinate Local Law No. 1.12 (Operation of Temporary Entertainment Events) 2011
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Options
Council:
1.
2.

Receive and note the summary of the development approvals statistics for the October to December
2017 quarter.
Not receive and note the summary of the development approvals statistics for the October to
December 2017 quarter.

Attachments
Nil
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12.5 Amendment to the 2017/18 SDRC Fees and Charges
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Acting Manager Environmental
Services

ECM Function No/s: 0

Recommendation
THAT Council amend the 2017/18 SDRC Fees and Charges to remove the requirement for
domestic customers to pay for the disposal of refrigerators, freezers, air conditioning units and gas
bottles and that the Fees and Charges read as follows:Commercial Operators Only
 Refrigerators, freezers and air conditioning units
 Gas bottles

$8:00 each
$4:00 each.

Report
In the 2017/18 fees and charges, there are the following disposal fees for commercial and
domestic customers relating to the disposal of items that require de-gassing: Refrigerators, freezers and air conditioning units
 Gas bottles – commercial or domestic (each)

$8:00 each
$4:00 each.

The fee for the disposal of refrigerators, freezers and air conditioning units has only commenced
this financial year. The fees were introduced as a way of recovering costs from customers to cover
the cost of having these items de-gassed which is a statutory requirement. Since the introduction
of the fees, there have been a number of issues, some of these being:1. Negative feedback from Supervisors of regional waste facilities about the fee (customers being
abusive to them);
2. Customers wanting to pay cash for the disposal fees when regional waste facilities are not
supposed to accept cash;
3. The cost of generating an invoice for such a small amount (i.e. less than $10.00) – it’s
estimated that it costs $50.00 to generate one invoice;
4. Customers not wanting to pay the disposal fees, which has resulted in a significant increase in
the illegal dumping of white goods, which in turn is a cost to Council for the clean ups;
5. White goods being left out the front of unsupervised bin compounds;
6. To avoid the fees, customers are bringing these items to the waste facilities which have already
been degassed or have the compressor missing – not only is this potentially a very dangerous
practice but it is also illegal.
Below is a breakdown of anticipated income and expenditure should the fee for these items be
continued for the 2017/18 year and a comparison should the fee be removed. The numbers of
items are based on the numbers currently provided for the first half year of 2017/18 from our
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supervised waste facilities, from the iWeigh system which is utilised at the Warwick and Stanthorpe
waste facilities and our de-gassing Contractor.
Income
Item
Refrigerators, freezers, air conditioner units
(estimated that 1,000 items will be disposed of
during 2017/18 @ $8.00 each)
Gas bottles (estimated 80 items to be disposed
of during 2017/18 @ $4.00 each)
Scrap metal @ $65.00 / tonne or $6.50 / fridge
Total

Currently

With Fee Removed

$8,000.00

Nil

$329.00

Nil

$4,255.00
$12,584.00

$4255.00
$4,255.00

The income component is based on each fridge weighing an average of 100 kilograms and Council
receiving $65.00 per tonne for scrap metal.
Expenditure
Item
Cost to generate invoice – (approx. 675 @
$50.00 each)
Payment to licensed contractor to de-gas
Clean up costs
Total

Currently

With fee removed

$33,600.00

Nil

$14,000.00
$5,000.00
$52,600.00

$14,000.00
Nil
$14,000.00

Based on the above estimates, there is a $40,000.00 out of pocket cost this financial year for
implementing this fee. In comparison, should the fee be removed, there will be an out of pocket
cost of just under $10,000.00.
The discrepancy in the tables above between the number of items brought to the waste facilities
(1,030 in total) in the income section against the number of invoices generated (675) is attributed
to some people paying cash for their items and a customer bringing out multiple items at the same
time.
Whilst there should be every effort to apply cost recovery principles to waste management
activities, there appears to be little commercial value in continuing to charge domestic customers a
fee to dispose of refrigerators, freezers, air conditioning units and gas bottles. By removing the fee
for domestic customers, it will encourage them to do the right thing and will assist in curbing some
of these unacceptable behaviours.
Budget Implications
Whilst there currently is an income generated by collecting fees for the disposal of refrigerators,
freezers, air conditioning units and gas bottles, and there are costs associated with payment to a
licenced contractor to de-gas these units, these costs are insignificant in comparison to the cost of
issuing invoices and the cost of having Council employees collecting these items when they are
dumped illegally.
Council still receives an income from these items once these are de-gassed via our scrap metal
removal contractors.
Policy Consideration
Operational Plan 2017/18
4.12 Explore/review potential efficiencies and opportunities for Council’s operations.
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Community Engagement
Contact has been made with various waste facility Supervisors to obtain their feedback on the pros
and cons of having this fee for domestic customers retained or revoked.
Legislation/Local Law








Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012.
The Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Act 1989
The Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Regulations 1995.
Waste Reduction and Recycling Act 2011
Environment Protection Act 1994
Environment Protection Regulation 2008
Environment Protection (Waste Management) Regulation 2000

Options
Council:
1.

Amend the 2017/18 waste disposal fees and charges to have the payment of refrigerators,
freezers and gas bottles only apply to commercial operators, i.e. domestic customers would be
exempt from paying the current fee.

2.

Not amend the 2017/18 waste disposal fees and charges for the disposal of refrigerators,
freezers and gas bottles and continue to charge commercial and domestic customers.

Attachments
Nil
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12.6 Delegation Register - Council to CEO
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Governance and Grants Officer

ECM Function No/s: 22.01.01

Recommendation
THAT Council adopt the amendments to the ‘Council to CEO Delegations Register’ as per the
attached document.
Report
Pursuant to section 257 of the Local Government Act 2009, Council is required to review the
Register of Delegations for the Southern Downs Regional Council to the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO). With ever increasing responsibilities on local governments, it is not feasible for local
government to exercise all powers at or through its meetings. Delegation of certain powers from
Council to the CEO, and from the CEO to Council officers ensures the administrative efficiency of
Council.
The purpose of this report is to advise Council of the changes made to various Acts and
Regulations which has resulted in Council’s Delegations to the Chief Executive Officer requiring
updating and amending. Additionally, previously the delegation limits for all staff were contained
within the Delegations Register, however the Manager of Finance and Information Technology has
requested the limits for all staff (except the Chief Executive Officer) will be included in the
Procurement Policy, which will facilitate consistency, improved efficiency and ease of identification.
Council last adopted amendments to the Register of Delegations from Council to the Chief
Executive Officer at its General Meeting on 28 June 2017.
Council subscribes to the Local Government Association of Queensland’s online delegations
register service which provides up to date advice on local government legislative delegations
through King and Company Solicitors. As part of this service, Council has been advised of a
number of changes to the Register from Council to the Chief Executive Officer. Below is a
summary of new registers, changes of substance to existing registers and registers that have been
removed.
Changes of substance to existing registers – Existing registers that have been amended:


Animal Management (Cats and Dogs) Act 2008



Body Corporate and Community Management (Accommodation Module) Regulation 2008



Body Corporate and Community Management (Commercial Module) Regulation 2008



Body Corporate and Community Management (Small Schemes Module) Regulation 2008



Body Corporate and Community Management (Standard Module) Regulation 2008
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Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997



Building Act 1975



Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995



Economic Development Act 2012



Environmental Protection Act 1994



Environmental Protection Regulation 2008



Fire and Emergency Service Act 1990



Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading) National Regulation



Information Privacy Act 2009



Land Act 1994



Local Government Act 2009



Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999



Development Assessment Rules



Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002



Queensland Heritage Act 1992



Queensland Reconstruction Authority Act 2011



Residential Services (Accreditation) Act 2002



Standard Plumbing and Drainage Regulation 2003



State Penalties Enforcement Act 1999



Sustainable Planning Act 2009



Transport Infrastructure Act 1994



Waste Reduction and Recycling Regulation 2011



Water Act 2000



Water Regulation 2016



Water Supply (Safety and Reliability) Act 2008



Work Health and Safety Act 2011

Budget Implications
Nil
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Policy Consideration
Corporate Plan 2014 – 2019: The Well- Governed Southern Downs
8.6 Develop and implement customer focused policies and processes in keeping with
Council’s commitment to customer service.
Community Plan 2030: The Well-Governed Southern Downs
8.6 Create seamless processes between Southern Downs Regional Council and the
community.
Community Engagement
Nil
Legislation/Local Law
Local Government Act 2009, section 257 – Delegation of Local Government Powers and section
260(1) – requires that the Chief Executive Officer must establish and record all delegation in a
delegations register.
Local Government Regulation 2012, section 305 – provides the particular content requirements for
the register.
Options
Council:
1.
2.
3.

Adopt the amendments to the ‘Council to CEO Delegations Register’ as per the attached
document.
Amend or add conditions if appropriate.
Do not adopt the amendments in the ‘Council to CEO Delegation Register’.

Attachments
1.

Council to CEO Delegations (Excluded from agenda - Provided under separate cover)
(Excluded from agenda - Provided under separate cover)View
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12.7 Update on Matter of Southern Downs Regional Council v Hood & Brown (GrainX)
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning and Compliance
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: 11.09.05

Recommendation
THAT Council note the information provided in the report.
Report
In September 2017, Council’s solicitor filed proceedings against Christopher Hood and David
Brown (the owners and operators of the GrainX site at 20 Herbert Street, Allora) in the Planning
and Environment Court. The proceedings are in relation to:
1.

An offence under section 440(2) of the Environmental Protection Act 1994, being the causing
of an environmental nuisance by the emission of noise from fixed and mobile plant and
equipment;

2.

An offence under section 440Q(1) of the Environmental Protection Act 1994, being the
contravention of a noise standard in respect to the operation of a package diesel electric
generator unit; and

3.

Offences under section 180(1) of the Planning Act 2016, being non-compliance with
conditions of the development permit issued in relation to the site on 30 June 2011, namely:
  Development of the site not in accordance with the approved plan;
  Failure to apply for and obtain a building approval for four silos on the land; and
  Failure to comply with landscaping requirements.

Council’s environmental consultant is continuing to monitor the site for dust levels. At this time,
monitoring has failed to demonstrate that dust emissions exceed environmental standards.
Affidavits have been prepared by Council officers and Allora residents.
Mediation in relation to this matter will be held on Friday, 2 February 2018, and the matter has
been allocated for hearing for two days during the March 2018 sittings.
Budget Implications
At this time, the following payments have been made:
 
 
 

Council’s solicitor - $45,945.62
Council’s environmental consultant - $28,418.83
Council’s barrister - $3542.00

However, significant work has been undertaken since the last payments were made, and the actual
cost to date is estimated to be around $100,000.
Policy Consideration
Nil
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Community Engagement
Several Allora residents have been working with Council’s solicitor and have provided affidavits
regarding the activities at GrainX and the impacts that they are experiencing.
Legislation/Local Law
Environmental Protection Act 1994
Planning Act 2016
Options
Council:
1.
2.

Notes the report.
Does not note the report.

Attachments
Nil
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12.8 Material Change of Use - R & C Newman, Tummaville Road, Leyburn
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning Officer

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01900

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
LAND USE AREA:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:

Homeworthy Inspection Services
Robert J Newman & Cheryl B Newman
Tummaville Road, Leyburn
Lot 15 L187, Parish of Leyburn, County of Merivale
Rural (Sandstone rises and traprock hills precinct)
Dwelling house (within Flood hazard overlay)
Code
Not Applicable
Nil

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for a Dwelling house (within Flood hazard
overlay) on land at Tummaville Road, Leyburn, described as Lot 15 L187, Parish of Leyburn,
County of Merivale, be refused.
Report
The subject site is approximately 4.5 hectares and has frontage to Tummaville Road and Canal
Creek. All of the subject site is located within Council’s Flood hazard overlay.
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An application has been received for a one bedroom dwelling on steel posts at least 1.5 metres
above ground level. The proposed dwelling will be located approximately 80 metres from
Tummaville Road, and 80 metres from the northern property boundary.
This application could be dealt with under delegated authority; however because of the issues
surrounding the flood risk, this application is submitted to Council for consideration.
Site Plan

Floor Plan
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Elevations
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Assessment against the Planning Scheme
This application required assessment against the following benchmarks:




Residential uses code
Flood hazard overlay code
Physical infrastructure code

Residential uses code
The purpose of the Residential uses code is to ensure that dwelling houses, dual occupancy,
hostels, multiple dwellings and retirement facilities are located and designed to:
(a)

meet the needs and expectations of the community for safe, convenient, pleasant and
suitable accommodation

The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
All dwelling houses, dual occupancy, hostels, multiple dwellings and retirement facilities:
(a)
(e)

Occur only on land that is suited to the development and occupation of residential buildings;
Have adequate and safe vehicle access;

The entire subject site is constrained by flooding in a 1% flood event. The site has adequate
vehicle access via Tummaville Road, however the access route encounters significant flooding in a
1% AEP flood event.
The proposed development complies with, or can be conditioned to comply with the code in
relation to Access, Environmental protection, and Dwelling house & Dual occupancy – Rural zone.
With regards to the Site, the code requires that a dwelling house, dual occupancy, hostel, multiple
dwelling and retirement facility is erected on a part of a site with (a)

a flood free area of at least 17 m x17 m at natural ground level; and

(b)

a slope of less than 15%.

The entire subject site is located within Council’s Flood hazard overlay, and there is no flood free
area for the construction of a dwelling.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO1

Dwelling houses, dual occupancy, hostels, multiple dwellings and retirement facilities are
located on a site that is free from natural hazards.

The entire subject site is located within the Flood hazard overlay, with almost all of the site being at
least 50 centimetres deep in a 1% flood event. The impacts of flooding on the land are addressed
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below in the assessment against the Flood hazard overlay code. The proposed development does
not meet the Performance outcome.
Flood hazard overlay code
The whole site is located within Council’s Flood hazard overlay. The location of the proposed
dwelling is mapped as being between 0.5 metres to 1 metre deep during a 1% Flood event.
Council’s flood modelling shows that the proposed dwelling has a Flood intensity of 0.4 – 0.6,
indicating a velocity of up to 0.5m/s.
It is noted that sections of Tummaville Road, which would be the only practical escape route in a
flood event, reach depths between 0.5 metres to 1.5 metres in a 1% Flood event. Council’s flood
modelling shows that areas of the escape route on Tummaville Road have a Flood intensity of
greater than 1, indicating a maximum velocity of over 2m/s.
Flood depths
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Flood intensity

Information Request
On 17 October 2017, Council requested further information from the applicant with regards to flood
risk. Council’s Information Request stated the following:
Council has reviewed the information provided, and it is unlikely that Council can support
the application.
Council’s Flood modelling shows that the proposed dwelling is located at least 570 metres
from dry ground in a 1% Flood event if using Tummaville Road and Falla Lane as the
evacuation route.
The information supplied in the planning application does not provide sufficient justification
or evidence to support a dwelling being appropriate in this location. In order for the
application to be assessed, Council requires additional justification that the development
maintains the safety of people on the development site from flood events and minimises the
potential damage from flooding to property. This includes evacuation to safety in a flood
event.
Due to the site characteristics, it may be difficult to provide adequate justification to warrant
the dwelling being suitable at the subject property and therefore it is strongly recommended
that you withdraw the application. Please note that if the application is withdrawn during the
information stage before any response is provided, a partial refund can be given.
On 21 December 2017, a Planning Consultant provided a response to the Information Request on
behalf of the applicant. The response to the Information Request included a number of points,
including the following:
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Circumstances
The Council’s “Leyburn Flood Risk Management Study” identifies the construction site area
as having potential peak flow velocities, in the maximum flood event (1 in 100 year or 1%),
of between 0.6 to 0.8m/s (metres per second).
The Council’s “Leyburn Flood Risk Management Study” identifies the construction site area,
much of its surrounds, and land between it and Tummavlle Road, as having a “Low Flood
Hazard”, in the maximum flood event (1 in 100 year or 1%) – which, as outlined on page 40
of the study, a “Low Hazard” represents where “able bodied adults would have little
difficulty in wading to safety”.
Leyburn Flood Risk Management Study
During potential events there is typically a time lag between the rise in the waters of the
Creek to the “breaking of its banks”, of between 5.25 hours (minor event) to 8 hours (major
event), and the subsequent inundation of surrounding low lying areas. Although it is noted
that this time lag could vary depending on rainfall intensity, but it could be reasonably
assumed that ‘lag time’ and warning time would be measured in hours and certainly not in
minutes.
In addition to the above it is noted that flood waters closest to, and especially within the
creek and its banks, are typically the fast moving and deepest parts of a flooded creek/area
– whereas those areas furthest away from the creek (flood source) are typically slower
moving and shallow. This is reflected by the “Leyburn Flood Risk Management Study”
findings and modelling – which, due to the lower heights and lower velocities for the
proposed house site (and land between it and Tummaville Road) rates the subject areas as
being within a Low Hazard area, where adults could wade to safety in a maximum event;
and thus it could also be reasonably assumed that damage to structures (especially the
proposed which is raised well above flood heights on engineer design steel posts) is highly
unlikely to occur.
As discussed, the proposed Dwelling House will be constructed on 1.5m high steel piers
which will ensure that the house’s floor level is at least 500mm (0.5 metres) clear of the
highest known flood level at the proposed site area.
Thus, based upon the above, and the “Leyburn Flood Risk Management Study” (that the
flood height is relatively low, flood velocities are relatively low and the flood hazard is
identified as low - not having risk to life or property), although the flood hazard/potential for
the site and construction site is real, the proposed Dwelling House will not result in any risk
to life or property.
Risk
It is considered that the risk to the proposed Dwelling House and its occupants is
acceptable as there is no probable risk to life or property (proposed Dwelling House),
escape/evacuation is possible and remaining in the house during even a maximum flood
event would ensure the safety of its residents. Further to this it is unlikely that any flood
event would be of a prolonged duration of such that would require assistance/aid to the
residents prior to the waters receding.
Further to the above, the following should be noted in relation to risk:
1)

The subject site is prone to flooding/inundation in a 1 in 100 year flood event at levels
between approximately 2 metres along its western boundary to approximately 0.00 to
0.25 metres at its eastern boundary line;

2)

The above levels are a rarer but possible occurrence, with other more common flood
events likely to be of lesser height and velocity and potentially lesser coverage of the
site – including not covering the dwelling site;

3)

The flood waters could be expected to be slower moving the further they are away from
the creek. With the higher more dangerous velocities being in deeper areas in more
defined flow paths;
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4)

The proposed house site is significantly separated from the Creek (at least 120 metres)
and is likely to only be susceptible to flood/inundation levels of 0.5 to 1.0 metres
(maximum – 1 in 100 years) or less;

5)

The flood heights likely at the house site and between the house site and the road
frontage (Tummaville Road) are likely to be at maximum levels of between 0.5 metres
at house and 0.00 to 0.25 metres at the road;

6)

The maximum possible flood heights noted above are not immediate and are likely to
occur gradually, over a period likely measured in a minimum of hours and not minutes.
Likely 5 hours, at a minimum, to 8 hours.

7)

The proposed house site is only 80 metres from Tummavile Road;

8)

Driving at only 40km per hour a person in a car would reach Tummavile Road, from the
proposed house site, in less than 15 seconds (7 seconds to travel 80 metres at 40
km/per hour) – taking into account acceleration from 0 to 40km. At only a speed of
10km/per hour it would take less than 45 seconds to travel from the proposed Dwelling
House site to Tummaville Road (29 seconds to travel 80 metres at 10 km/per hour) –
taking into account acceleration from 0 to 10km. Thus, from the time it was decided to
evacuate (eg. official warning received) it would take less than 5 minutes to reach the
safety of higher ground on Falla Lane. Noting that the flood free area to the north-east
on Falla Lane would be only 620 metres from the proposed house site. Which, at an
average speed of only 40km/per hour could be reached in less than 1 minute (56
seconds to travel 620 metres at 40km/per hour) – noting that higher speeds could be
safely/legally achieved on Tummaville Road;

9)

Further to the above, the “Leyburn Flood Risk Management Study” identifies that the
area for the proposed house and between it and Tummaville Road could be easily
accessed by an adult on foot even during the maximum event;

10) It is considered that evacuation, although recommended, would not be necessary due
to the height and velocity of the flooding (at only its maximum), the height above the
flooding level of the house floor level, and the unlikelihood that waters affecting the
dwelling house site would be compromise the structural integrity of the house and/or its
footings;
11) It is noted that there is a flood monitoring network set up for the Canal Creek which is
directly geared to be able to produce data and warnings for the town of Leyburn to the
south of the subject site (upstream);
12) There is a flood warning siren in Leyburn. However, based upon Council’s information,
this is unlikely to be heard at the subject site. However, the information obtained from
the flood monitoring network, used to decide when to trigger the siren, also feeds
information to statewide warning systems – with warnings issued also by the Bureau of
Meteorology and ABC Radio – at least. It is also considered that residents, made
aware of the flood hazard and risks, would be able to identify the rising of the creek and
know where to go to escape the hazard before being susceptible to any risk – albeit
low as discussed herein and identified by the study; and would certainly know to listen
for warnings.
Based upon the above, it is considered that flood risk to life and property is low (negligible)
and acceptable, as it is highly unlikely that residents of the proposed dwelling house would
be at risk of death or injury from a flood event, and the Dwelling House itself would not be
at risk of damage, as:
1)

The flood would not rise above the proposed floor levels;

2)

The nature of the flood, gradual and lower velocity, would be highly unlikely to affect
the structural integrity of the dwelling house;

3)

The flood intensity would not put life at risk and could also safely enable evacuation by
foot to higher ground at Tummaville Road if necessary; and
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4)

Escape/evacuation of the dwelling house is readily available and achievable due to:
a)

the existence of advanced early warning systems;

b)

increased public knowledge and awareness of flooding and its implications since
the 2011 floods;

c)

escape from the dwelling house to flood free/high ground is achievable in around 2
minutes;

d)

flood waters from the Canal Creek are unlikely to reach the house site, or block
egress/escape routes, in less than 10 minutes (and most likely in hours) from when
warnings are issued – as, due to the Council and Bureau of Meteorology advanced
warning systems, the time from warning to flood impact is more likely to be much
longer than required to evacuate.

Mitigation
It is considered that mitigation of potential flood hazard and risk (especially to the Dwelling
House) is achieved fully by the proposed construction methods/design and remaining in the
house during an event. However, Council could also impose conditions of approval that
ensure that all future owners/residents of the site must be made aware (in writing) of the
flood hazard to the site, and potential risks from flooding. It is considered that this would
ensure the risk to life is mitigated to an acceptable level, as residents would be aware of
hazard, aware of risks (eg. driving through flood waters), aware of warning systems and
would not act inappropriately (misadventure) during an event.
The purpose of the Flood hazard overlay code is to manage development outcomes in the
floodplain so that risk to life, property, community and the environment during future flood events is
minimised, and to ensure that development does not increase the potential for flood damage on
site or to other property.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
(a)

Development maintains the safety of people on the development site from flood events and
minimises the potential damage from flooding to property.

(b)

Development does not result in adverse impacts on people’s safety, the environment or the
capacity to use land within the floodplain.

The entire subject site is located within the Flood hazard overlay, with almost all the site being at
least 50 centimetres deep in a 1% flood event.
The proposed dwelling is constructed on steel posts. While the exact floor level of the dwelling has
not been provided, it has been stated that ‘the dwelling house’s floor level is a minimum of 1.5
metres above ground level.’ And that ‘the design of the posts and its footings are by an Engineer
who has taken into account potential flood impacts (depth and velocity).’
The site has adequate vehicle access via Tummaville Road, however the access route encounters
significant flooding in a 1% AEP flood event. Flooding poses a potential impact on health and
safety of residents of the site, particularly due to the lack of flood free access to the site.
For a Material Change of Use, the code requires that new buildings, with the exception of farm
sheds and outbuildings associated with an existing dwelling are not located within the overlay area.
The proposed dwelling is located within the Flood hazard overlay area.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO1

Development siting and layout responds to flooding potential and maintains personal safety
at all times.

The site is accessed via Tummaville Road, however the access route encounters significant
flooding, both in terms of depth and velocity, in a 1% AEP flood event.
Directly to the south of the site, Tummaville Road crosses the Canal Creek where the depth and
velocity is extreme in a flood, and there is no flood-free bridge. At the moment this creek crossing
is closed due to flood damage. This means that any evacuation from the proposed dwelling would
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need to be north via Tummaville Road and Falla lane. The proposed dwelling is located
approximately 600 metres from the nearest part of flood free land using Tummaville Road and
Falla Lane as the escape route.
While the applicant’s consultant states that the depth and velocity of flood water would be such that
an able-bodied adult would have little difficulty wading to Tummaville Road, the increased depth
and velocity of flood water along Tummaville Road have not been considered. Council’s Flood
mapping indicates that a section of Tummaville Road to the north reaches between 1.0 and 1.5
metres deep, and has a maximum velocity of up to two (2)m/s2 in a 1% flood event. Therefore,
the use of Tummaville Road as an evacuation route cannot be considered safe. Furthermore, it
cannot be assumed (or required) that only able-bodied adults will be residing in the dwelling.
In the applicant’s response to the Information Request, it was stated that:
It is considered that mitigation of potential flood hazard and risk (especially to the Dwelling
House) is achieved fully by the proposed construction methods/design and remaining in the
house during an event.
It is not recommended that people remain at home when their properties are inundated by flooding,
even if the floor level of their dwelling is well above the water level.
It is important to note that during major flood events, Leyburn is completely isolated and there is no
ability for State Emergency Services (SES) or Council officers to provide assistance to those that
are flood affected. Residents on the northern side of the Tummaville Road bridge crossing of
Canal Creek are inundated prior to inundation of the main township. Therefore, increasing the
number of people living in the flood plain is not recommended.
Council’s Director Engineering Services and Local Disaster Coordinator has reviewed the
applicant’s response to Council’s Information Request, and provided the following statement:
I accept their argument that the floor height will be clear of the 1% event. The steel piles are
mentioned but I am unclear if they are designed by a RPEQ; not just an engineer. The fact
remains that the house proposed will be completely cut off in times of flooding. Wading
through flood waters in my view is not a safe proposal in general. By accepting this as a
“safe” option I believe Council would wear some liability potentially.
I recommend refusal as there is no safe option in my view if the occupants do not evacuate
prior to the flood.
As per the statement from the Director Engineering Services and Local Disaster Coordinator, it is
not considered that the dwelling is sited in a safe location, and the proposal does not ensure that
personal safety is maintained at all times. As such, the Performance outcome cannot be met.
The code also requires that residential buildings:
(a) Use screening to ensure that the understorey is not visible from the street;
(b) Are not excessively high or out of character with the area;
(c) Orient to the street by ensuring that the stairs to the dwelling and at least one habitable room
overlook the street; and
(d) Have ground floors that allow for the flow through of flood water.
The proposed dwelling does not appear to be excessively high, or out of character with the area.
However, the applicant has not indicated that any screening will be used for the understory of the
proposed dwelling.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO2

Development is resilient to flood events by ensuring that design and construction account
for the potential risks of flooding.

The proposed dwelling is set back approximately 80 metres from Tummaville Road. The proposed
dwelling does not appear to be excessively high, or out of character with the area, and it is not
expected that screening the understory would be required to improve the amenity of risk resilience
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of the dwelling. It is considered that the proposed dwelling could comply with the Performance
outcome.
Physical infrastructure code
The proposed development complies with, or can be conditioned to comply with the Physical
infrastructure code in relation to Water supply, Waste water disposal, Energy, and Roads and rail.
State Planning Policy
As Council’s Planning Scheme has not been identified by the Minister as appropriately integrating
the State Planning Policy 2017, Council must assess the application against the relevant
assessment benchmarks of the SPP.
Assessment benchmarks – natural hazards, risk and resilience:
3)

Development avoids natural hazard areas, or where it is not possible to avoid the natural
hazard area, development mitigates the risks to people and property to an acceptable or
tolerable level.

4)

Development supports and does not hinder disaster management response or recovery
capacity and capabilities.

5)

Development directly, indirectly and cumulatively avoids an increase in the severity of the
natural hazard and the potential for damage on the site or to other properties.

6)

Risks to public safety and the environment from the location of hazardous materials and the
release of these materials as a result of a natural hazard are avoided.

As described in the assessment against the Flood hazard overlay above, the entire subject site is
located within the Flood hazard overlay. The proposed dwelling is constructed on steel posts,
above the water levels of a 1% flood event.
Any evacuation from the proposed dwelling would need to be north via Tummaville Road and Falla
lane. The proposed dwelling is located approximately 600 metres from the nearest part of flood
free land using Tummaville Road and Falla Lane as the escape route.
While the applicant’s consultant states that the depth and velocity of flood water would be such that
an able-bodied adult would have little difficulty wading to Tummaville Road, the increased depth
and velocity of flood water along Tummaville Road have not been considered. Council’s Flood
mapping indicates that a section of Tummaville Road to the north reaches between 1.0 and 1.5
metres deep, and has a maximum velocity of over 2m/s in a 1% flood event. Therefore, the use of
Tummaville Road as an evacuation route cannot be considered safe. Furthermore, it cannot be
assumed (or required) that only able-bodied adults will be residing in the dwelling.
During major flood events, Leyburn is completely isolated and there is no ability for State
Emergency Services (SES) or Council officers to provide assistance to those that are flood
affected. Any rescue efforts for residents at the property would hinder disaster management
response or recovery capacity and capabilities throughout other flood affected areas.
The proposed development does not comply with all of the relevant Assessment Benchmarks for
natural hazards, risk and resilience from the State Planning Policy 2017.
Proposed Amendments to the Planning Scheme
Given that the proposed amendments to the planning scheme (which are currently with the
Minister awaiting final approval) Council can apply the Coty Principle, which means Council can
give weight to the proposed amendments.
The proposed amendments include changes to the Flood hazard overlay code to allow some new
buildings within the overlay. The relevant assessment benchmark is as follows:
AO1(b)
New buildings are located within the overlay area only where the local government has
confirmed in writing that the following criteria are met:
(i)

There is no part of the lot that is outside of the Flood hazard overlay area;
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(ii) New buildings are located on the highest part of the lot to minimise entrance of
floodwaters;
(iii) New buildings are located in areas of low flood hazard only as follows:


Maximum flood depth is 0.3 m; and


Maximum flood velocity is 0.4 m/s.
(iv) Direct access is available to low hazard evacuation routes as follows:


Maximum flood depth is 0.3 m;




Maximum flood velocity is 0.4 m/s; and
Evacuation distance is less than 200 m.

The proposed dwelling house fails to meet (iii) and (iv) as the flood depth both at the dwelling site
and the evacuation route exceeds 0.3 metres, the flood velocity exceeds 0.4 metres per second,
and the evacuation distance to a flood free area exceeds 200 metres.
Unlawful Building Work
It is noted that at the time of writing this report, significant building work has been undertaken for
the construction of the dwelling.
Building work has commenced despite:


No planning approval or building approval being issued for the dwelling;



The building certifier also acting as applicant for the planning application;



A letter being sent on 6 September 2017 in response to a request for building information
(Form 19) advising that the height of flood waters during a 1% AEP flood event is at least 50
centimetres on the land, and exceeds 2 metres is some parts of the site, and that planning
approval is required for a dwelling house on this land;



Council’s Information Request dated 17 October 2017 advising Council is unlikely to approve
the application given the flood liability of the land, and suggesting withdrawal of the
application.

If Council decides to refuse this application, it is recommended that Council also resolve that
should the unlawful building works not be removed from the land, that legal action commence
against the landowners.
Conclusion
The applicant proposes to construct a dwelling on land that is entirely located within Council’s
Flood hazard overlay.
The Planning Scheme requires that new dwellings are not to be located within the Flood hazard
overlay, and the siting and layout responds to flooding potential maintains personal safety at all
times.
Tummaville Road is also subject to flooding and there is no alternative flood-free access to the site
in a flood event. The proposed dwelling is located approximately 600 metres from the nearest part
of flood free land using Tummaville Road and Falla Lane as the escape route. Flooding poses a
potential impact on health and safety of residents of the site, particularly due to the lack of flood
free access to the site.
The proposed development cannot meet the Performance outcomes of the Flood hazard overlay
code, the Residential uses code and the Rural zone code with regard to flooding. The proposed
development is recommended for refusal.
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STATEMENT OF REASONS
Assessment benchmarks
Benchmarks applying for the development
(a) The following codes of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme:




8.2.5 Flood hazard overlay code
9.3.7 Residential uses code
9.4.7 Physical infrastructure code

(b) State Planning Policy July 2017, Part E - Natural hazards, risk and resilience
Reasons for the decision
Notwithstanding the details that have been provided, not all benchmarks have been achieved and
development conditions cannot be imposed to achieve compliance. Therefore the development
does not achieve compliance with the Southern Downs Planning Scheme and the State Planning
Policy 2017.
The entire site is located within the Flood hazard overlay and there is no alternative flood-free site
on the land. Tummaville Road is also subject to flooding, and there are no alternative flood free
access routes. The proposed development would increase the risk to people and property in a
flood event. The proposed development cannot comply with the Southern Downs Planning
Scheme and State Planning Policy as outlined in the recommendation.
Options
Council:
1.

Refuse the application for the reasons outlined in the recommendation.

2.

Refuse the application for reasons other than as outlined in the recommendation.

3.

Approve the application subject to conditions giving reasons for the approval despite the
conflict with the assessment benchmarks.
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Recommendation
A.

THAT the application for Material Change of Use for a Dwelling house (within Flood hazard
overlay) on land at Tummaville Road, Leyburn, described as Lot 15 L187, Parish of Leyburn,
County of Merivale, be refused for the following reasons:
1.

The entire site is located within the Flood hazard overlay and there is no alternative
flood-free site on the land. Tummaville Road is also subject to flooding, and there are
no alternative flood free access routes. The proposed development would increase the
risk to people and property in a flood event. The depth and velocity of flood water
during a 1% AEP flood event are excessive, both at the development site and the
evacuation route, and the evacuation distance to a flood free area is also excessive.

2.

The proposed development cannot comply with the following sections of the Southern
Downs Planning Scheme:


Section 8.2.5.2(1), Flood hazard overlay code, Purpose:
The purpose of the Flood hazard overlay code is to manage development
outcomes in the floodplain so that risk to life, property, community and the
environment during future flood events is minimised



Section 8.2.5.2(2), Flood hazard overlay code, Purpose:
The purpose of the code will achieve the following outcomes:
(a) Development maintains the safety of people on the development site from
flood events and minimises the potential damage from flooding to property.
(b) Development does not result in adverse impacts on people’s safety



Section 8.2.5.3, Flood hazard overlay code, Assessment Criteria:
AO1.1 New buildings, with the exception of farm sheds and outbuildings
associated with an existing dwelling are not located within the overlay area.
PO1



Development siting and layout responds to flooding potential and maintains
personal safety at all times.

Section 9.3.7.2, Residential uses code, Purpose:
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
All dwelling houses, dual occupancy, hostels, multiple dwellings and retirement
facilities:
(a)



Occur only on land that is suited to the development and occupation of
residential buildings;

Section 9.3.7.3, Residential uses code, Assessment Criteria:
AO1

A dwelling house … is erected on a part of the site with –
(a) A flood free area of at least 17m x 17m at natural ground level;

PO1
3.

Dwelling houses … are located on a site that is free from natural hazards.

The proposed development does not comply with the following Assessment
Benchmarks of the State Planning Policy 2017.


Part E - Natural hazards, risk and resilience
3)

Development avoids natural hazard areas, or where it is not possible to avoid
the natural hazard area, development mitigates the risks to people and
property to an acceptable or tolerable level.

4)

Development supports and does not hinder disaster management response or
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recovery capacity and capabilities.
5)

4.

Development directly, indirectly and cumulatively avoids an increase in the
severity of the natural hazard and the potential for damage on the site or to
other properties.

Under the Coty Principle, the proposed development cannot comply with the following
sections of the proposed amendments to the Southern Downs Planning Scheme:


Section 8.2.5.3, Flood hazard overlay code, Assessment Criteria:
AO1(a) With the exception of farm sheds and outbuildings associated with an
existing dwelling, new buildings are not located within the overlay area; or
(b) New buildings are located within the overlay area only where the local
government has confirmed in writing that the following criteria are met:
(i)

There is no part of the lot that is outside of the Flood hazard overlay
area;

(ii) New buildings are located on the highest part of the lot to minimise
entrance of floodwaters;
(iii) New buildings are located in areas of low flood hazard only as
follows:
-

Maximum flood depth is 0.3 m; and

-

Maximum flood velocity is 0.4 m/s.

(iv) Direct access is available to low hazard evacuation routes as follows:
- Maximum flood depth is 0.3 m;
- Maximum flood velocity is 0.4 m/s; and
- Evacuation distance is less than 200 m.
PO1
B.

Development siting and layout responds to flooding potential and
maintains personal safety at all times.

(a)

THAT, if the unlawful building works remain on Lot 15 L187 despite enforcement
action, Council commence legal action to have the landowners remove the unlawful
building works; and

(b)

THAT Council delegates authority to the Chief Executive Officer to conduct this legal
action, including authority to commence, prosecute, negotiate, mediate, settle or cease
this legal action upon such terms as Council’s legal advisor may recommend or
approve, and appoint expert witnesses as necessary.

Attachments
Nil
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12.9 Material Change of Use - Cherrabah Sporting Clays Incorporated, 396 Keoghs Road,
Elbow Valley
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Development Assessment
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01889

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
LAND USE AREA:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:
FILE NUMBER:

Cherrabah Sporting Clays
Joyful View Garden Real Estate Development Resort Co. Pty
Ltd
396 Keoghs Road ELBOW VALLEY QLD 4370
Lot 1000 on SP 268215 (Incl Emt Z), Parish of Wildash
Rural (Granite Hills Precinct)
1988 (Ha)
Outdoor Sport and Recreation (Clay Shooting and Small Bore
Rifle Range)
Impact
8 Submissions (1 Withdrawn Submission)
Nil
MCU\01889

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for Outdoor Sport and Recreation (Clay Shooting
and Small Bore Rifle Range), on land at 396 Keoghs Road ELBOW VALLEY QLD 4370,
described as Lot 1000 on SP 268215 (Incl Emt Z), Parish of Wildash, County of Merivale, be
approved subject to conditions.
Report
The subject property is zoned Rural and currently operates as the Cherrabah Resort. This
proposed development for a Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range comprising of 14 Shooting
Stands to operate separate to the Cherrabah Resort but use the service the resort offers to patrons
i.e. accommodation rooms, restaurant, bar, amenities etc. The Clay Shooting and Small Rifle
Range will hosts a monthly event on the last weekend of each month and host 2 major events
throughout the year. The Cherrabah Sporting Clays Incorporated has previously hosted two (2)
annual events at the subject property through a Temporary Events Permits issued by Council. A
maximum number of shooters at the once a month events are to be no more than 50 people, with
the Club currently averaging 32 shooters and the two (2) annual events are to be a maximum of
250 people. A copy of the Weapons Licencing Approval to operate the Clay Shooting and Small
Bore Rifle Range has been provided to Council.
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Figure 1: Location of Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range
The Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range – Shooting Directions

Figure 2: Shooting directions and clearance distances
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Environmental Health Officer’s Comments
“Whilst there is some information that is not clear in the noise assessment, for example, the
calculated component noise taking into consideration the background noise, this would
generally result in a lower noise level than the measured noise level which has been
included in the report and therefore the levels reported can still be considered.
It will be recommended that the two different shooting ranges (the clay target range and the
centre fire/pistol range) cannot be used at the same time, the results in the noise
assessment of the shotgun and rifle together have not been considered further. For the
centre fire/pistol range, as there are only two stands in operation, it is unlikely this will result
in a noise nuisance provided conditions are placed on any approval and that the number of
stands and the operation must be constructed in accordance with the submitted
information. However, it has been reported in the noise assessment that the clay target
range will have twelve shooting stands. Whilst it is unlikely that shots would be fired from
each stand at the same time, this needs to be considered as worst case scenario. The
noise assessment provides a predicted noise level of 77dB(Z) for six shots at the same
time, but does not indicate how this was predicted. A general rule from the Australian
Standard 2436 is that if the difference between two decibel levels is 0 to 1dB, an amount of
3dB is added to the higher of the two decibel levels. Therefore, if it is assumed that all 12
stands result in a 66dB(Z) level each, this will add to a combined noise level of 99dB(Z),
which exceeds the criteria in the Environmental Protection Act 1994. Therefore, it is
recommended that a maximum of 10 stands be permitted to be used at any one time at the
clay target range. See further comments throughout the report regarding shooting stands.
This limitation, combined with the infrequent use of the clay target range which should be
limited to once/month and for two annual events, will mean it is unlikely the range will have
a noise impact on the surrounding environment”.
The application submitted identified fourteen (14) shooting stands as part of the proposed range.
However the noise report provided only made reference to twelve (12) shooting stands and
although the noise report has been provided in accordance with the Environmental Protection Act
1994 (EPA), the report failed to take into account an item raised in the information request issued
by Council on the 12 September 2017 which required the noise report to demonstrate a noise level
of 95dB Z peak Holds at the subject property boundary.
The Environmental Impact Noise Report provided by the Applicant which was prepared by CRG
Acoustics provided the noise levels at the nearby sensitive receptors. The EPA, Section 440ZC
Outdoor Shooting Ranges, Item (1) makes reference to the following:
(1) A person must not operate, or permit the operation of, an outdoor shooting range, between
6a.m. and 6p.m. on any day, if the noise from the operation is more than—
(a) for a range that is normally used at least 5 days a week—95dB Z Peak Hold; or
(b) for a range that is normally used 4 days a week—100dB Z Peak Hold; or
(c) for a range that is normally used no more than 3 days a week—105dB Z Peak Hold.
The proposed shooting events are not being carried out more than 3 days per week (one (1)
weekend a month and two (2) annual events) and therefore the EPA allows for a noise level of
105dB Z Peak Hold. The comments provided by Council’s Environmental Health Officer indicates
as a worst case scenario, the combined noise level will be 99dB(Z) which is below the level
mentioned in section 440ZC, item 1 point (c) of the EPA. Therefore, the number of shooting stands
should be limited as per the Noise Report provided by the applicant, which is twelve (12) shooting
stands. For this reason the proposal plan (Figure 2 above) should be amend to remove the
shooting stands closest to the property boundary as follows:
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Figure 3: Amendments to proposal plans in accordance with advice obtain from Council’s
Environmental Officer.
The applicant can provide suitable information regarding the two (2) shooting stands being
removed from the development proposal with an undated Noise Report. This could be considered
as part of a Negotiated Decision.
Referral
Advice was sought after from the Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning
(DILGP) in August 2017 and the following comments were received on 31 August 2017:
“Given the nature of the development you have described and the definition of Major Sport,
Recreation and Entertainment Facility in Schedule 24 of the Planning Regulation 2017, I do
believe that a referral would be required for Schedule 10, Part 9, Division 4, Subdivision 1
(Schedule 20).
I note that this determination has been based on the national events and international
events in terms of the number of participants (and I presume others) to be engaged in the
activity. If for example, the applicant only proceeded with the monthly shooting events on
the weekend for up to 30 to 40 people and biannual events, I believe the referral would not
be triggered”.
Based on this advice, the national and international events are not included in this application with
only the monthly and biannual events forming part of this proposal. If the Cherrabah Sporting Clay
Incorporated wishes to host national and international events, they will need to apply through a
formal application process. The Cherrabah Sporting Clays Incorporated wanted Council to find out
if the monthly events could host 50 people (currently averaging 32 people but want to cater for
continuing growth of the Club) and still avoid the referral to the DILGP with the following response
provided:
“This would still be appropriate i.e. not as a Major Facility”.
To comply with the advice sought from DILGP the following conditions should be imposed on the
development:
 This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
- One weekend event per month (Maximum 50 register Shooters at the event)
- Two (2) annual events per year (Maximum 250 registered Shooters at the event)
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 No National or International events are to be hosted at the subject property unless the
appropriate approvals are granted by the relevant entities in accordance with the Planning
Act 2016.
Third Party Advice
As the subject property is within close proximity to the Queensland/New South Wales boarder, a
letter was sent to Tenterfield Shire Council on 30 November 2017 requesting third party advice.
There has been no correspondence received from Tenterfield Shire Council about the
development proposal.
Submissions
The applicant provided a response to the submissions on 15 January 2018 as follows:
“2015-2017 we have operated our major 3 day events on a special events license applied
for with Southern Downs Regional Council - approved and granted for the past 3 years.
After discussion with the council, we were advised to apply for a Development Application
to eliminate the procedure and cost of Special Events Licences for every event each year.
Cherrabah Sporting Clays lnc. is a non-profit club and the aim of our club is to promote
sporting clay shooting in the Southern Downs region as this is the only sporting clay layout
in the region. We offer a world class sporting shooting layout which does attract shooters
and families from all over Australia. In 20l8 the annual May event will be the 27th year of this
event, the last 4years conducted at Cherrabah.
1. The Cherrabah Resort applied for and was granted, for the first 2 years to run on a
special events license in 2015/2O16 and it was conducted by Toowoomba Clay Target
Club lnc.
2. This year (May 2017) Cherrabah Sporting Clays lncorporated applied for and was
granted a Special Events Licence and then again conducted a smaller 2 day shoot in
(November 2A1,7) once again with special events licence. Numbers of shooters.
 (230 shooters) over 3 days May 2017
 (70 shooters over 2 days) November 2017
 All of the above events are fully booked from one year to the next and Cherrabah
Resort is a closed venue restricted to shooters and their families only.
 We even outsource accommodation in local bed & breakfast houses.
 We use multimedia for the booking of accommodation, meals.
Noise
 Three noise reports have been submitted by professionals and all meet the
requirements.
With relation to extra traffic into the area both inside and on nearby roads - This would have
very little effect as vehicles would be the same as at any full resort - where they drive to
Cherrabah and park their cars (most vehicles are not used until departure.)As part of our
special events licensing we are required to inform the police department, fire brigade and
ambulance that the event is on.
Safety
As with all licensed shooting ranges approved by Weapons Licencing ( copy attached) all
requirements of the gun laws are strictly adhered to, including range register, security,
storage and instruction by qualified range officers.
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Contamination
All casings, shells, targets and general rubbish will be removed at the end of each session.
All clay targets used are biodegradable. AII used cartridges are collected and removed from
the property”.
Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt with in
reaching the decision

Granite Mine Application

The Granite Mine application does not form part of
this application. The decision of the mine is up to the
State Government and therefore is not applicable to
the assessment of this application. No comments
can be made by Council is relation to the affects the
mine will have on noise, dust, land contamination,
vibrations occurring, traffic generated, fuel storage,
road closure, etc.

Animal well fair will be compromised from
shoots being fired. The noise creates
stress amongst cattle, working dogs and
native animals

The shooting range has provided sufficient setbacks
from the boundaries. The noise level generated by
the proposal are considered appropriate under the
Environmental Protection Act and therefore should
not have any major effects on the surrounding rural
livestock and animals in the locality. In addition the
shooting range will not be in use every day with the
hours of operation conditioned as part of the
development.

All the current clubs in Warwick district
have fully met the requirements under the
Weapons Act 1990; Weapons Categories
Regulation 1997; Weapons Amendment
Act 2011; The Weapons and Other
Legislation Amendment Act 2012 and
Weapons Regulation 2016, as well as the
Associations Act.
The noise generated by the granite mine
and the 2 shooting range applications
would have an a cumulative effect on
noise levels

The proposed Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle
Range will need to comply with all applicable
legislation that other rifle ranges also need to comply
with. In response to the submissions, a copy of the
approval for Category A Weapons, Category B
Weapons and Category C (Shotgun) Weapons for
sport target shooting has been provided.

The noise report is misleading and
incomplete account of the noise impacts

Council’s Environmental Health Officer has reviewed
the Noise Report provided and recommended
conditions such as, reducing the shooting stands for
the range, limiting the hours of operation and only
allows one shooting range in use at any one time.
With the conditions imposed any issues within the
noise report can be addressed.

The Granite mine application does not form part of
this application. The applicant has provided an
Acoustic Report as part of the application which
indicated that the noise levels generated by the
shooting range are in accordance with the
Environmental Protect Act. In addition, a condition of
approval is that only one shooting range can be in
use at one time on the subject property.

The noise from the shooting range can be It is acknowledged that noise will be generated by
heard kilometres from the subject the shooting range but it needs to be determined if
property.
the noise is at an unacceptable level. In this
instance, the noise levels provided are in
accordance with the Environmental Protection Act
and therefore are considered acceptable.
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Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt with in
reaching the decision

The shooting range will have impacts on It is acknowledged that there is wildlife in the area.
native wildlife in the area
The development is no proposing to remove any
significant vegetation for the shooting range and a
condition has been imposed for a fauna spotter to be
present at each shoot. In the event that wildlife is
spotted, the shooting must stop immediately until the
animal has moved safely away from the area. In
addition, as part of the weapons licencing
requirements, if a shooter accidently harms wildlife,
they can be suspended from shooting for a year and
therefore it is in the shooters best interest to be
mindful of wildlife.
The use of the current shooting range is in
breach of their approval.

If the existing shooting range is in breach of the
conditions of approval, a compliant should be made
directly to Council and the Cherrabah Resort to
ensure an appropriate compliance investigation is
carried out. Each approval requires the conditions of
any approval to be complied with.

Signage has not been restricted to the This condition relates to a physical signage and not
subject property only with the range widely advertising on public media. The physical signage in
advertising to the public.
only allowed to be shown on the subject property
and on no other land but it does not restrict
advertising on websites etc.
The proposal is inconsistent with the
Southern Downs Planning Scheme, in
particular the biodiversity and rural zone
code

The application has been assessed against the
applicable benchmarks identified in the Southern
Downs Planning Scheme. With conditions imposed
the development is considered to comply with the
planning scheme and justification is provided against
the criteria listed in the Statement of Reason that is
attached to this report and will be available in the
decision notice.

There is no need to additional shooting The Southern Downs Planning Scheme does not
ranges within the Southern Downs Region take into consideration other shooting ranges in the
region. The application process is to allow applicants
to apply to Council for a particular use on any given
site. If the development complies with the applicable
criteria, it is considered to be acceptable.
Hours to operate 7 days a week 9am to The shooting range is not to be used 7 days a week.
5pm is unacceptable
The shooting range is only intending to operate one
weekend a month and host two (2) annual events
per year. A condition has been imposed for the
hours of operation at these events to be between
8am and 6pm.
The noise report does not take into A noise report is required to identify all sensitive
account all properties within the locality
receptors such as existing dwelling. If a lot is vacant,
it is not considered a sensitive receptor and does not
need to form part of the noise report. The noise
report provided for the application does identify the
nearby sensitive receptors i.e. approved dwelling
houses.
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Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt with in
reaching the decision

The range will contaminate the land

All land contamination is to be reported immediately
to the Department of Environment and Heritage
Protection. The operators of the range are also
required to comply with the Environmental
Protection Act. A condition of approval is that should
the shooting range use cease, rehabilitation is to
occur to the area to the satisfaction of Council.

There are inappropriate safety zones
around the range

There are a number of elements that are considered
in the assessment of the application against the
Southern Downs Planning Scheme. However before
a range can operate they are still required to obtain
an approval from Weapons Licencing Queensland
who will also impose conditions relating to safety
zones, noise and how the range is to operate. The
safety zones of a range are determined by Weapons
Licencing and not Council. A copy of the current
weapons licencing approval for the Clay Shooting
and Small Bore Rifle Range has been provided to
Council.

The shooting range will have an effect on The range is to not just to provide a facility but also
the local tourism
to bring people to the local area. There has been no
information provided to suggest that the range will
have a negative effect on local tourism. Council
would be unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
The spotted quoll in the area is reliant on The shooting range is only operating during daylight
the protection of the existing habitat
hours when the quoll would be generally inactive as
it is a nocturnal animal. In addition, there is no
removal of significant vegetation as part of the
proposal and therefore the use would have minimal
effects on the existing habitat. A fauna spotter is to
be present at each shooting event and shooting
must stop immediately if wildlife is seen in the
danger zone.
The shooting range will create acceptable No evidence or market related verification has been
noise and devalue my property
supplied validating the claim that the proposed
development devalues adjoining properties. Council
would be unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
Assessment against the Planning Scheme
Section 3.2 of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme outlines in the Strategic Intent - Element Sport and Recreation, Specific Outcome 3.5.4.2 Land Use Strategies point (2) the following:
 The development of new major sport and recreation facilities and the upgrading of existing
facilities is carefully located, designed and constructed to ensure that the impacts of the
uses such as noise, traffic and lighting nuisance can be managed to avoid unacceptable
impacts on sensitive uses including residential development and on the existing road
infrastructure.
The proposed Outdoor Sport and Recreation for a Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is to
host sporting events on a monthly basis and bi-annually. The facility has been carefully located on
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an existing property that has facilities available for club members and spectators in the form of an
existing resort. All roads are constructed to the subject property and therefore no new major
infrastructure is required. The event is to be carried out during daylight hours and therefore will not
cause any lighting nuisance. The shooting range is located in an area where sufficient distance
from property boundaries are achieved and a noise report has been submitted demonstrating that
noise levels generated by the facility are at an acceptable level for (10) shooting stands and
identifies the existing sensitive uses including residential developments. The development is
considered to comply with the Strategic Intent of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme for Sport
and Recreation.
This application required assessment against the following benchmarks:








the Rural zone code
the Carparking and loading code
the Landscaping code
the Outdoor lighting code
the Physical infrastructure code
the Biodiversity overlay code
the Bushfire overlay code

Rural zone code
The purpose of the Rural zone code is to:
 Provide for tourism uses associated with surrounding rural activities or within localities with
environmental values where such uses do not give rise to conflicts which could prejudice
the existing economic activity in the area or impact on natural resources, environment or
landscape character.
 Provide for uses that require isolation from urban areas as a consequence of their impacts
such as noise or odour.
The proposed Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is located at an existing resort
(Cherrabah) and this proposed Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is to provide an event
that will bring patrons from outside the region to the resort. The rifle range has been located in an
area that does not require the removal of any regulated vegetation.
The subject property is located within a rural setting with a radius from nearby towns being
approximately 16km from Killarney, 17km from Warwick and 30km from Stanthorpe. A use of this
nature does need to be in isolation from urban areas and therefore the subject property is
considered appropriate. It is acknowledged that noise will be generated from the use, but a noise
report has been provided which adequately demonstrates that the noise generated is at an
acceptable level to nearby sensitive receptors for twelve (12) shooting stands in accordance with
the Environmental Protection Act 1994. The Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is located
approximately 1200m from the northern boundary, 1050m from the southern boundary, 900m from
the eastern boundary (when including all fourteen (14) shooting stands) and 3800m from the
western boundary. The proposed development provides appropriate setbacks to sensitive
receptors, will not compromise the urban areas, encourages tourist to visit the existing resort and
the isolation of the subject property ensure the development complies with the purpose of the Rural
zone code.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:
 Impacts on significant vegetation and habitat areas are minimised by the location of nonrural uses outside of areas of remnant vegetation. Where rearrangements of boundaries
occur lots contain building envelopes that exclude areas of remnant vegetation and include
any required firebreak from remnant vegetation.
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 Non-rural uses including tourist uses and industries to value add to rural enterprises:
a) are located, designed, oriented, constructed and operated to minimise impact on
existing rural uses and are buffered from productive land; and
b) do not alienate good quality agricultural land, strategic cropping land or potential
strategic cropping land; and
c) are located on cleared land to avoid the need for additional clearing of vegetation; and
d) are designed to minimise environmental impacts; and
e) are located, designed, oriented, constructed and operated to avoid hazards such as
bushfire, landslip and flood; and
f) are accessed by roads that are of an adequate standard for the traffic generated by the
use;
 There is limited reduction in the vegetation cover within the zone and ecological corridors
are protected.
The section of the subject property that is considered remnant vegetation is identified in ‘blue’
below:

Figure 4: Identifying remnant vegetation in relation to the proposed shooting range.
As it can be seen in figure 4, there is a small section of the shooting range located within a
remnant vegetation area. As part of this development there is no removal of significant vegetation.
The subject property does have a hilly terrain and is not considered to be good cropping or
agricultural land. The location of the Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is located within
the centre of the subject property with dense vegetation surrounding the range ensuring that there
is a buffer between this development and any nearby properties that are used for rural
uses/productive land. The location of the range is not identified in a bushfire hazard area.
Regardless of this, the range would not be used in a bushfire event, there is sufficient water stored
on-site to cater for a bushfire event and at the bi-annual events, the rural fire brigade are present
for the entire event. When the weekend and bi-annual events are occurring, many patrons will stay
at the resort and the traffic generation caused by the events would be the same as if the resort was
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booked at full capacity. The main traffic route to the subject property is bitumen sealed and is
considered to be of an adequate standard to cater for the proposed use of a Clay Shooting and
Small Bore Rifle Range for up to 50 shooters at the monthly events and 250 people at the biannual events. Overall the proposed development is considered to comply with the overall
outcomes of the Rural Zone Code.
The subject property is identified within the Granite Hills precinct and the overall outcomes for the
precinct are as follows:
 The scenic amenity and landscape character values as well as the agricultural values in
this precinct are protected from development that could impact in a negative manner on
these values.
 While this area may be suitable for larger tourist uses they are only located in areas where
they do not affect existing natural and scenic values, where no vegetation is cleared as a
result of the development, where site access is adequate and appropriate for the traffic
generated by the use where productive agricultural land is not alienated and where the use
does not conflict with the prevailing character of the surrounding area.
 The scenic values of the land are maintained and new development involving substantial
built development is screened and well set back from road frontages.
The proposed Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range has been located within an area that
does not require the removal of significant vegetation and does not involve any permanent
buildings to what already exists ensuring that the scenic amenity and landscape character values
of the area are maintained and not compromised in a negative manner. There is adequate site
access via a bitumen sealed roads for the traffic that would be generated by the proposed
development. The subject property is constrained for agricultural purposes and as the vegetation
on-site is being maintained, the use does not conflict with the prevailing character of the
surrounding area as there is no substantial built development that forms part of this proposal, with
the patrons at the range utilising the existing facilities on-site that form part of the existing
Cherrabah Resort. The proposed development is considered to comply with the overall outcomes
of the precinct.
Assessment Benchmarks of the Rural Zone Code
AO1 - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - The rural or natural environment character of the land is retained. Uses established in the
Rural zone do not conflict with rural land uses or the natural, scenic and community values of the
area.
The shooting range is located within an area where the terrain is quite hilly and therefore is
constrained for rural uses. In addition, the distance the range is located from the property
boundaries will also ensure that rural uses within the locality are not compromised. The shooting
range is not removing any significant vegetation from the subject property which will maintain the
natural and scenic values of the area. There are no permanent structures as part of the
development proposal. The clays targets that are used at the shooting range are biodegradable to
reduce the impacts on the environment and although it is acknowledged that the bullets used do
contain lead, a rotary hoe is used to collect the lead pellets to reduce any lead contamination to the
soil. The shooting range is considered to retain the natural environmental character of the land and
therefore compliance with the performance outcome of the Code is achieved.
AO2 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO2 - Rural activity on land is protected from conflict with other uses that are not rural uses.
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The proposed Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is not considered a rural use but an
outdoor sport and recreation use. The shooting range is located a significant distance from all
property boundaries which will ensure that rural activities within the locality are not compromised.
Regardless of this, the shooting range will not compromise any future rural activities that may
occur on the subject land should the shooting range be closed in the future and therefore the
development is considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
AO5 - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO5 - There are no significant adverse impacts on public health and safety with regard to:
(a) the siting scale and design of buildings or other works;
(b) waste water disposal;
(c) the permanent or temporary occupation of or access to areas subject to natural hazards.
There are no proposed buildings on-site with regards to the proposed Clay Shooting and Small
Bore Rifle range with the shooters and spectators of the recreational activity utilising the existing
facilities located at the Cherrabah Resort. The waste disposed of on-site is primarily clay targets
which are biodegradable and while it is acknowledged that lead bullets are used, they can be
collected by using a rotary hoe to reduce any contamination. The location of the rifle range,
spectator’s area and access to the site/range are not located within a bushfire overlay area and
therefore should not be subject to natural hazard. All shooting ranges are subject to Weapons
Licencing approval which also has separate requirements to the planning scheme criteria. The
proposed development is considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code as
there will not be any adverse impact on public health and safety.
AO6 - There is no acceptable outcome identified
PO6 - All uses are located, designed, oriented and constructed to minimise noise, dust, odour or
other nuisance from existing lawful uses including rural and industry uses.
The subject property is 1988 hectares in size and the closest distance from the shooting area to a
boundary is the eastern boundary which is approximately 900m. However, the shooting distance of
a shotgun is generally around 80m which is similar for small bore range rifles. It can been seen in
Figure 2: Shooting directions and clearance distances the shooting distances range between 40m
and 80m with a clearance zone provided of around 200m to ensure safety is maintained. There is
no dust or odour that would go beyond the shooting area, with noise being the greatest nuisance
generated from the proposed development. The applicant has provided a noise report to
demonstrate the noise levels generated by the proposal. In this instance, there are no prescribed
noise levels within the Southern Downs Planning Scheme for a Shooting Range and therefore the
noise report provided is based on the prescribed noise levels within the Environmental Protection
Act 1994 which outlines that a shooting range used no more than 3 days per week (proposal is for
one (1) shooting event per month and two (2) annual events) as not exceeding 105dBZ. The report
provided illustrates that the shooting range will not exceed this limit but it is recommended that the
shooting range has been reduced from fourteen (14) shooting stand to twelve (12) shooting stands
based on Council’s assessment and the noise report provided by the applicant. As the
development has sufficient setbacks from boundaries and the noise generated is at a reasonable
level in accordance with the Environmental Protection Act, the development is considered to
comply with the performance outcome of the Code and will not impact on existing rural uses.
AO8 - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO8 - Development is sensitive and responsive to the scenic amenity of the area. The appearance
and siting of buildings, other structures, carparking areas or signage is compatible with the scenic
character of the area, the design of any nearby structures and is respectful and sympathetic to any
Local heritage place.
The proposed development does not involve any new structures or buildings and will be utilising
the existing facilities at the Cherrabah Resort. Conditions can be imposed on the proposed
development for informal/temporary car parking arrangements and signage to further ensure the
development is compatible with the scenic character of the area. There is no significant vegetation
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being removed as part of the shooting range which will maintain the existing scenic character of
the area and with the shortest setbacks from boundaries being approximately 900m, the
development is being respectful to nearby properties and therefore compliance with the
performance outcome is achieved.
Granite Hills Precinct
AO1- Granite hills - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - Granite hills - Uses are limited to uses that do not compromise the natural environment
character or scenic value of the land, are safe from environmental hazards and are located on sites
that have adequate and appropriate access.
In particular –
(a) The development does not result in the clearing of any remnant vegetation either for site
works or protection from hazards;
(b) The use is located, designed and constructed so that it is not likely to cause conflict with
agricultural practices;
(c) The use has low visual impact particularly where located on highways, main roads or
tourist routes.
As mentioned above, there is only a small section of the shooting range area that is located within
a remnant vegetation area. However, the development is not removing any significant vegetation
as part of the proposal, ensuring that the character or scenic value of the land is not compromise.
The subject property is not located near any highways, main roads or tourist routes. There are
sufficient setbacks from boundaries and with the subject property having a hilly terrain, the location
of the shooting range is at a low point to maintain a low visual impact from nearby areas. The main
access route to the subject property is via bitumen sealed roads with appropriate access to the
subject property. The rural fire brigade are present at the two (2) annual events. Therefore the
development is considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
Assessment Benchmarks of the Sport and Recreation Facility Code
(2) The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
(c) Sensitive design and siting and operation of facilities and infrastructure combined with
buffering of facilities from sensitive land uses such as residential uses minimises the impact
of sport and recreation facilities and associated uses on adjacent areas.
(d) Adverse impacts on ecological values are minimised where recreation and open space
areas include natural habitats such as bushland, wetlands or waterways, or act as a buffer
between natural and developed areas.
The proposed Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle range is maintaining the natural environment by
not removing any vegetation from the subject property. There is a significant amount of vegetation
existing on-site that will act as a buffer between the location of the rifle range and the nearby
properties. The closest setback from a boundary is approximately 900m to the east and therefore
the proposed location of the rifle range is being sensitive in the siting of the facility. There are no
new buildings or structures as part of the proposal as the range will utilise the existing facilities at
the Cherrabah Resort. The Clay Shooting club has been operating annual events at the facility
through Temporary Event Permits issued by Council and have advised that member numbers are
increasing over time which indicates that there is a demand for this type of facility. As part of the
application, a noise report has been provided which demonstrates that the noise levels generated
from the facility are being considerate of nearby sensitive land uses. The development is
considered to comply with the overall outcomes of the Code.
AO6 - (a) At least 50% of spectator seating areas are provided with a shade structure.
(b) 100% of player off field areas are provided with shade structures.
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There is no formal spectator and shooting areas provided with permanent shade structures,
therefore a performance outcome is sought after.
PO6 - Natural and built shade structures reduce exposure to ultra violet radiation.
The spectators are located to the north of the shooting area on a hill that is open (Yellow) and the
shooters are positioned on the edge of the tree area (Blue) as identified below:

Figure 4: Spectators and Shooting area
There are some trees around the shooting and spectators’ area but the event encourages
spectators to bring their portable shade device on the event day with the club providing some
potable shade structures also in the form of umbrellas, marquees and portable shade shelters. The
Cherrabah Sporting Clays are only intending to operate one weekend a month and host two (2)
annual events a year and are not open to the general public, with only members being able to
shoot at the facility. Given the low frequency of the events, the portable shelters are considered
appropriate for the use and there is natural area available for patrons to reduce the exposure to
ultra violet radiation. In addition, the facilities at the Cherrabah Resort will also be available to
spectators and shooters which are in the form of buildings with indoor areas available. Therefore,
the development is considered to comply with the performance outcomes of the Code.
AO12 - No acceptable outcome identified
PO12 - The use is does not result in unacceptable impact on the amenity of the surrounding area.
As previously mentioned within the report, the applicant has provided a noise report that
demonstrates the noise levels that are generated by the shooting range are at an acceptable level.
The shooting range is located in an area with appropriate distances from property boundaries to
ensure the use does not result in unacceptable impact on the amenity of the surrounding area. The
subject property is not located near any major townships and therefore overall the development is
considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
Biodiversity Areas Overlay Code
The purpose of Biodiversity areas overlay code is to:
 maintain and enhance ecological processes;
 protect areas of important scenic amenity value.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes
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 Significant conservation areas are conserved to ensure their ongoing contribution to the
natural environment and biological diversity of the area.
 Important ecological corridors and habitat linkages are maintained.
The biodiversity area is identified in ‘green’ below:

Figure 5: Biodiversity Areas Overlay
Although the shooting range is partly located within the biodiversity area, there is no significant
vegetation being removed as part of the application. By not removing significant vegetation, the
scenic values of the biodiversity area are being maintained and protected for the future. The
shooting area is at the edge of the biodiversity area and therefore will not compromise ecological
corridors and habitat linkages. The proposal is considered to achieve the purpose and overall
outcomes of the Code.
AO1 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - The values of the Significant Conservation Area are protected or enhanced to ensure its
ongoing contribution to the natural environment and biological diversity of the area.
The biodiversity area is being protection with no significant vegetation being removed from the
subject property as part of the development. While it is acknowledged that some of the shooting
stands are located within the biodiversity area, they are not expected to impact on the values of
this area. Biodegradable clay targets are used at the shooting range and by imposing requirements
to clean up the area after each shooting event, the biological diversity of the area will not be
compromised by the proposal. A condition can be imposed on the development for additional tree
planting/rehabilitation of the area to occur once the use has ceased to contribute to the natural
environment and ensure compliance with the performance outcome is achieved.
AO2 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO2 - Clearing of vegetation within the Significant Conservation Area is avoided or minimised as
much as possible and only occurs where:
(a) the development is consistent with the intent of the zone in which it is located;
(b) the available cleared or developed land is insufficient to accommodate the development;
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(c) the development design has taken all reasonable steps to minimise the total footprint
within which activities, buildings, structures, driveways and other works and disturbance are
contained;
(d) the development design has taken all reasonable steps to avoid further fragmentation of
biodiversity areas and strengthens linkages where possible;
(e) the biodiversity and scenic amenity values of the area are not compromised;
(f) the development avoids areas containing higher values to the greatest extent practicable
and activities, buildings, structures, driveways and other works and disturbance are located
in disturbed areas or areas of lesser importance in terms of biodiversity values; and
(g) the development is planned to reduce and minimise any edge effects on retained areas
of vegetation.
Although the shooting area is located within the Biodiversity area, there is no significant vegetation
proposed to be removed as part of the development. The proposal is utilising the existing buildings
and facilities at the Cherrabah Resort to further reduce any encroachment within the biodiversity by
additional buildings. The subject property is heavily vegetated and to ensure appropriate distances
are maintained from property boundaries, the Cherrabah Resort and to maintain safety, the
shooting stands are within a cluster, facing to the south away from the existing Cherrabah Resort.
There are limited areas available on-site to locate the rifle range outside of the biodiversity area
and still maintain safety. The location put forward for the rifle range, although party located within
the biodiversity area it has been planned in an area to reduce impacts and maintain safety from
nearby boundaries and existing facilities. Only half of the shooting range is located within the
biodiversity area and the stands have been located on the edge of this area to reduce
encroachment as much as possible. Therefore the development is considered to comply with the
performance outcome.
AO7 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO7 - Unimpeded movement of fauna is facilitated within and through the site, particularly along
identified ecological corridors by:
(a) ensuring that development and associated activities do not create barriers to the
movement of fauna along and within ecological corridors;
(b) directing fauna to locations where wildlife infrastructure has been created, to enable
wildlife to safely negotiate a development area; and
(c) separating fauna from potential hazards.
There is part of the shooting range within the Biodiversity Area however it is located on the edge of
the identified area and therefore should not impeded the movement of fauna. The Clay Shooting is
not carried out every day with an event occurring one weekend a month and two (2) annual events.
There are no permanent structures proposed as part of the development and therefore will not
create any barriers for the movement of fauna within this area. As part of the shooting rules,
anyone who accidently shoots any native fauna will be suspended from shooting for a year and
therefore it is considered reasonable to impose a condition for a fauna spotter to be present at
each event to protect the native fauna and the competitors. The condition will ensure that comply
with the performance outcome is achieved.
AO9 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO9 - Areas showing signs of degradation that are important to the viability of biodiversity values
are rehabilitated to as near as is practical to the naturally occurring state of plant species, having
regard to:
(a) the use of native plant species of local provenance that support the habitat needs of any
rare of threatened species;
(b) replication of the species and structure of adjacent remnant habitats, including
understorey vegetation.
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As mentioned above, a condition should be imposed for replanting/rehabilitation to occur to the
shooting area that is within the biodiversity area should the use cease in the future. At present the
area is not considered to show signs of degradation and the development is not proposing to
remove any significant vegetation from this area or provide permanent structures. With a condition
imposed for rehabilitation to occur to the area once the use has ceased, compliance with the
performance outcome is achieved.
Bushfire Hazard Overlay
There are areas on the subject property that are identified within the Bushfire Hazard Overlay area.
However, the proposed shooting range is located outside of this area and the access to exit the
subject property is also free from the hazard. At the bi-annual events the rural fire brigade are
present at the event should a bushfire occur. The existing Cherrabah Resort would already have
an evacuation plan in place and there is sufficient water available on-site should a fire break out.
Regardless of this, the shooting events would not occur during a bushfire event and therefore the
development is considered to comply with the Code.
Carparking and loading code
AO1.1 - The number of parking and loading spaces is not less than the minimum number specified
in Table 9.4.2.4 or Council may accept an alternative to providing the required spaces on the
development site in accordance with Planning Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
Table 9.4.2.4
Development
Outdoor Sport and Recreation

Minimum number of spaces
(a) 20 spaces per playing field or 6 spaces
per court whichever is applicable; plus
(b) Bicycle parking racks a rate of one
space per 10 car parks provided in
accordance with (a) above.

The proposed development is not providing any additional formal car parking for the proposed
development and therefore a performance outcome is sought after.
PO1 - Sufficient carparking is provided to accommodate the number and type of vehicles likely to
be generated by the development having regard to the following:
(a) The nature and operation of the use;
(b) The likely number of users including residents and employees;
(c) The hours of operation and the peak parking demand periods;
(d) The availability of alternative parking in the vicinity including on street car parking;
(e) In the case of residential development, the proximity to the Principal centre zone and
the facilities contained within that zone or the availability of public transport;
(f) The feasibility of physically providing parking on site including access restrictions and
size of the site; and
(g) The provisions of Planning Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
The car parking rate specified within table 9.4.2.4 above makes reference to playing fields and
courts which is different to shooting stands for this application. Bicycle parking is not considered
reasonable in this instance given the location of the subject property and it is unlikely that patrons
will ride a bike to the events. Regardless of this there is sufficient space on-site for bicycles to park
informally and therefore formal bicycles parks are not considered reasonable in this instance. In
regards to car parking, the shooting range intend on utilising the existing car parking on-site for
their events and the reasoning behind this is that when an events are on, the resort will not be
available for outside guests, with many of patrons booking rooms at the resort purposely for the
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shooting event. Regardless of this, the subject property is quite large and there is sufficient space
on-site for additional informal car parking to be provided. A condition should be imposed for an
area to be identified on-site for an informal car parking area to be provided, away from the shooting
areas and managed by a volunteer or staff to direct traffic to a safe parking location. The condition
should state that ‘informal car parking is acceptable unless complaints are received (which in the
opinion of an authorised person is not frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief), the
carpark shall be constructed in gravel to Council's standards’.
In addition to the above, the site access and driveways leading to the resort and Shooting Range
are of a bitumen standard and is considered sufficient for the proposed development. The
development is considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
Landscaping code
There is sufficient landscaping existing on-site and there is substantial vegetation located
throughout the subject property, therefore no additional landscaping needs to be provided. The
Landscaping Code is not considered relevant for this development.
Outdoor lighting code
The shooting events are carried out during daylight hours and therefore the Outdoor Lighting Code
is no considered applicable in this instance.
Physical infrastructure code
The shooting range is to utilise the existing facilities at the Cherrabah Resort and therefore the
Physical Infrastructure Code is not considered applicable in this instance.
Other applicable legislation
Environmental Protection Act 1994
The Southern Downs Planning Scheme does not have specific criteria for noise when assessing
an Outdoor Shooting Ranges and therefore specific criteria is drawn from the Environmental
Protection Act 1994, in particular section 440ZC Outdoor Shooting Ranges as follows:
440ZC Outdoor shooting ranges
(1) A person must not operate, or permit the operation of, an outdoor shooting range, between
6a.m. and 6p.m. on any day, if the noise from the operation is more than—
(a) for a range that is normally used at least 5 days a week—95dB Z Peak Hold; or
(b) for a range that is normally used 4 days a week—100dB Z Peak Hold; or
(c) for a range that is normally used no more than 3 days a week—105dB Z Peak Hold.
(2) A person must not operate, or permit the operation of, an outdoor shooting range, between
6p.m. and 10p.m. on any day, if the noise from the operation is more than—
(a) for a range that is normally used at least 5 evenings a week—85dB Z Peak Hold; or
(b) for a range that is normally used 4 evenings a week—90dB Z Peak Hold; or
(c) for a range that is normally used no more than 3 evenings a week—95dB Z Peak Hold.
(3) For this section, noise from an outdoor shooting range is measured by working out the
arithmetic average of the noise levels of whichever of the following happens first during the
measurement period—
(a) at least 40 individual gunshots;
(b) at least 20 individual gunshots in any 30-minute period.
(4) In this section—
used means used for an activity that includes shooting.
Examples of a range being used—
1 a shooting match conducted at the range
2 a defence personnel or police officer training session, that includes shooting, conducted
at the range
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The Environmental Noise Impact Assessment Report prepared by CRGAcoustics was provided by
the applicant and made particular reference to the criteria listed in the Environmental Protection
Act 1994. The report indicated that the proposed clay shooting range had a worst case scenario of
77 dB(Z) which is 18 dB below the criteria outlined in the Environmental Protection Act 1994, which
allows for a level of 105 dB Z between the hours of 6 am and 6pm on any day.
Regardless of this, a condition should be imposed on the proposed development advising that the
clay shooting and small bore rifle range can only operate between the hours of 8am to 6pm and be
reduced to twelve (12) stands which is outlined in the noise report provided.
Infrastructure Charges
The adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (No.2) 2015 list Outdoor Sport and Recreation as
‘Specialised Uses’ and states the adopted infrastructure charges as follows:
The adopted infrastructure charges is the charge (In Columns 3 & 4) for the charge
category (In column 1) that the local government determines should apply for the use-at
time of assessment.
During the assessment of the application it has been determined, that as the proposed Clay
Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range is utilising the existing facilities at the Cherrabah Resort,
there is no additional demand on the transport or parkland network and the subject property is not
connected to Council’s reticulated water and sewer network, therefore infrastructure charges
should not apply to this development.
STATEMENT OF REASONS
Assessment benchmarks
The following are the benchmarks applying for this development:
Benchmarks applying for the development
The following codes of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme:
 6.2.10 Rural zone code
 8.2.2 Biodiversity areas overlay code
 8.2.3 Bushfire hazard overlay code
 9.3.11 Sport and recreation facility code
 9.4.2 Carparking and loading code
 9.4.4 Landscaping code
 9.4.6 Outdoor lighting Code
 9.4.7 Physical infrastructure code
Darling Downs Regional Plan
State Planning Policy
Local Government Infrastructure Plan
Environmental Protection Act 1994
Reasons for the decision
Notwithstanding the details that have been provided, not all benchmarks have been complied with,
but by imposing conditions, compliance with the Southern Downs Planning Scheme is achieved.
Reasons for Approval Despite Non-Compliance with Assessment Benchmarks
The development has been assessed against the relevant benchmarks specified above, and has
been approved despite non-compliance with the specific benchmarks listed below for the reasons
noted.
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Benchmark
Rural Zone Code
AO1- There is no acceptable outcome
identified.
PO1 - The rural or natural environment
character of the land is retained. Uses
established in the Rural zone do not
conflict with rural land uses or the
natural, scenic and community values of
the area.

Reasons for the approval despite
non-compliance with benchmark
The shooting range is located within an
area where the terrain is quite hilly and
therefore is constrained for rural uses. In
addition, the distance the range is located
from the property boundaries will also
ensure that rural uses within the locality
are not compromised. The shooting range
is not removing any significant vegetation
from the subject property which will
maintain the natural and scenic values of
the area. There are no permanent
structures as part of the development
proposal.

AO2 - There is no acceptable outcome
The proposed Clay Shooting and Small
identified.
Bore Rifle Range are not considered a
rural use but an outdoor sport and
PO2 - Rural activity on land is protected
recreation use. The shooting range is
from conflict with other uses that are not
located a significant distance from all
rural uses.
property boundaries which will ensure that
rural activities within the locality are not
compromised.
AO5 - There is no acceptable outcome
There are no proposed buildings on-site
identified.
with regards to the proposed Clay
Shooting and Small Bore Rifle range with
PO5 - There are no significant adverse
the shooters and spectators of the
impacts on public health and safety with
recreational activity utilising the existing
regard to:
facilities located at the Cherrabah Resort.
(a) the siting scale and design of
The waste disposed of on-site is primarily
buildings or other works;
clay targets which are biodegradable and
(b) waste water disposal;
while it is acknowledged that lead bullets
(c) the permanent or temporary
are used, they can be collected by using a
occupation of or access to areas
rotary hoe to reduce any contamination.
subject to natural hazards.
The location of the rifle range, spectator’s
area and access to the site/range are not
.
located within a bushfire overlay area and
therefore should not be subject to natural
hazard.
All shooting ranges are subject to
Weapons Licencing approval which also
has separate requirements to the planning
scheme criteria with regards to safety.
AO6 - There is no acceptable outcome
The subject property is 1988 hectares in
identified.
size and the closest distance from the
shooting area to a boundary is the eastern
PO6 - All uses are located, designed,
boundary which is approximately 900m.
oriented and constructed to minimise
However, the shooting distance of a
noise, dust, odour or other nuisance from
shotgun is generally around 80m which is
existing lawful uses including rural and
similar for a small bore range rifle, with a
industry uses.
clearance zone provided of around 200m
to ensure safety is maintained which has
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been provided.
There is no dust or odour that would go
beyond the shooting area, with noise
being the greatest nuisance generated
from the proposed development. The
applicant has provided a noise report to
demonstrate the noise levels generated by
the proposal.
The shooting range has been reduced
from fourteen (14) shooting stand to twelve
(12) shooting stands based on Council’s
assessment and the noise report provided
by the applicant.
AO8 - There is no acceptable outcome
The proposed development does not
identified.
involve any new structures or buildings
and will be utilising the existing facilities at
PO8 - Development is sensitive and
the Cherrabah Resort.
responsive to the scenic amenity of the
area. The appearance and siting of There is no significant vegetation being
buildings, other structures, carparking removed as part of the shooting range
areas or signage is compatible with the which will maintain the existing scenic
scenic character of the area, the design character of the area and with the shortest
from
boundaries
being
of any nearby structures and is respectful setbacks
and sympathetic to any Local heritage approximately 900m, the development is
being respectful to nearby properties.
place.
Granite Hills Precinct
AO1- Granite hills - There is no
acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - Granite hills - Uses are limited to
uses that do not compromise the natural
environment character or scenic value of
the land, are safe from environmental
hazards and are located on sites that
have adequate and appropriate access.
In particular –
(a) The development does not
result in the clearing of any
remnant vegetation either for site
works or protection from hazards;
(b) The use is located, designed
and constructed so that it is not
likely to cause conflict with
agricultural practices;
(c) The use has low visual impact
particularly where located on
highways, main roads or tourist
routes.
AO6 - (a) At least 50% of spectator
seating areas are provided with a
shade structure.
(b) 100% of player off field areas
are provided with shade structures.
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There is only a small section of the
shooting range area that is located within a
remnant vegetation area. However, the
development is not removing any
significant vegetation as part of the
proposal, ensuring that the character or
scenic value of the land is not
compromise. The subject property is not
located near any highways, main roads or
tourist routes. There are sufficient
setbacks from boundaries and with the
subject property having a hilly terrain, the
location of the shooting range is at a low
point to maintain a low visual impact from
nearby areas. The main access route to
the subject property is via bitumen sealed
roads with appropriate access to the
subject property.

There are some trees around the shooting
and spectators’ area but the event
encourages spectators to bring their
portable shade device on the event day
with the club providing some potable
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shade structures also in the form of
PO6 - Natural and built shade structures umbrellas, marquees and portable shade
reduce exposure to ultra violet radiation.
shelters.
Given the low frequency of the events, the
portable
shelters
are
considered
appropriate for the use and there is natural
area available for patrons to reduce the
exposure to ultra violet radiation. In
addition, the facilities at the Cherrabah
Resort will also be available to spectators
and shooters which are in the form of
buildings with indoor areas available.
The applicant has provided a noise report
that demonstrates the noise levels that are
generated by the shooting range are at an
AO12 - No acceptable outcome identified
acceptable level. The shooting range is
PO12 - The use is does not result in
located in an area with appropriate
unacceptable impact on the amenity of
distances from property boundaries to
the surrounding area.
ensure the use does not result in
unacceptable impact on the amenity of the
surrounding area. The subject property is
not located near any major townships.
Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

Biodiversity Areas Overlay Code
AO1 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - The values of the Significant
Conservation Area are protected or
enhanced to ensure its ongoing
contribution to the natural environment
and biological diversity of the area.

AO2 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO2 - Clearing of vegetation within the
Significant Conservation Area is avoided
or minimised as much as possible and
only occurs where:
(a) the development is consistent
with the intent of the zone in
which it is located;
(b) the available cleared or
developed land is insufficient to
accommodate the development;
(c) the development design has
taken all reasonable steps to
minimise the total footprint within
which
activities,
buildings,
structures, driveways and other
works and disturbance are
contained;
(d) the development design has
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The biodiversity area is being protection
with no significant vegetation being
removed from the subject property as part
of the development. While it is
acknowledged that some of the shooting
stands are located within the biodiversity
area, they are not expected to impact on
the values of this area. Biodegradable clay
targets are used at the shooting range and
by imposing requirements to clean up the
area after each shooting event, the
biological diversity of the area will not be
compromised by the proposal.
Although the shooting area is located
within the Biodiversity area, there is no
significant vegetation proposed to be
removed as part of the development. The
proposal is utilising the existing buildings
and facilities at the Cherrabah Resort to
further reduce any encroachment within
the biodiversity by additional buildings.
The subject property is heavily vegetated
and to ensure appropriate distances are
maintained from property boundaries, the
Cherrabah Resort and to maintain safety,
the shooting stands are within a cluster,
facing to the south away from the existing
Cherrabah Resort. There are limited areas
available on-site to locate the rifle range
outside of the biodiversity area and still
maintain safety, the shooting stands are
within a cluster, facing to the south away
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taken all reasonable steps to
avoid further fragmentation of
biodiversity
areas
and
strengthens
linkages
where
possible;
(e) the biodiversity and scenic
amenity values of the area are
not compromised;
(f) the development avoids areas
containing higher values to the
greatest extent practicable and
activities, buildings, structures,
driveways and other works and
disturbance are located in
disturbed areas or areas of lesser
importance
in
terms
of
biodiversity values; and
(g) the development is planned to
reduce and minimise any edge
effects on retained areas of
vegetation.
AO7 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO7 - Unimpeded movement of fauna is
facilitated within and through the site,
particularly along identified ecological
corridors by:
(a) ensuring that development
and associated activities do not
create barriers to the movement
of fauna along and within
ecological corridors;
(b) directing fauna to locations
where wildlife infrastructure has
been created, to enable wildlife to
safely negotiate a development
area; and
(c)
separating
fauna
from
potential hazards.
AO9 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO9 - Areas showing signs of
degradation that are important to the
viability of biodiversity values are
rehabilitated to as near as is practical to
the naturally occurring state of plant
species, having regard to:
(a) the use of native plant species
of local provenance that support
the habitat needs of any rare of
threatened species;
(b) replication of the species and
structure of adjacent remnant
habitats, including understorey
vegetation.
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from the existing Cherrabah Resort.
Only half of the shooting range is located
within the biodiversity area and the stands
have been located on the edge of this area
to reduce encroachment as much as
possible.

There is part of the shooting range within
the Biodiversity Area however it is located
on the edge of the identified area and
therefore should not impeded the
movement of fauna. The Clay Shooting is
not carried out every day with an event
occurring one weekend a month and two
(2) annual events. There are no
permanent structures proposed as part of
the development and therefore will not
create any barriers for the movement of
fauna within this area.
A fauna spotter is to be present at each
event to protect the native fauna and the
competitors.

A condition has been imposed for
replanting/rehabilitation to occur to the
shooting area that is within the biodiversity
area should the use cease in the future. At
present the area is not considered to show
signs of degradation and the development
is not proposing to remove any significant
vegetation from this area or provide
permanent structures.
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Carparking and Loading Code
AO1.1 - The number of parking and
loading spaces is not less than the
minimum number specified in Table
9.4.2.4 or Council may accept an
alternative to providing the required
spaces on the development site in
accordance with Planning Scheme Policy
–Off Street Carparking.
Table 9.4.2.4
Development

Minimum number
of spaces

Outdoor Sport and (a) 20 spaces per
Recreation
playing field or 6
spaces per court
whichever
is
applicable; plus
(b)
Bicycle
parking racks a
rate of one space
per 10 car parks
provided
in
accordance with
(a) above.

The car parking rate specified within table
9.4.2.4 above makes reference to playing
fields and courts which is different to
shooting stands for this application.
Bicycle parking is not considered
reasonable in this instance given the
location of the subject property and it is
unlikely that patrons will ride a bike to the
events
In regards to car parking, the shooting
range intend on utilising the existing car
parking on-site for their events and the
reasoning behind this is that when an
events are on, the resort will not be
available for outside guests, with many of
patrons booking rooms at the resort
purposely for the shooting event.
Regardless of this, the subject property is
quite large and there is sufficient space
on-site for additional informal car parking
to be provided. A condition should be
imposed for an area to be identified on-site
for an informal car parking area to be
provided, away from the shooting areas
and managed by a volunteer or staff to
direct traffic to a safe parking location.

The site access and driveways leading to
the resort and Shooting Range are of a
PO1 - Sufficient carparking is provided to bitumen standard and is considered
accommodate the number and type of sufficient for the proposed development.
vehicles likely to be generated by the
development having regard to the
following:
(a) The nature and operation of
the use;
(b) The likely number of users
including residents and employees;
(c) The hours of operation and
the peak parking demand periods;
(d) The availability of alternative
parking in the vicinity including on street
car parking;
(e) In the case of residential
development, the proximity to the
Principal centre zone and the
facilities contained within that
zone or the availability of public
transport;
(f) The feasibility of physically
providing
parking
on
site
including access restrictions and
size of the site; and
(g) The provisions of Planning
Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
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Additional Relevant Matters for Impact Assessable Development
The following matters were given regard to, or assessment carried out against, in undertaking the
assessment of this development application.
Other relevant matters
under s 45(5)(b)
The development of new major
sport and recreation facilities and
the upgrading of existing facilities
is carefully located, designed and
constructed to ensure that the
impacts of the uses such as
noise, traffic and lighting nuisance
can be managed to avoid
unacceptable
impacts
on
sensitive
uses
including
residential development and on
the existing road infrastructure.
Section 440ZC Outdoor Shooting
Ranges (Noise Assessment
Criteria)

Benchmark reference
Southern Downs Planning
Scheme - Part 3 Strategic
Framework - Strategic Intent Element - Sport and Recreation,
Specific Outcome 3.5.4.2 Land
Use Strategies point (2)

Environmental Protection Act
1994

assessed
against

assessed
against

Matters Raised in Submissions
Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt
with in reaching the decision

Granite Mine Application

The Granite Mine application does not
form part of this application. The decision
of the mine is up to the State Government
and therefore is not applicable to the
assessment of this application. No
comments can be made by Council is
relation to the affects the mine will have on
noise, dust, land contamination, vibrations
occurring, traffic generated, fuel storage,
road closure, etc.

Animal well fair will be compromised from
shoots being fired. The noise creates
stress amongst cattle, working dogs and
native animals

The shooting range has provided sufficient
setbacks from the boundaries. The noise
level generated by the proposal are
considered
appropriate
under
the
Environmental
Protection
Act
and
therefore should not have any major
effects on the surrounding rural livestock
and animals in the locality. In addition the
shooting range will not be in use every day
with the hours of operation conditioned as
part of the development.
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Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt
with in reaching the decision

All the current clubs in Warwick district
have fully met the requirements under
the Weapons Act 1990; Weapons
Categories Regulation 1997; Weapons
Amendment Act 2011; The Weapons and
Other Legislation Amendment Act 2012
and Weapons Regulation 2016, as well
as the Associations Act.

The proposed Clay Shooting and Small
Bore Rifle Range will need to comply with
all applicable legislation that other rifle
ranges also need to comply with. In
response to the submissions, a copy of the
approval for Category A Weapons,
Category B Weapons and Category C
(Shotgun) Weapons for sport target
shooting has been provided.

The noise generated by the granite mine
and the 2 shooting range applications
would have an a cumulative effect on
noise levels

The Granite mine application does not
form part of this application. The applicant
has provided an Acoustic Report as part of
the application which indicated that the
noise levels generated by the shooting
range are in accordance with the
Environmental Protect Act. In addition, a
condition of approval is that only one
shooting range can be in use at one time
on the subject property.

The noise report is misleading and
incomplete account of the noise impacts

Council’s Environmental Health Officer
has reviewed the Noise Report provided
and recommended conditions such as,
reducing the shooting stands for the
range, limiting the hours of operation and
only allows one shooting range in use at
any one time. With the conditions imposed
any issues within the noise report can be
addressed.

The noise from the shooting range can It is acknowledged that noise will be
be heard kilometres from the subject generated by the shooting range but it
property.
needs to be determined if the noise is at
an unacceptable level. In this instance, the
noise levels provided are in accordance
with the Environmental Protection Act and
therefore are considered acceptable.
The shooting range will have impacts on It is acknowledged that there is wildlife in
native wildlife in the area
the area. The development is no
proposing to remove any significant
vegetation for the shooting range and a
condition has been imposed for a fauna
spotter to be present at each shoot. In the
event that wildlife is spotted, the shooting
must stop immediately until the animal has
moved safely away from the area. In
addition, as part of the weapons licencing
requirements, if a shooter accidently
harms wildlife, they can be suspended
from shooting for a year and therefore it is
in the shooters best interest to be mindful
of wildlife.
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Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt
with in reaching the decision

The use of the current shooting range is
in breach of their approval.

If the existing shooting range is in breach
of the conditions of approval, a compliant
should be made directly to Council and the
Cherrabah
Resort
to
ensure
an
appropriate compliance investigation is
carried out. Each approval requires the
conditions of any approval to be complied
with.

Signage has not been restricted to the This condition relates to a physical
subject property only with the range signage and not advertising on public
widely advertising to the public.
media. The physical signage in only
allowed to be shown on the subject
property and on no other land but it does
not restrict advertising on websites etc.
The proposal is inconsistent with the
Southern Downs Planning Scheme, in
particular the biodiversity and rural zone
code

The application has been assessed
against the applicable benchmarks
identified in the Southern Downs Planning
Scheme. With conditions imposed the
development is considered to comply with
the planning scheme and justification is
provided against the criteria listed in the
Statement of Reason that is attached to
this report and will be available in the
decision notice.

There is no need to additional shooting The Southern Downs Planning Scheme
ranges within the Southern Downs does not take into consideration other
Region
shooting ranges in the region. The
application process is to allow applicants
to apply to Council for a particular use on
any given site. If the development
complies with the applicable criteria, it is
considered to be acceptable.
Hours to operate 7 days a week 9am to The shooting range is not to be used 7
5pm is unacceptable
days a week. The shooting range is only
intending to operate one weekend a month
and host two (2) annual events per year. A
condition has been imposed for the hours
of operation at these events to be between
8am and 6pm.
The noise report does not take into A noise report is required to identify all
account all properties within the locality
sensitive receptors such as existing
dwelling. If a lot is vacant, it is not
considered a sensitive receptor and does
not need to form part of the noise report.
The noise report provided for the
application does identify the nearby
sensitive receptors i.e. approved dwelling
houses.
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Matters raised in any submissions

Description of how matters were dealt
with in reaching the decision

The range will contaminate the land

All land contamination is to be reported
immediately to the Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection. The
operators of the range are also required to
comply with the Environmental Protection
Act. A condition of approval is that should
the
shooting
range
use
cease,
rehabilitation is to occur to the area to the
satisfaction of Council.

There are inappropriate safety zones
around the range

There are a number of elements that are
considered in the assessment of the
application against the Southern Downs
Planning Scheme. However before a
range can operate they are still required to
obtain an approval from Weapons
Licencing Queensland who will also
impose conditions relating to safety zones,
noise and how the range is to operate.
The safety zones of a range are
determined by Weapons Licencing and not
Council. A copy of the current weapons
licencing approval for the Clay Shooting
and Small Bore Rifle Range has been
provided to Council.

The shooting range will have an effect on The range is to not just to provide a facility
the local tourism
but also to bring people to the local area.
There has been no information provided to
suggest that the range will have a negative
effect on local tourism. Council would be
unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
The spotted quoll in the area is reliant on The shooting range is only operating
the protection of the existing habitat
during daylight hours when the quoll would
be generally inactive as it is a nocturnal
animal. In addition, there is no removal of
significant vegetation as part of the
proposal and therefore the use would have
minimal effects on the existing habitat. A
fauna spotter is to be present at each
shooting event and shooting must stop
immediately if wildlife is seen in the danger
zone.
The
shooting
range
acceptable noise and
property

will
create No evidence or market related verification
devalue my has been supplied validating the claim that
the proposed development devalues
adjoining properties. Council would be
unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.

Matters Prescribed by the Planning Regulation 2017
Not applicable
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Options
Council:
1.
2.
3.

Approve the application subject to conditions as recommended.
Approve the application subject to conditions other than as recommended.
Approve the application subject to conditions giving reasons for the approval despite the
conflict with the assessment benchmarks.
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Recommendation
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for Outdoor Sport and Recreation (Clay Shooting
and Small Bore Rifle Range), on Lot 1000 on SP 268215 (Incl Emt Z), located at 396 Keoghs Road
ELBOW VALLEY QLD 4370, be approved subject to the following conditions:
Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal
plans submitted with the application, and subject to the final development being amended in
accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name
Layout and Safety and Fallout Zones
(Amended by Council)
Site Plan

2.

Plan No.

Date

-

10/01/2018

-

22/12/2017

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on
the approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Land Use and Planning Controls
3.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
-

One weekend event per month (Maximum 50 register Shooters at the event)
Two (2) annual events per year (Maximum 250 registered Shooters at the event)

4.

No National or International events are to be hosted at the subject property unless the
appropriate approvals are granted by the relevant entities in accordance with the Planning
Act 2016.

5.

Provide a copy of the Weapons Licencing Approval to Council.

6.

A register must be kept detailing all registered shooting attending the monthly and bi-annual
events. The register must be provided to Council upon request.

7.

A maximum of twelve (12) shooting stands are to be permitted to be used at any one time at
the Clay Target and Small Bore Rifle Range as per plan titled Layout and Safety and Fallout
Zones (Amended by Council) and dated 10/01/2018. An increase in shooting stand numbers
may be acceptable if an updated Environmental Noise Impact Assessment Report is
submitted to the satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services
demonstrating that the increase in shooting stands does not create a noise nuisance.
The development shall generally operate only between the hours of 8.00am to 6.00pm, one
weekend a month and at two (2) annual Events.

8.
9.

Only one (1) shooting range located on Lot 1000 SP268215 can be used at any one time.

10.

The types of firearms to be used at the rifle range is restricted to .22 calibre rifles and
shotguns.

Amenity and Environmental Controls
11.

A dedicated fauna spotter person is to be made available at each shooting event. Should
native fauna been seen, the shooting is to stop immediately until the fauna has moved to a
safe area, away from the shooting locations.

12.

No clearing of remnant vegetation or regulated regrowth vegetation is to occur under this
approval.

13.

Should the use of the Clay Shooting and Small Bore Rifle Range cease, a rehabilitation plan
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must be submitted and approved to the satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment
and Corporate Services. Any recommendation within the report must be carried out within
three (3) months of the Rehabilitation Plan being approved.
14.

All residents within 3 kilometres of the site are to be notified in writing of the two (2) annual
Shooting Events at least 7 days prior to the event.

15.

The operator must investigate and address all environmental nuisance and/or environmental
harm complaints. The following details must be recorded and provided to Council upon
request:
(a) time, date, name and contact details of the complainant;
(b) reasons for the complaint;
(c) any investigations undertaken;
(d) conclusions formed; and
(e) any actions taken.
When requested by Council, an assessment, including monitoring and/or sampling must be
undertaken by a suitably qualified person(s) to investigate any complaint of environmental
nuisance and/or environmental harm (which in the opinion of an authorised person is not
frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief). Upon completion of the assessment, the
results must be submitted to Council within 10 business days. If the complaint is about noise
from the shooting range, the assessment must demonstrate a noise level of no greater than
105dB Z Peak Hold is achieved at the nearest boundary of an allotment with a residential
dwelling. The report is to clearly detail the background noise levels, the noise levels during
the operation of the activity, and any mitigation measures which are required to be
undertaken if noise levels arising from the activity are identified to be in excess of 105dB Z
Peak Hold. If required by Council, proposed mitigation measures are to be implemented.

16.

No materials or goods associated with the development are to be displayed or stored within
the car park or landscaped areas, or outside the boundaries of the site.

17.

Any rubbish and litter resulting from the Shooting Events must be collected and disposed of
immediately following the event. The site is to be left in a clean and tidy condition.

18.

Advertising Devices relating to the Outdoor Sport and Recreation use (Clay Shooting and
Small Bore Rifle Range) may only be erected on the subject land, i.e. Lot 1000 SP268215.
The location, size, type and content of any advertising sign or device located on the land is to
be compatible with the rural character of the surrounding area. No advertising signs or
devices are to be located on any other land, unless all applicable approvals are obtained
under the Planning Scheme and the relevant local laws. No advertising signs or devices are
to be located within the road reserve.

19.

Any external lighting must be installed so that light shines down and away from adjacent
properties and roads, and does not exceed 8 lux at the property boundary.

Car Parking and Vehicle Access
20.

All vehicular access to and from the site must be via Keoghs Road only.

21.

Provisions are to be made for disabled parking on-site.

22.

A car parking area for the Events (Monthly and two (2) annual Events) must be provided onsite at a suitable location. The location of the car parking area is to be identified with Bunting
Safety flags and a person must be available to direct vehicle drivers to a suitably located car
park.
The carpark area may remain grass, provided it is appropriately maintained and does not
cause a dust nuisance. If complaints are received (which in the opinion of an authorised
person is not frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief) or the driveway become
eroded or potholes form that would increase noise associated with vehicle movements, the
carpark shall be constructed in gravel to Council's standards.
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Water Supply and Waste water
23.

The supply of water for human consumption i.e. drinking water, must be made available at all
Events, in accordance with the Plumbing Code of Australia and the Australian Drinking Water
Quality Guidelines produced by the National Health and Medical Research.

24. Additional toilets must be brought in to the site for the two (2) annual Events.
Advisory Notes
i.
ii.

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.
Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Planning Act 2016 and would have to
comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

iii.

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

iv.

The operator must at all times comply with the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

v.

The owner or occupier of the land must, within 20 business days after the commencement of
the notifiable activity, give notice to the Contaminated Land Unit under section 320DA of the
Environmental Protection Act 1994.

vi.

Any storage of flammable and/or combustible liquids must comply with the minor storage
provision of Australian Standard AS1940 The Storage and Handling of Flammable and
Combustible Liquids.

vii.

An application must be submitted and approved by Council for a permit under Local Law No.
1 (Administration) 2011 and Subordinate Local Law No. 1.8 (Operation of Caravan Parks)
2011.

viii.

The applicant is to permit Council officers access to the site in accordance with the powers of
entry provisions of the Local Government Act 2009, subject to 48 hours notice and
reasonable security and health restrictions on access, so as to ensure the use is being
conducted in accordance with the conditions of the approval.

ix.

The supply of water for human consumption, food preparation, food utensil washing or
personal hygiene, including the supply of water for drinking water, showers, baths, hand
basin and kitchen sinks, must be connected to a drinking water supply, in accordance with
the Plumbing Code of Australia and the Australian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines
produced by the National Health and Medical Research.

x.

No clearing of remnant vegetation or regulated regrowth vegetation is to occur under this
approval. A Development Permit for Operational Works must be obtained from the
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning for the clearing of any remnant
vegetation, unless exempt under Schedule 21 of the Planning Regulation 2017.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
xi.

All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsima.qld.gov.au

Approval Times
xii.

In accordance with the Planning Act 2016, this approval will lapse six years from the day the
approval takes effect, unless the Plan of Subdivision is submitted to Council within the
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currency period. Council will NOT approve the plan unless all conditions of this
approval have been complied with to the satisfaction of Council and within the
currency period of the approval.

Attachments
1.

SubmissionsView
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Item 12.9
Material Change of Use - Cherrabah Sporting Clays Incorporated, 396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley
Attachment 1:
Submissions
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12.10 Material Change of Use - All Weapons Shooting Incorporated, 396 Keoghs Road,
Elbow Valley
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Development Assessment
Coordinator

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01897

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
LAND USE AREA:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:
FILE NUMBER:

All Weapons Shooting Incorporated
Joyful View Garden Real Estate Development Resort Co. Pty
Ltd
396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley
Lot 1000 on SP 268215 (Incl Emt Z), Parish of Wildash
Rural (Granite Hills Precinct)
1988 (Ha)
Outdoor sport and recreation (Long Rifle Range and Handgun
Range)
Impact
8 Submissions (1 Withdrawn Submission)
Nil
MCU\01897

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material Change of Use, Outdoor sport and recreation (Long Rifle Range
and Handgun Range) on land at 396 Keoghs Road ELBOW VALLEY QLD 4370, described as Lot
1000 on SP 268215 (Incl Emt Z), Parish of Wildash, County of Merivale, be approved subject to
conditions.
Report
The subject property is zoned Rural and will provide an additional recreational activity at the
Cherrabah Resort. This proposed development is for a Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range
comprising of a maximum of 5 shooters. The distance from the firing line to the down range is
400m and the firing line of the range is located approximately 1200m from the northern boundary,
1940m from the eastern boundary (1500m from the southeast boundary), 3400m from the southern
boundary and 2800m from the western boundary. The shooting direction of the range is to the
south.
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Figure 1: Location of Shooting Range
Environmental Health Officer’s Comments
“Whilst there is some information that is not clear in the noise assessment, for example, the
calculated component noise taking into consideration the background noise, this would
generally result in a lower noise level than the measured noise level which has been
included in the report and therefore the levels reported can still be considered.
It will be recommended that the two different shooting ranges (the clay target range and the
centre fire/pistol range) cannot be used at the same time, the results in the noise
assessment of the shotgun and rifle together have not been considered further. For the
centre fire/pistol range, as there are only two stands in operation, it is unlikely this will result
in a noise nuisance provided conditions are placed on any approval and that the number of
stands and the operation must be constructed in accordance with the submitted
information”. See further comments below through the report regarding shooting stands and
hours/days of operation.
The information provided by the applicant indicates the following:
“Number of people shooting at same time: Max Five shooters shooting at the same time”.
The Environmental Impact Notice Report provided by the Applicant which was prepared by CRG
Acoustics provided the noise levels at the nearby sensitive receptors but no noise details were
provided at the property boundaries. In addition, as the noise report only makes reference to two
(2) shooting stands, a condition should be imposed for only two (2) shooting stands to be used for
the Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range as recommended by Council’s Environmental Health
Officer until an updated report can be provided. It is also recommended that a condition should be
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included that the multiple shooting ranges located at the subject property should not be used at the
same time. The recommended conditions imposed should be as follows to ensure compliance with
the Noise Report provided by the applicant.
 This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
- A maximum of two (2) shooting stands are permitted to be used at any one time at the
Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range.
 Only one (1) shooting range located on Lot 1000 SP268215 can be used at any one time.
Referral
There are no referrals required to the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Local
Government as part of this application.
Third Party Advice
As the subject property is within close proximity to the Queensland/New South Wales boarder, a
letter was sent to Tenterfield Shire Council on 30 November 2017 requesting third party advice.
There has been no correspondence received from Tenterfield Shire Council about the
development proposal.
Submissions
The applicant provided a response to the submissions on 5 January 2018 as follows:
“9 objections to the following:
Noise  Noise reports have been submitted all by professionals and all meet the requirements.
We should also note that at this stage we are applying for Development approval, so we can then
apply for licenses through weapons licensing, where noise and safety and environment issues will
be addressed. Without their approval this activity will not commence.
Land clearing  We have been very careful in our location as to not interrupt wildlife; we will be taking every
precaution to insure as not to pollute the environment. Clearing of land is not required
 Location as per map
Safety  As with all licensing we will abide by Weapons licensing and the gun laws – Security, gun
safes and weapon handling. Qualified range officers and instruction
 3200 Meter buffer zone for bullet to travel. Shooting will be directed into Cherrabah
property; so that no bullets enter other property’s or public spaces.
 We will constructing man made bullet trap, all rifle and pistol bullet to insure the safety of
our neighbours.
 The shooting range will not operating without a range officer attend.
Contamination –
 Bullet trap, or called bullet stop to stop all the lead projectile in the manmade mount, and
we can retrieve the lead projectile in case the pollution to environment All casings, shells,
targets and general rubbish will be removed at the end of each session”.
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Matters raised in any submissions
Granite Mine Application

Animal well fair will be compromised from
shoots being fired. The noise creates
stress amongst cattle, working dogs and
native animals

All the current clubs in Warwick district
have fully met the requirements under the
Weapons Act 1990; Weapons Categories
Regulation 1997; Weapons Amendment
Act 2011; The Weapons and Other
Legislation Amendment Act 2012 and
Weapons Regulation 2016, as well as the
Associations Act.

The noise generated by the granite mine
and the 2 shooting range applications
would have an a cumulative effect on
noise levels

The noise report is misleading and
incomplete account of the noise impacts

The noise from the shooting range can be
heard kilometres from the subject
property.
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Description of how matters were dealt with in
reaching the decision
The Granite Mine application does not form part of
this application. The decision of the mine is up to the
State Government and therefore is not applicable to
the assessment of this application. No comments
can be made by Council is relation to the affects the
mine will have on noise, dust, land contamination,
vibrations occurring, traffic generated, fuel storage,
road closure, etc.
The shooting range has provided sufficient setbacks
from the boundaries. The noise level generated by
the proposal are considered appropriate under the
Environmental Protection Act and therefore should
not have any major effects on the surrounding rural
livestock and animals in the locality. In addition the
shooting range will not be in use every day with the
hours of operation conditioned as part of the
development.
The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun
Range will need to comply with all applicable
legislation that other rifle ranges also need to comply
with. As part of the application to Weapons
Licencing Queensland, the applicant needs to
provide a copy of the decision issued by Council. A
condition of approval is for a copy of the Weapon’s
Licencing approval under the Weapons Act 1990 to
be given to Council prior to the commencement of
the use.
The Granite mine application does not form part of
this application. The applicant has provided an
Acoustic Report as part of the application which
indicated that the noise levels generated by the
shooting range are in accordance with the
Environmental Protect Act. In addition, a condition of
approval is that only one shooting range can be in
use at one time on the subject property.
Council’s Environmental Health Officer has reviewed
the Noise Report provided and recommended
conditions such as, reducing the shooting stands for
the range, limiting the hours of operation and only
allowing one shooting range in use at any one time.
With the conditions imposed any discrepancies
within the noise report have been minimised.
It is acknowledged that noise will be generated by
the shooting range but it needs to be determined if
the noise is at an unacceptable level. In this
instance, the noise levels provided are in
accordance with the Environmental Protection Act
and therefore are considered acceptable.
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The shooting range will have impacts on It is acknowledged that there is wildlife in the area.
native wildlife in the area
The development is not proposing to remove any
vegetation for the shooting range and a condition
has been imposed for a fauna spotter to be present
at each shoot and in the event that wildlife is
spotted, the shooting must stop immediately until the
animal has moved safely away from the area. In
addition, as part of the weapons licencing
requirements, if a shooter accidently harms wildlife,
they can be suspended from shooting for a year and
therefore it is in the shooters best interest to be
mindful of wildlife.
The use of the current shooting range is in If the existing shooting range is in breach of the
breach of their approval.
conditions of approval, a compliant should be made
directly to Council and the Cherrabah Resort to
ensure an appropriate compliance investigation is
carried out. Each approval requires the conditions of
any approval to be complied with.
Signage has not been restricted to the This condition relates to a physical signage and not
subject property only with the range widely advertising on public media. The physical signage is
advertising to the public.
only allowed to be shown on the subject property
and not on any other land but it does not restrict
advertising on websites etc.
The proposal is inconsistent with the The application has been assessed against the
Southern Downs Planning Scheme, in applicable benchmarks identified in the Southern
particular the biodiversity and rural zone Downs Planning Scheme. With conditions imposed
code
the development is considered to comply and
justification against the criteria is listed in the
Statement of Reason that is attached to this report
and will be available in the decision notice. It should
be noted that the area of the shooting range is not
identified within any Biodiversity Overlay Area and is
not considered to contain any remanent vegetation.
There is no need to additional shooting The Southern Downs Planning Scheme does not
ranges within the Southern Downs Region take into consideration other shooting ranges in the
region. The application process is to allow applicants
to apply to Council for a particular use on any given
site. If the development complies with the applicable
criteria, it is considered to be acceptable.
Hours to operate 7 days a week 9am to The noise report provided by the applicant has
5pm is unacceptable
specified that the shooting range is to be available
between the hours of 8am and 6pm. While the
shooting range is to be available for patrons of the
Cherrabah Resort, it does not mean that the
shooting range will be in use the entire time. A
condition has been imposed for the hours of
operation and limiting the use to 5 days a week.
The noise report does not take into A noise report is required to identify all sensitive
account all properties within the locality
receptors such as existing dwelling. If a lot is vacant,
it is not considered a sensitive receptor and does not
need to form part of the noise report. The noise
report provided for the application does identify the
nearby sensitive receptors i.e. approved dwelling
houses.
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The range will contaminate the land

All land contamination is to be reported immediately
to the Department of Environment and Heritage
Protection. The operators of the range are also
required to comply with the Environmental
Protection Act. A condition of approval is that should
the shooting range use cease, rehabilitation is to
occur to the area to the satisfaction of Council.
There are inappropriate safety zones There are a number of elements that are considered
around the range
in the assessment of the application against the
Southern Downs Planning Scheme. However before
a range can operate they are still required to obtain
an approval from Weapons Licencing Queensland
who will also impose conditions relating to safety
zones, noise and how the range is to operate. The
safety zones of a range are determined by Weapons
Licencing and not Council. A copy of the current
weapons licencing approval for the Long Rifle
Range and Handgun Range is to be provided to
Council.
The shooting range will have an effect on The range is to not just to provide a facility but also
the local tourism
to bring people to the local area. There has been no
information provided to suggest that the range will
have a negative effect on the local tourism. Council
would be unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
The spotted quoll in the area is reliant on The shooting range is only operating during daylight
the protection of the existing habitat
hours when the quoll would be generally inactive as
it is a nocturnal animal. It addition, there is no
removal of significant vegetation as part of the
proposal and therefore the use would have minimal
effects on existing habitat. A fauna spotter is to be
present at each shoot and shooting must stop
immediately if wildlife is seen in the danger zone.
The shooting range will create acceptable No evidence or market related verification has been
noise and devalue my property
supplied validating the claim that the proposed
development devalues adjoining properties. Council
would be unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
Assessment against the Planning Scheme
Section 3.2 of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme outlines the Strategic Intent – Element –
Tourism and Events – Strategic Outcome 3.9.5.1 point (1) and Land use Strategies 3.9.5.2 point
(1) as follows:
 Opportunities for sustainable tourist attractions, leisure activities and destinations that are
complementary to the Southern Downs Region’s character are provided.
 The tourist industry is an increasingly important component of the economic base of the
Southern Downs. The strategy for strengthening the tourist industry and development for
tourists is based on providing adequate land in appropriate settings within the urban and
rural landscape as well as opportunities for various forms of tourist entertainment,
recreation and accommodation facilities.
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The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is to provide an additional recreational
activity at an existing tourist Resort known as ‘Cherrabah’. The region promotes outdoor
recreational activities and the proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range provides a leisure
activity that not all facilities can provide, making it a unique tourist destination. The Long Rifle
Range and Handgun Range is considered to complement the rural character of the region by
providing an activity that is suited within a rural environment. The existing resort already provides
accommodation facilities within a rural landscape setting and this use of a Long Rifle Range and
Handgun Range will provide an opportunity for various forms of tourist entertainment and
recreation. The subject land has an area of 1988 hectares and as the shooting range provides
suitable setbacks from boundaries, there is adequate land available for the use but still maintain
the existing scenic values of the land. The development is considered to comply with the Strategic
Intent of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme for Tourism and Events.
This application required assessment against the following benchmarks:








the Rural zone code
the Carparking and loading code
the Landscaping code
the Outdoor lighting code
the Physical infrastructure code
the Biodiversity overlay code
the Bushfire overlay code

Rural zone code
The purpose of the Rural zone code is to:
 Provide for tourism uses associated with surrounding rural activities or within localities with
environmental values where such uses do not give rise to conflicts which could prejudice
the existing economic activity in the area or impact on natural resources, environment or
landscape character.
 Provide for uses that require isolation from urban areas as a consequence of their impacts
such as noise or odour.
The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is located at an existing resort (Cherrabah)
and this proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range to provide an additional tourist
recreational activity at the Cherrabah Resort. The rifle range has been located in an area that
does not require the removal of any significant vegetation, is not located within the Biodiversity
Overlay or identified within area of regulated vegetation.
The subject property is located within a rural setting with a radius from nearby towns being
approximately 16km from Killarney, 17km from Warwick and 30km from Stanthorpe. A use of this
nature does need to be in isolation from urban areas and therefore the subject property is
considered appropriate. It is acknowledged that noise will be generated from the use being a Long
Rifle Range and Handgun Range but a noise report has been provided which adequately
demonstrates that the noise generated is at an acceptable level to nearby sensitive receptors for
two (2) shooting stands in accordance with the Environmental Protection Act 1994. There are
appropriate setbacks from the subject property boundaries and sensitive receptors. The Rifle
Range will not compromise the urban areas, will encourages tourist to visit the existing report with
the different activities on offer and the isolation of the subject property ensure the development
complies with the purpose of the Rural zone code.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes:
 Impacts on significant vegetation and habitat areas are minimised by the location of nonrural uses outside of areas of remnant vegetation. Where rearrangements of boundaries
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occur lots contain building envelopes that exclude areas of remnant vegetation and include
any required firebreak from remnant vegetation.
 Non-rural uses including tourist uses and industries to value add to rural enterprises:
a) are located, designed, oriented, constructed and operated to minimise impact on
existing rural uses and are buffered from productive land; and
b) do not alienate good quality agricultural land, strategic cropping land or potential
strategic cropping land; and
c) are located on cleared land to avoid the need for additional clearing of vegetation; and
d) are designed to minimise environmental impacts; and
e) are located, designed, oriented, constructed and operated to avoid hazards such as
bushfire, landslip and flood; and
f) are accessed by roads that are of an adequate standard for the traffic generated by the
use;
 There is limited reduction in the vegetation cover within the zone and ecological corridors
are protected.
The section of the subject property that is considered remnant vegetation is identified in ‘blue’
below:

Figure 2: Identifying the Remnant Vegetation Area on-site
As it can be seen in figure 2, the Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is located outside of the
remnant vegetation area. The subject property does have a hilly terrain and is not considered to be
good cropping or agricultural land. The location of the Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is
located within the centre of the subject property with dense vegetation surrounding the range
ensuring that there is a buffer between this development and any nearby properties that are used
for rural uses/productive land. The location of the range is identified in a bushfire hazard area.
Regardless of this, the range would not be used in a bushfire event and there is sufficient water
stored on-site to cater for a bushfire event. The use is to provide an additional service for the
guests that stay at the Cherrabah Resort and therefore the traffic generation caused by the range
would be the same as the general bookings for the resort. The main traffic route to the subject
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property is bitumen sealed and is considered to be of an adequate standard to cater for the
proposed use of a Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range. Overall the proposed development is
considered to comply with the overall outcomes of the Rural Zone Code.
The subject property is identified within the Granite Hills precinct and the overall outcomes for the
precinct are as follows:
 The scenic amenity and landscape character values as well as the agricultural values in
this precinct are protected from development that could impact in a negative manner on
these values.
 While this area may be suitable for larger tourist uses they are only located in areas where
they do not affect existing natural and scenic values, where no vegetation is cleared as a
result of the development, where site access is adequate and appropriate for the traffic
generated by the use where productive agricultural land is not alienated and where the use
does not conflict with the prevailing character of the surrounding area.
 The scenic values of the land are maintained and new development involving substantial
built development is screened and well set back from road frontages.
The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range has been located within an area that does
not require the removal of any significant vegetation and will only require one (1) permanent
structure for the two (2) shooting stands to be provided. The one (1) permanent structure would be
partly open or only consist of a roofed area and would be similar in appearance to other rural shed
ensuring that the scenic amenity and landscape character values of the area are maintained and
not compromised in a negative manner. There is adequate site access via a bitumen sealed roads
for the traffic that would be generated by the proposed development. The subject property is
constrained for agricultural purposes and as the vegetation on-site is being maintained, the use
does not conflict with the prevailing character of the surrounding area as there is no substantial
built development that forms part of this proposal, with the patrons at the range utilising the existing
facilities on-site that form part of the existing Cherrabah Resort. The proposed development is
considered to comply with the overall outcomes of the precinct.
Assessment Benchmarks of the Rural Zone Code
AO1 - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - The rural or natural environment character of the land is retained. Uses established in the
Rural zone do not conflict with rural land uses or the natural, scenic and community values of the
area.
The shooting range is located within an area where the terrain is quite hilly and therefore is
constrained for rural uses. In addition, the distance the range is located from the property
boundaries will also ensure that rural uses within the locality are not compromised. The shooting
range is not removing any significant vegetation from the subject property which will maintain the
natural and scenic values of the area. There will only be one (1) permanent structures as part of
the development that will be of the same scale and appearance to a rural farm structure. A rotary
hoe can be used to collect the bullets from the pistols and rifles to reduce any contamination to the
soil. In addition, the rifles will shoot into an embankment to ensure that the pullets from the bullets
are contained within one location. The shooting range is considered to retain the natural
environmental character of the land and therefore compliance with the performance outcome of the
Code is achieved.
AO2 - No acceptable outcome identified.
PO2 - Rural activity on land is protected from conflict with other uses that are not rural uses.
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The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is not considered a rural use but an outdoor
sport and recreation use. The shooting range is located a significant distance from all property
boundaries which will ensure that rural activities within the locality are not compromised.
Regardless of this, the shooting range will not compromise any future rural activities that may
occur on the subject land should the shooting range be closed in the future and therefore the
development is considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
AO5 - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO5 - There are no significant adverse impacts on public health and safety with regard to:
(a) the siting scale and design of buildings or other works;
(b) waste water disposal;
(c) the permanent or temporary occupation of or access to areas subject to natural hazards.
The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range will have a permanent structure that will be
partly open for the two (2) shooting stands. The structure will be of a scale and appearance to a
rural structure and will have no adverse impacts on the scenic amenity of the area. This
recreational activity is utilising the existing facilities located at the Cherrabah Resort. The range will
have a shooting mound/wall (Stop butts) at the end to the range to capture all bullets which will
contain any waste generated by the bullets and make it is easier for the bullets to be collected with
the use of a rotary hoe. The location of the rifle range is located within a bushfire hazard area
however, the range would not be used during a bushfire event and the access to exit the subject
property is outside of this hazard area. All shooting ranges are subject to Weapons Licencing
approval which also has separate requirements to the planning scheme criteria, in particular safety
zones to maintain public safety. The proposed development is considered to comply with the
performance outcome of the Code as there will not be any adverse impact on public health and
safety.
AO6 - There is no acceptable outcome identified
PO6 - All uses are located, designed, oriented and constructed to minimise noise, dust, odour or
other nuisance from existing lawful uses including rural and industry uses.
The subject property is 1988 hectares in size and the closest distance from the shooting area to a
boundary is the northern boundary which is approximately 1200m. The range will require a
shooting mound/wall (Stop butts) at the end to reduce the distance in which the bullets would travel
from the firing line to further ensure safety is maintained. There is no dust or odour that would go
beyond the shooting area, with noise being the greatest nuisance generated from the proposed
development. The applicant has provided a noise report to demonstrate the noise levels generated
by the proposal. In this instance, there are no prescribed noise levels within the Southern Downs
Planning Scheme for a Shooting Range and therefore the noise report provided is based on the
prescribed noise levels within the Environmental Protection Act 1994. The report provided
illustrates that the shooting range will not exceed this amount specified within the Environmental
Protection Act but the shooting range has been reduced from five (5) shooting stands to two (2)
shooting stands based on the noise report by the applicant. As the development has sufficient
setbacks from boundaries and the noise generated is at a reason level in accordance with the
Environmental Protection Act, the development is considered to comply with the performance
outcome of the Code and will not impact on existing rural uses.
AO8 - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO8 - Development is sensitive and responsive to the scenic amenity of the area. The appearance
and siting of buildings, other structures, carparking areas or signage is compatible with the scenic
character of the area, the design of any nearby structures and is respectful and sympathetic to any
Local heritage place.
The proposed development does involve a minor new structure for the shooting stands but will
utilising the existing facilities at the Cherrabah Resort. As the proposed Long Rifle Range and
Handgun Range is a recreational activity provided to guest staying at the resort there is no
requirement for additional car parking to be provided. A condition can be imposed on the proposed
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development advising that only guests staying at the existing resort can use the proposed Long
Rifle Range and Handgun Range. The range will only take up a small section (approximately 2.7
hectares) of the 1988 hectare subject property which ensures the development is compatible with
the scenic character of the area. There is no significant vegetation being removed as part of the
shooting range which will maintain the existing scenic character of the area and with the shortest
setbacks from boundaries being approximately 1200m, the development is being respectful to
nearby properties and therefore compliance with the performance outcome is achieved.
Granite Hills Precinct
AO1- Granite hills - There is no acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - Granite hills - Uses are limited to uses that do not compromise the natural environment
character or scenic value of the land, are safe from environmental hazards and are located on sites
that have adequate and appropriate access.
In particular –
(a) The development does not result in the clearing of any remnant vegetation either for site
works or protection from hazards;
(b) The use is located, designed and constructed so that it is not likely to cause conflict with
agricultural practices;
(c) The use has low visual impact particularly where located on highways, main roads or
tourist routes.
As mentioned above, the area dedicated for the range is not located within the Biodiversity Overlay
or identified within a remnant vegetation area. The development is not removing any significant
vegetation as part of the proposal, ensuring that the character or scenic value of the land is not
compromise. The subject property is not located near any highways, main roads or tourist routes.
There are sufficient setbacks from boundaries and with the subject property having a hilly terrain,
the location of the shooting range is at a low point to maintain a low visual impact from nearby
areas. The main access route to the subject property is via bitumen sealed roads with appropriate
access to the subject property. Therefore the development is considered to comply with the
performance outcome of the Code.
Assessment Benchmarks of the Sport and Recreation Facility Code
(2) The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
(c) Sensitive design and siting and operation of facilities and infrastructure combined with
buffering of facilities from sensitive land uses such as residential uses minimises the impact
of sport and recreation facilities and associated uses on adjacent areas.
(d) Adverse impacts on ecological values are minimised where recreation and open space
areas include natural habitats such as bushland, wetlands or waterways, or act as a buffer
between natural and developed areas.
The proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is maintaining the natural environment by
not removing any significant vegetation from the subject property. There is a significant amount of
vegetation existing on-site that will act as a buffer between the location of the rifle range and the
nearby properties. The closest setback from a boundary is approximately 1200m to the north and
therefore the proposed location of the range is being sensitive in the siting of the facility. There is
only a small structure as part of the proposal as the range will utilise the existing facilities at the
Cherrabah Resort. The Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is to provide an additional
recreational activity to guests which indicate that there is a demand for this type of facility/activity.
As part of the application, a noise report has been provided which demonstrates that the noise
levels generated from the facility are being considerate of nearby sensitive land uses. The
development is considered to comply with the overall outcomes of the Code.
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AO12 - No acceptable outcome identified
PO12 - The use is does not result in unacceptable impact on the amenity of the surrounding area.
As previously mentioned within the report, the applicant has provided a noise report that
demonstrates the noise levels that are generated by the shooting range are at an acceptable level.
The shooting range is located in an area with appropriate distances from property boundaries to
ensure the use does not result in unacceptable impact on the amenity of the surrounding area. The
subject property is not located near any major townships and therefore overall the development is
considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
AO3.1 - Development is not located on land that is subject to bushfire hazard as shown on the
overlay map.
The proposed location of the Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range is within the Bushfire Hazard
Overlay as identified in ‘orange’ as follows and therefore a performance outcome is sought after:

Figure 3: Identifying the Bushfire Hazard Area on-site
PO3 - Any proposed use does not compromise the safety of people or property from bushfire.
It is acknowledged that the range is located within the Bushfire hazard however the shooting range
will not be in use when there is a bushfire event. Should a bushfire event occur, the resort would
have an Evacuation Plan in place and as the guests using the range would be guests at the resort,
the Evacuation Plan would be made available to everyone. The access to the subject property is
located outside of this hazard area and there is substantial water storage on-site to fight a fire
during a bushfire event. Therefore compliance with the performance outcome is achieved.
Carparking and loading code
AO1.1 - The number of parking and loading spaces is not less than the minimum number specified
in Table 9.4.2.4 or Council may accept an alternative to providing the required spaces on the
development site in accordance with Planning Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
Table 9.4.2.4
Development
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Outdoor Sport and Recreation

(a) 20 spaces per playing field or 6 spaces
per court whichever is applicable; plus
(b) Bicycle parking racks a rate of one
space per 10 car parks provided in
accordance with (a) above.

The proposed development is not providing any additional formal car parking for the proposed
development and therefore a performance outcome is sought after.
PO1 - Sufficient carparking is provided to accommodate the number and type of vehicles likely to
be generated by the development having regard to the following:
(a) The nature and operation of the use;
(b) The likely number of users including residents and employees;
(c) The hours of operation and the peak parking demand periods;
(d) The availability of alternative parking in the vicinity including on street car parking;
(e) In the case of residential development, the proximity to the Principal centre zone and
the facilities contained within that zone or the availability of public transport;
(f) The feasibility of physically providing parking on site including access restrictions and
size of the site; and
(g) The provisions of Planning Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
The car parking rate specified within table 9.4.2.4 above makes reference to playing fields and
courts which is different to shooting stands for this application. Bicycle parking is not considered
reasonable in this instance given the location of the subject property and it is unlikely that guests
will ride a bike to the resort. Regardless of this there is sufficient space on-site for bicycles to park
informally and therefore formal bicycles parks are not considered reasonable in this instance. In
regards to car parking, the shooting range intend on utilising the existing car parking on-site as this
range is to provide an additional activity for the guest that are staying at the existing Cherrabah
Resort.
In addition to the above, the site access and driveways leading to the resort are of a bitumen
standard and is considered sufficient for the proposed development. The development is
considered to comply with the performance outcome of the Code.
Landscaping code
There is sufficient landscaping existing on-site and there is substantial vegetation located
throughout the subject property, therefore no additional landscaping needs to be provided. The
Landscaping Code is not considered relevant for this development.
Outdoor lighting code
The shooting at the range is to be carried out during daylight hours and therefore the Outdoor
Lighting Code is no considered applicable in this instance.
Physical infrastructure code
The shooting range is to utilise the existing facilities at the Cherrabah Resort and therefore the
Physical Infrastructure Code is not considered applicable in this instance.
Environmental Protection Act 1994
The Southern Downs Planning Scheme does not have specific criteria for noise when assessing
an Outdoor Shooting Ranges and therefore specific criteria is drawn from the Environmental
Protection Act 1994, in particular section 440ZC Outdoor Shooting Ranges as follows:
440ZC Outdoor shooting ranges
(1) A person must not operate, or permit the operation of, an outdoor shooting range, between
6a.m. and 6p.m. on any day, if the noise from the operation is more than—
(a) for a range that is normally used at least 5 days a week—95dB Z Peak Hold; or
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(b) for a range that is normally used 4 days a week—100dB Z Peak Hold; or
(c) for a range that is normally used no more than 3 days a week—105dB Z Peak Hold.
(2) A person must not operate, or permit the operation of, an outdoor shooting range, between
6p.m. and 10p.m. on any day, if the noise from the operation is more than—
(a) for a range that is normally used at least 5 evenings a week—85dB Z Peak Hold; or
(b) for a range that is normally used 4 evenings a week—90dB Z Peak Hold; or
(c) for a range that is normally used no more than 3 evenings a week—95dB Z Peak Hold.
(3) For this section, noise from an outdoor shooting range is measured by working out the
arithmetic average of the noise levels of whichever of the following happens first during the
measurement period—
(a) at least 40 individual gunshots;
(b) at least 20 individual gunshots in any 30-minute period.
(4) In this section—
used means used for an activity that includes shooting.
Examples of a range being used—
1 a shooting match conducted at the range
2 a defence personnel or police officer training session, that includes shooting, conducted
at the range
The Environmental Noise Impact Assessment Report prepared by CRGAcoustics was provided by
the applicant and made particular reference to the criteria listed in the Environmental Protection
Act 1994.
The noise report provided by the applicant indicated that a shot gun is more audible than a .308
but a different section of the report advised that a .308 is the loudest of the weapons used.
Therefore, until an undated report is provided, it is recommended that condition be imposed on the
proposed development advising that the Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range can only operate
between the hours of 8am to 6pm for no more than 5 days per week.
The applicant can provide suitable information regarding the hours and days of operation with an
undated Noise Report. This could be considered as part of a Negotiated Decision.
Infrastructure Charges
The adopted Infrastructure Charges Resolution (No.2) 2015 list Outdoor Sport and Recreation as
‘Specialised Uses’ and states the adopted infrastructure charges as follows:
The adopted infrastructure charges is the charge (In Columns 3 & 4) for the charge
category (In column 1) that the local government determines should apply for the use-at
time of assessment.
During the assessment of the application it has been determined, that as the proposed Long Rifle
Range and Handgun Range is utilising the existing facilities at the Cherrabah Resort, there is no
additional demand on the transport or parkland network and the subject property is not connected
to Council’s reticulated water and sewer network, therefore infrastructure charges should not apply
to this development.
STATEMENT OF REASONS
Assessment benchmarks
The following are the benchmarks applying for this development:
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Benchmarks applying for the development
The following codes of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme:
 6.2.10 Rural zone code
 8.2.2 Biodiversity areas overlay code
 8.2.3 Bushfire hazard overlay code
 9.3.11 Sport and recreation facility code
 9.4.2 Carparking and loading code
 9.4.3 Healthy Waters Code
 9.4.4 Landscaping code
 9.4.6 Outdoor lighting Code
 9.4.7 Physical infrastructure code
Darling Downs Regional Plan
State Planning Policy
Local Government Infrastructure Plan
Environmental Protection Act 1994
Reasons for the decision
Notwithstanding the details that have been provided, not all benchmarks have been complied with,
but by imposing conditions, compliance with the Southern Downs Planning Scheme is achieved.
Reasons for Approval Despite Non-Compliance with Assessment Benchmarks
The development has been assessed against the relevant benchmarks specified above, and has
been approved despite non-compliance with the specific benchmarks listed below for the reasons
noted.
Benchmark
Rural Zone Code
AO1 - There is no acceptable outcome
identified.
PO1 - The rural or natural environment
character of the land is retained. Uses
established in the Rural zone do not
conflict with rural land uses or the
natural, scenic and community values of
the area.

Reasons for the approval despite
non-compliance with benchmark
The shooting range is located within an
area where the terrain is quite hilly and
therefore is constrained for rural uses. In
addition, the distance the range is located
from the property boundaries will also
ensure that rural uses within the locality
are not compromised. The shooting range
is not removing any significant vegetation
from the subject property which will
maintain the natural and scenic values of
the area. There will only be one (1)
permanent structure as part of the
development that will be of the same scale
and appearance to a rural farm structure.
A rotary hoe can be used to collect the
bullets from the pistols and rifles to reduce
any contamination to the soil.

AO2 - No acceptable outcome identified.

The proposed Long Rifle Range and
Handgun Range is not considered a rural
PO2 - Rural activity on land is protected
use but an outdoor sport and recreation
from conflict with other uses that are not
use. The shooting range is located a
rural uses.
significant distance from all property
boundaries which will ensure that rural
activities within the locality are not
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compromised. Regardless of this, the
shooting range will not compromise any
future rural activities that may occur on the
subject land should the shooting range be
closed in the future.
AO5 - There is no acceptable outcome
The proposed Long Rifle Range and
identified.
Handgun Range will have a permanent
structure that will be partly open for the
PO5 - There are no significant adverse
two (2) shooting stands. The structure will
impacts on public health and safety with
be of a scale and appearance to a rural
regard to:
structure and will have no adverse impacts
(a) the siting scale and design of
on the scenic amenity of the area. This
buildings or other works;
recreational activity is utilising the existing
(b) waste water disposal;
facilities located at the Cherrabah Resort.
(c) the permanent or temporary
occupation of or access to areas The range will have a shooting mound/wall
(Stop butts) at the end to the range to
subject to natural hazards.
capture all bullets which will contain any
waste generated by the bullets and make it
is easier for the bullets to be collected with
the use of a rotary hoe.
The location of the rifle range is located
within a bushfire hazard area however the
range would not be used during a bushfire
event and the access to exit the subject
property is outside of this hazard area.
All shooting ranges are subject to
Weapons Licencing approval which also
has separate requirements to the planning
scheme criteria, in particular safety zones
to maintain public safety.
AO6 - There is no acceptable outcome
The subject property is 1988 hectares in
identified
size and the closest distance from the
shooting area to a boundary is the
PO6 - All uses are located, designed,
northern boundary which is approximately
oriented and constructed to minimise
1200m. The range will require a shooting
noise, dust, odour or other nuisance from
mound/wall (Stop butts) at the end to
existing lawful uses including rural and
reduce the distance in which the bullets
industry uses.
would travel from the firing line to further
ensure safety is maintained. There is no
dust or odour that would go beyond the
shooting area, with noise being the
greatest nuisance generated from the
proposed development. The applicant has
provided a noise report to demonstrate the
noise levels generated by the proposal.
The shooting range has been reduced
from five (5) shooting stands to two (2)
shooting stands based on the noise report
provided.
As the development has sufficient
setbacks from boundaries and the noise
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generated is at a reason level in
accordance with the Environmental
Protection Act, the development is not
considered to impact on existing rural
uses.
AO8 - There is no acceptable outcome
The proposed development does involve a
identified.
minor new structure for the shooting
stands but will utilising the existing
PO8 - Development is sensitive and
facilities at the Cherrabah Resort. As the
responsive to the scenic amenity of the
proposed Long Rifle Range and Handgun
area. The appearance and siting of
Range is a recreational activity provided to
buildings, other structures, carparking
guest staying at the resort there is no
areas or signage is compatible with the
requirement for additional car parking to
scenic character of the area, the design
be provided.
of any nearby structures and is respectful
and sympathetic to any Local heritage A condition can be imposed on the
proposed development advising that only
place.
guests staying at the existing resort can
use the proposed Long Rifle Range and
Handgun Range.
The range will only take up a small section
(approximately 2.7 hectares) of the 1988
hectare subject property which ensures
the development is compatible with the
scenic character of the area. There is
limited to no significant vegetation being
removed as part of the shooting range
which will maintain the existing scenic
character of the area.
With
the
shortest
setbacks
from
boundaries being approximately 1200m,
the development is being respectful to
nearby
properties
and
therefore
compliance with the performance outcome
is achieved.
Granite Hills Precinct
AO1- Granite hills - There is no
acceptable outcome identified.
PO1 - Granite hills - Uses are limited to
uses that do not compromise the natural
environment character or scenic value of
the land, are safe from environmental
hazards and are located on sites that
have adequate and appropriate access.
In particular –
(a) The development does not
result in the clearing of any
remnant vegetation either for site
works or protection from hazards;
(b) The use is located, designed
and constructed so that it is not
likely to cause conflict with
agricultural practices;
(c) The use has low visual impact
particularly where located on
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The area dedicated for the range is not
located within the Biodiversity Overlay or
identified within a remnant vegetation
area. The development is not removing
any significant vegetation as part of the
proposal, ensuring that the character or
scenic value of the land is not
compromise. The subject property is not
located near any highways, main roads or
tourist routes. There are sufficient
setbacks from boundaries and with the
subject property having a hilly terrain, the
location of the shooting range is at a low
point to maintain a low visual impact from
nearby areas. The main access route to
the subject property is via bitumen sealed
roads with appropriate access to the
subject property.
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highways, main roads or tourist
routes.
Outdoor Sport and Recreation Code

The applicant has provided a noise report
that demonstrates the noise levels that are
AO12 - No acceptable outcome identified
generated by the shooting range are at an
PO12 - The use is does not result in
acceptable level. The shooting range is
unacceptable impact on the amenity of
located in an area with appropriate
the surrounding area.
distances from property boundaries to
ensure the use does not result in
unacceptable impact on the amenity of the
surrounding area. The subject property is
not located near any major townships
Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code
AO3.1 - Development is not located on
land that is subject to bushfire hazard as
shown on the overlay map.
PO3 - Any proposed use does not
compromise the safety of people or
property from bushfire.

Carparking and Loading Code
AO1.1 - The number of parking and
loading spaces is not less than the
minimum number specified in Table
9.4.2.4 or Council may accept an
alternative to providing the required
spaces on the development site in
accordance with Planning Scheme Policy
–Off Street Carparking.
Table 9.4.2.4
Development

Minimum number
of spaces

Outdoor Sport and (a) 20 spaces per
Recreation
playing field or 6
spaces per court
whichever
is
applicable; plus
(b)
Bicycle
parking racks a
rate of one space
per 10 car parks
provided
in
accordance with
(a) above.
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It is acknowledged that the range is
located within the Bushfire hazard
however the shooting range will not be in
use when there is a bushfire event. Should
a bushfire event occur, the resort would
have an Evacuation Plan in place and as
the guests using the range would be
guests at the resort, the Evacuation Plan
would be made available to everyone. The
access to the subject property is located
outside of this hazard area and there is
substantial water storage on-site to fight a
fire during a bushfire event.
The car parking rate specified within table
9.4.2.4 above makes reference to playing
fields and court which is different to
shooting stands for this application.
Bicycle parking is not considered
reasonable in this instance given the
location of the subject property and it is
unlikely that guests will ride a bike to the
resort.
In regards to car parking, the shooting
range intend on utilising the existing car
parking on-site as this range is to provide
an additional activity for the guest that are
staying at the existing Cherrabah Resort.
In addition to the above, the site access
and driveways leading to the resort are of
a bitumen standard and is considered
sufficient for the proposed development.
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PO1 - Sufficient carparking is provided to
accommodate the number and type of
vehicles likely to be generated by the
development having regard to the
following:
(a) The nature and operation of
the use;
(b) The likely number of users
including
residents
and
employees;
(c) The hours of operation and
the peak parking demand
periods;
(d) The availability of alternative
parking in the vicinity including on
street car parking;
(e) In the case of residential
development, the proximity to the
Principal centre zone and the
facilities contained within that
zone or the availability of public
transport;
(f) The feasibility of physically
providing
parking
on
site
including access restrictions and
size of the site; and
(g) The provisions of Planning
Scheme Policy –Off Street
Carparking.

Additional Relevant Matters for Impact Assessable Development
The following matters were given regard to, or assessment carried out against, in undertaking the
assessment of this development application.
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Other relevant matters
under s 45(5)(b)


Opportunities for sustainable
tourist attractions, leisure
activities and destinations
that are complementary to
the Southern Downs
Region’s character are
provided.



The tourist industry is an
increasingly important
component of the economic
base of the Southern Downs.
The strategy for
strengthening the tourist
industry and development for
tourists is based on providing
adequate land in appropriate
settings within the urban and
rural landscape as well as
opportunities for various
forms of tourist
entertainment, recreation
and accommodation
facilities.

Section 440ZC Outdoor Shooting
Ranges (Noise Assessment
Criteria)

Benchmark reference
Southern Downs Planning
Scheme - Part 3 Strategic
Framework – Strategic Intent –
Element – Tourism and Events,
Specific Outcome 3.9.5.1 point
(1) and Land use Strategies
3.9.5.2 point (1)

assessed
against

Environmental Protection Act
1994

assessed
against

Matters Raised in Submissions
Matters raised in any submissions
Granite Mine Application
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Description of how matters were dealt
with in reaching the decision
The Granite Mine application does not
form part of this application. The decision
of the mine is up to the State Government
and therefore is not applicable to the
assessment of this application. No
comments can be made by Council is
relation to the affects the mine will have on
noise, dust, land contamination, vibrations
occurring, traffic generated, fuel storage,
road closure, etc.
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Animal well fair will be compromised from
shoots being fired. The noise creates
stress amongst cattle, working dogs and
native animals

All the current clubs in Warwick district
have fully met the requirements under the
Weapons Act 1990; Weapons Categories
Regulation 1997; Weapons Amendment
Act 2011; The Weapons and Other
Legislation Amendment Act 2012 and
Weapons Regulation 2016, as well as the
Associations Act.

The noise generated by the granite mine
and the 2 shooting range applications
would have an a cumulative effect on
noise levels

The noise report is misleading and
incomplete account of the noise impacts

The noise from the shooting range can be
heard kilometres from the subject
property.
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The shooting range has provided sufficient
setbacks from the boundaries. The noise
level generated by the proposal are
considered
appropriate
under
the
Environmental
Protection
Act
and
therefore should not have any major
effects on the surrounding rural livestock
and animals in the locality. In addition the
shooting range will not be in use every day
with the hours of operation conditioned as
part of the development.
The proposed Long Rifle Range and
Handgun Range will need to comply with
all applicable legislation that other rifle
ranges also need to comply with. As part
of the application to Weapons Licencing
Queensland, the applicant needs to
provide a copy of the decision issued by
Council. A condition of approval is for a
copy of the Weapon’s Licencing approval
under the Weapons Act 1990 to be given
to Council prior to the commencement of
the use.
The Granite mine application does not
form part of this application. The applicant
has provided an Acoustic Report as part of
the application which indicated that the
noise levels generated by the shooting
range are in accordance with the
Environmental Protect Act. In addition, a
condition of approval is that only one
shooting range can be in use at one time
on the subject property.
Council’s Environmental Health Officer
has reviewed the Noise Report provided
and recommended conditions such as,
reducing the shooting stands for the
range, limiting the hours of operation and
only allowing one shooting range in use at
any one time. With the conditions imposed
any discrepancies within the noise report
have been minimised.
It is acknowledged that noise will be
generated by the shooting range but it
needs to be determined if the noise is at
an unacceptable level. In this instance, the
noise levels provided are in accordance
with the Environmental Protection Act and
therefore are considered acceptable.
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The shooting range will have impacts on It is acknowledged that there is wildlife in
native wildlife in the area
the area. The development is not
proposing to remove any vegetation for
the shooting range and a condition has
been imposed for a fauna spotter to be
present at each shoot and in the event that
wildlife is spotted, the shooting must stop
immediately until the animal has moved
safely away from the area. In addition, as
part
of
the
weapons
licencing
requirements, if a shooter accidently
harms wildlife, they can be suspended
from shooting for a year and therefore it is
in the shooters best interest to be mindful
of wildlife.
The use of the current shooting range is in If the existing shooting range is in breach
breach of their approval.
of the conditions of approval, a compliant
should be made directly to Council and the
Cherrabah
Resort
to
ensure
an
appropriate compliance investigation is
carried out. Each approval requires the
conditions of any approval to be complied
with.
Signage has not been restricted to the This condition relates to a physical
subject property only with the range widely signage and not advertising on public
advertising to the public.
media. The physical signage is only
allowed to be shown on the subject
property and not on any other land but it
does not restrict advertising on websites
etc.
The proposal is inconsistent with the The application has been assessed
Southern Downs Planning Scheme, in against the applicable benchmarks
particular the biodiversity and rural zone identified in the Southern Downs Planning
code
Scheme. With conditions imposed the
development is considered to comply and
justification against the criteria is listed in
the Statement of Reason that is attached
to this report and will be available in the
decision notice. It should be noted that the
area of the shooting range is not identified
within any Biodiversity Overlay Area and is
not considered to contain any remanent
vegetation.
There is no need to additional shooting The Southern Downs Planning Scheme
ranges within the Southern Downs Region does not take into consideration other
shooting ranges in the region. The
application process is to allow applicants
to apply to Council for a particular use on
any given site. If the development
complies with the applicable criteria, it is
considered to be acceptable.
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Hours to operate 7 days a week 9am to The noise report provided by the applicant
5pm is unacceptable
has specified that the shooting range is to
be available between the hours of 8am
and 6pm. While the shooting range is to
be available for patrons of the Cherrabah
Resort, it does not mean that the shooting
range will be in use the entire time. A
condition has been imposed for the hours
of operation and limiting the use to 5 days
a week.
The noise report does not take into A noise report is required to identify all
account all properties within the locality
sensitive receptors such as existing
dwelling. If a lot is vacant, it is not
considered a sensitive receptor and does
not need to form part of the noise report.
The noise report provided for the
application does identify the nearby
sensitive receptors i.e. approved dwelling
houses.
The range will contaminate the land
All land contamination is to be reported
immediately to the Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection. The
operators of the range are also required to
comply with the Environmental Protection
Act. A condition of approval is that should
the
shooting
range
use
cease,
rehabilitation is to occur to the area to the
satisfaction of Council.
There are inappropriate safety zones There are a number of elements that are
around the range
considered in the assessment of the
application against the Southern Downs
Planning Scheme. However before a
range can operate they are still required to
obtain an approval from Weapons
Licencing Queensland who will also
impose conditions relating to safety zones,
noise and how the range is to operate.
The safety zones of a range are
determined by Weapons Licencing and not
Council. A copy of the current weapons
licencing approval for the Long Rifle
Range and Handgun Range is to be
provided to Council.
The shooting range will have an effect on The range is to not just to provide a facility
the local tourism
but also to bring people to the local area.
There has been no information provided to
suggest that the range will have a negative
effect on the local tourism. Council would
be unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
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The spotted quoll in the area is reliant on The shooting range is only operating
the protection of the existing habitat
during daylight hours when the quoll would
be generally inactive as it is a nocturnal
animal. It addition, there is no removal of
significant vegetation as part of the
proposal and therefore the use would have
minimal effects on existing habitat. A
fauna spotter is to be present at each
shoot and shooting must stop immediately
if wildlife is seen in the danger zone.
The shooting range will create acceptable No evidence or market related verification
noise and devalue my property
has been supplied validating the claim that
the proposed development devalues
adjoining properties. Council would be
unable to rely upon this ground as a
reason to refuse this application.
Matters Prescribed by the Planning Regulation 2017
Not applicable
Council:
1.
2.
3.

Approve the application subject to conditions as recommended.
Approve the application subject to conditions other than as recommended.
Refuse the application giving reasons for the refusal.
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Recommendation
THAT the application for Material Change of Use, Outdoor Sport and Recreation (Long Rifle Range
and Handgun Range) on Lot 1000 on SP 268215 (Incl Emt Z), located at 396 Keoghs Road
ELBOW VALLEY QLD 4370, be approved subject to the following conditions:
Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal
plans submitted with the application, and subject to the final development being amended in
accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name
Site Plan – Location of Shooting Range
Site Plan – Close up of Shooting Range

2.

Plan No.
-

Date
23/01/2018
23/01/2018

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on
the approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Land Use and Planning Controls
3.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
- A maximum of two (2) shooting stands are permitted to be used at any one time at the
Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range.

4.

Only guests at the existing Cherrabah Resort located on Lot 1000 SP268215 can use the
Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range. A register is to be kept on-site and made available to
Council upon request.

5.

The development shall generally operate only between the hours of 8.00am to 6.00pm and
no more than 5 days a week. A registered is to be kept on-site of the days the range is open
and made available to Council upon request.

6.
7.

An increase in shooting stand numbers or the hours and days of operation may be
acceptable if an updated Environmental Noise Impact Assessment Report is submitted to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services demonstrating
that the increase in shooting stands or hours and days of operation does not create a noise
nuisance.
Only one (1) shooting range located on Lot 1000 SP268215 can be used at any one time.
Provide to Council a copy of the Weapon’s Licencing Approval prior to using the Long Rifle
Range and Handgun Range.

Amenity and Environmental Controls
8.

A dedicated fauna spotter person is to be made available at each shoot. Should native fauna
been seen, the shooting is to stop immediately until the fauna has moved to a safe area,
away from the shooting location.

9.

No clearing of remnant vegetation or regulated regrowth vegetation is to occur under this
approval.

10.

Should the use of the Long Rifle Range and Handgun Range cease, a rehabilitation plan
must be submitted and approved to the satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment
and Corporate Services. Any recommendation within the report must be carried out within
three (3) months of the Rehabilitation Plan being approved.

11.

The operator must investigate and address all environmental nuisance and/or environmental
harm complaints. The following details must be recorded and provided to Council upon
request:
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(a) time, date, name and contact details of the complainant;
(b) reasons for the complaint;
(c) any investigations undertaken;
(d) conclusions formed; and
(e) any actions taken.
When requested by Council, an assessment, including monitoring and/or sampling must be
undertaken by a suitably qualified person(s) to investigate any complaint of environmental
nuisance and/or environmental harm (which in the opinion of an authorised person is not
frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief). Upon completion of the assessment, the
results must be submitted to Council within 10 business days. If the complaint is about noise
form the shooting range, the assessment must demonstrate a noise level of no greater than
95dB Z Peak Hold is achieved at the nearest boundary of an allotment with a residential
dwelling. The report is to clearly detail the background noise levels, the noise levels during
the operation of the activity, and any mitigation measures which are required to be
undertaken if noise levels arising from the activity are identified to be in excess of 95dB Z
Peak Hold. If required by Council, proposed mitigation measures are to be implemented.
12.

No materials or goods associated with the development are to be displayed or stored within
the car park or landscaped areas, or outside the boundaries of the site.

13.

Advertising Devices relating to the Outdoor Sport and Recreation use (Long Rifle Range and
Handgun Range) may only be erected on the subject land, i.e. Lot 1000 SP268215. The
location, size, type and content of any advertising sign or device located on the land is to be
compatible with the rural character of the surrounding area. No advertising signs or devices
are to be located on any other land, unless all applicable approvals are obtained under the
Planning Scheme and the relevant local laws. No advertising signs or devices are to be
located within the road reserve.

14.

Any external lighting must be installed so that light shines down and away from adjacent
properties and roads, and does not exceed 8 lux at the property boundary.

Car Parking and Vehicle Access
15.

All vehicular access to and from the site must be via Keoghs Road only.

Advisory Notes
i.
ii.

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.
Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Planning Act 2016 and would have to
comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

iii.

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

iv.

The operator must at all times comply with the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

v.

The owner or occupier of the land must, within 20 business days after the commencement of
the notifiable activity, give notice to the Contaminated Land Unit under section 320DA of the
Environmental Protection Act 1994.

vi.

Any storage of flammable and/or combustible liquids must comply with the minor storage
provision of Australian Standard AS1940 The Storage and Handling of Flammable and
Combustible Liquids.

vii.

The applicant is to permit Council officers access to the site in accordance with the powers of
entry provisions of the Local Government Act 2009, subject to 48 hours notice and
reasonable security and health restrictions on access, so as to ensure the use is being
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conducted in accordance with the conditions of the approval.
viii.

No clearing of remnant vegetation or regulated regrowth vegetation is to occur under this
approval. A Development Permit for Operational Works must be obtained from the
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning for the clearing of any remnant
vegetation, unless exempt under Schedule 21 of the Planning Regulation 2017.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
ix.

All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsima.qld.gov.au

Approval Times
x.

In accordance with the Planning Act 2016, this approval will lapse six years from the day the
approval takes effect, unless the Plan of Subdivision is submitted to Council within the
currency period. Council will NOT approve the plan unless all conditions of this
approval have been complied with to the satisfaction of Council and within the
currency period of the approval.

Attachments
1.

SubmissionsView
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Item 12.10
Material Change of Use - All Weapons Shooting Incorporated, 396 Keoghs Road, Elbow Valley
Attachment 1:
Submissions
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12.11 Material Change of Use - Raymond J Merritt, 69 Watts Street, Maryvale
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning Officer

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01909

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
LAND USE AREA:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:
FILE NUMBER:

Raymond J Merritt
Raymond J Merritt
69 Watts Street, Maryvale
Lots 1 & 2 SP285177, Parish of Gilbert, County of Merivale
Township
9985m²
Low impact industry (Contractors Depot and storage of
materials)
Impact
One
Nil
MCU\01909

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for Low impact industry (Contractors Depot and
storage of materials) on land at 69 Watts Street, Maryvale, described as Lots 1 & 2 on SP285177,
Parish of Gilbert, County of Merivale, be approved subject to conditions.
Report
An application has been received for a Low impact industry (Contractors Depot and storage of
materials) at 69 Watts Street, Maryvale. The business has been operating for some time, and was
brought to the attention of Council’s Planning Compliance Department.
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The applicant proposes to operate the site as a depot for an earthworks business operating around
Maryvale. The nature of the business is generally on call, meaning that the business is not
generally operating every day, but can require the business to operate any time between 8:00am
to 5:00pm, seven days per week. The applicant has stated that he is the only employee that works
from the site.
The applicant has stated that the following vehicles associated with the use will be stored on site:
 Two (2) bobcats (Tare 2042)
 An excavator (Tare 3500)
 A tipper truck (Gross vehicle mass [GVM] 4440)
 A flatbed truck (GVM 4440)
 A tractor and slasher (Tare 2200)
 A Ute with a trailer.
Only warranty servicing of the vehicle occur at the site. All other vehicle repairs and maintenance
occurring off-site.
Site Plan
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The applicant has also stated that he gets materials for jobs delivered off-site by the truckload.
Sometimes he does not require the entire truckload for the job he is doing, and would like to be
able to store some leftover materials at the site to use on other jobs. The types of materials that
this may include are:
 Crusher dust
 Decomposed granite
 Gravel
The maximum quantity of materials stored at the site at any time would be 32 tonnes, which would
only usually be delivered once every couple of months. The applicant has stated that no nonemployees (customers) would be accessing the site to pick up or purchase the materials stored at
the site.
In a response to Council’s Information Request, the applicant confirmed that only the southern
access (to Lot 2 SP285177) will be used for the business.
Discussion on use definition
The applicant has stated that they thought they were able to operate the business as a Homebased business. It was explained to the applicant that the use is of a scale that cannot be
considered to be a home based business for the following reasons:
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 The use includes outside storage of machinery and goods.
 The use involves garaging more than one commercial vehicle on site, and may include
minor warranty servicing.
 The total use area for the business is greater than 40 square metres.
Public Notification
The application underwent Public Notification from 30 November 2017 to 21 December 2017. In
accordance with s53(4(b)) and s53(12) of the Planning Act 2016, the application must be on Public
Notification for 15 business days, but a business day does not include a day between 20
December of a year and 5 January of the next year.
The Public Notification period was advertised until 21 December 2017, and as such, was only on
Public Notification for 14 business days, meaning that the Public Notification period did not comply
with the requirements of the Act.
However, section 53 (3) of the Planning Act 2016 states that:
(3)

the assessment manager may assess and decide a development application even if some
of the requirements of the development assessment rules about the notice have not been
complied with, if the assessment manager considers any noncompliance has not—
(a) adversely affected the public’s awareness of the existence and nature of the
application; or
(b) restricted the public’s opportunity to make properly made submissions about the
application.

The application was on Public Notification for 21 days in total. Council did not assess the
application until after 6 January 2018, to allow for any late submissions to be lodged with Council.
It is considered that the non-compliance has not adversely affected the public’s awareness of the
existence and nature of the application or restricted the public’s opportunity to make properly made
submissions about the application. As such, it is recommended that Council accepts the Public
Notification and should assess and decide the application.

Submissions
One (1) submission was received in relation to the proposed development. The issues raised in the
submission are described in the table below:
Matters raised in the submission

Council’s comment

Size of property

The subject site is approximately one
hectare, and contains an existing dwelling.
The Site Plan shows adequate space for the
storage of vehicles and materials, and
allows for vehicle manoeuvring.

The property at 69 Watts Street, Maryvale
is too small to have trucks unloading
crusher dust – rock. There are instances
where b-doubles are dropping off load
after load, which completely inhibits my
ability to have the restful home life and
clean air that the Southern Downs
promotes in their Community Statement,
(adopted by Council in December 2011).
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The applicant has stated that all materials
are delivered with a truck and dog trailer and
that deliveries are infrequent (once every
couple of months).
It is recommended that any approval include
a condition limiting the quantity of materials
that can be stored on the site, and the
location of the material stockpile.
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Matters raised in the submission

Council’s comment

Amenity

There is currently a quantity of building
materials located around the yard.

The property in question is unsightly, and
housing a huge amount of building
materials and unregistered cars. The
property has inadequate fencing to
conceal this eyesore. The application
sought is for a 7 day a week license
which will effect the several properties
surrounding Mr Merritt’s home, with no
break in noise or pollution in Maryvale,
which is considered a small town.
Due to the prevailing winds from the west
to the east, my property is inundated with
dust, which is a serious health and
pollution concern.
My property is situated south east from
Mr Merritts, at Lot 27 Slade Street, and
has an elevated position over his
property, as he is set low in the valley.
The noise from the bobcats, trucks and
even telephone conversations originating
from Mr Merrits property amplifies 10 fold
and creates an amphitheatre effect.
Environment
When it rains the run off from my property
ends up in Mr Merritts yard, and can
reach up to approximately one feet of
settled water. If there is any diesel spills,
grease, servicing from the intended diesel
truck storage this would certainly finally
be flowing into the drains and waterways.
Unlawful access
The land behind his property which is
known to be polluted land due to it being
the old railway yards and siding. This
area has a DO NOT ENTER sign affixed,
however both the fence type gates have
been broken and Mr Merritt is utilizing as
a thoroughfare. This is contrary to being
told by law he isn’t allowed. Mr Merritt is
abusing every known law and utilizing
council land for his own advantage.

It is not unusual for a contractor to work on
any day of the week. The applicant has
stated that as the nature of the work is on
call, there are often periods where there are
no jobs.
The subject site is separated from any
residential properties to the south and west
by a road reserve. Any residential properties
to the east and north are separated by road
reserve and a reserve for Sport and
Recreation, which used to be the site of the
rail line. The closest dwelling to the subject
site is located approximately 45 metres
south of the property boundary.
It is recommended that hours of operation
for the business are restricted to 8:00am to
6:00pm.
It is also recommended that any approval
include a condition for screen fencing and
landscaping to provide a visual screen for
the site, and assist to buffer any noise and
dust generated from the site.
The applicant has advised that only warranty
servicing of the vehicles will be conducted
on site. All other mechanical work will be
done off site.
Appropriate conditions can included with any
approval to minimise any risk of
contamination from hazardous materials.
The road reserve to the south of the site is
an unconstructed road. The applicant has
been advised that all vehicle entrances to
the site will have to be from Watts Street,
which is a sealed road.
It is recommended that any approval should
include a condition requiring screen fencing
along the southern and eastern boundaries.
This will ensure that the road reserve and
reserve for sport and recreation cannot be
used to access the site.

Mr Merritt continues to utilise the
unsealed road adjoining my property.
Your comments to me stated that Mr
Merritt would only be able to access the
Watt Street sealed road, however this has
proven not to be the case.
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Assessment against the Planning Scheme
This application required assessment against the following benchmarks:







Township zone code
Industry uses code
Carparking and loading code
Landscaping code
Outdoor lighting code
Physical infrastructure code

Township zone code
The purpose of the Township zone code is to provide for small to medium size urban settlements
located within a rural area.
Development provides for a mix of uses including residential, retail, business, education, industrial,
community purpose, recreation and open space which support the needs of the local rural
community.
The local government purpose of the zone code is to provide for the development of the villages of
the Region as community and service centres.
In addition the purpose of the code is to (a)

Maintain the singular character and amenity of the villages in the Region.

The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following outcomes.
(a)

A range of residential, retail, commercial, industrial, tourist, community and cultural uses
are provided.

(d)

Development in the village services the needs of local residents, residents of the
surrounding rural area and visitors.

(f)

The residential amenity is protected by sensitive design and siting of non-residential uses
and buffering between potentially conflicting uses.

The proposed development is relatively small in nature, and services Maryvale and the
surrounding area. The subject site is separated from all nearby residential lots. Any approval can
include conditions for landscaping and screen fencing to provide a buffer between the use and any
nearby residential uses.
The proposed development complies with the requirements of the code with regards to Scale of
development, Access, Infrastructure, Built form, Character and amenity, Environment, Agricultural
land, and Provisions for Maryvale.
Industry uses code
The purpose of the Industry uses code is to ensure that industry, and warehouse uses are located
on suitable sites having regard to site characteristics and access and are consistent with the built
form and character and amenity of the locality and the environment of the area including water
quality, air quality, soil quality, vegetation and wildlife.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
All industry uses:
(a)
(b)
(d)

Occur only on land that is suited to the development and operation of industrial uses;
Are located, designed and operated in a manner that prevents unacceptable environmental
and amenity impacts on adjoining land uses;
Have adequate and safe vehicle access;
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(e)

Generate traffic on access roads that is within the capacity of the road and consistent with
the types of traffic and frequency of traffic movement existing on the access roads;

The subject site has frontage to a constructed sealed road, and is separated from all nearby
residential lots by road reserves and a reserve for sport and recreation. The closest dwelling to the
subject site is located approximately 45 metres south of the property boundary. As no customers
are accessing the site directly, the use is not expected to generate any significant traffic
movements above what would normally be expected in the area.
Appropriate conditions can be included in any approval to minimise environmental and amenity
impacts on nearby land uses.
The proposed development complies with, or can be conditioned to comply with the Industry uses
code in relation to Location, Access, Environment and Infrastructure.
The code requires that the number of carparking spaces required on-site is to be provided in
accordance with Carparking and Loading Code. Car parking requirements will be discussed later in
the report.
The code also requires that there is no open storage of goods or materials associated with any use
in any zone except in the Rural zone.
The code also requires that buildings, structures or land used for industry are screened from any
dwelling other than a dwelling on the same site. The screening shall include at least:
(a)
(b)

a 1.8 m high screen fence between the industry use and the dwelling in a location that
screens the dwelling from the industry use; and
a landscaped buffer at least 3m wide located on the same site as the industry use

The proposed development involves the open storage of commercial vehicles and landscaping
materials such as gravel and crusher dust.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO7 Uses are located and designed that the visual impact of the use is minimised.
The subject site is located at least 45 metres from the nearest dwelling, and separated from all
nearby residential lots by road reserves and a reserve for sport and recreation. The use area is of
a relatively small scale, and located at the rear of the lot. Any approval can include conditions
requiring that the boundaries of the subject site are screened with fencing and landscaping to
minimise the visual impact of the proposed development. It is considered that the Performance
outcome can be met.
Carparking and loading code
The purpose of the Carparking and loading code is to ensure that provision for vehicle access and
parking is adequate to meet the demand likely to be generated by development.
The car parking and loading code requires that the number of parking and loading spaces provided
on site is not less than the minimum number specified in Table 9.4.2.4 or Council may accept an
alternative to providing the required spaces on the development site in accordance with Planning
Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
Table 9.4.2.4 – Carparking and loading – Car parking requirements
Development
All uses, except
accommodation activities, in
the District centre, Mixed use,
Specialised centre and
Township zone

Minimum number of spaces
(a) 1 space per 50 m² of gross floor area and any
outdoor use area; plus
(b) Bicycle parking racks at a rate of one bike parking
space per 20 car parks where the car park on site
exceeds 50.
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The proposed development does not include any Gross Floor Area, however it does include
outdoor use areas for the storage of the vehicles and materials. The applicant does not intend to
provide any on-site car parking spaces.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO1

Sufficient carparking is provided to accommodate the number and type of vehicles likely to
be generated by the development having regard to the following:
(a) The nature and operation of the use;
(b) The likely number of users including residents and employees;
(c) The hours of operation and the peak parking demand periods;
(d)

The availability of alternative parking in the vicinity including on street car parking;

(e)

In the case of residential development, the proximity to the Principal centre zone
and the facilities contained within that zone or the availability of public transport;

(f)

The feasibility of physically providing parking on site including access restrictions
and size of the site; and

(g) The provisions of Planning Scheme Policy –Off Street Carparking.
The applicant has advised that no non-employees will be accessing the site to pick up the
materials stored on site. As the proposed development does not include any use where customers
are required to park at the site, it is considered appropriate that no car parking spaces are
provided.
Landscaping code
The applicant has stated that there are existing trees on the property that contribute to a
landscaped buffer at the site, and some additional ‘yucca’ plants have been planted along the sites
southern boundary. Further landscaping will be required to comply with the Industry uses code.
Any approval can condition that the additional landscaping is provided to provide a visual screen,
and that a Landscaping Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
Environment and Corporate Services prior to any building approvals being issued.
Outdoor lighting code
The proposed development can be conditioned to comply with the Code.
Physical infrastructure code
The proposed development complies with the Code with regards to Water supply, Waste water
disposal, Energy, Roads and Rail, Development near underground utility services, and Crime
prevention and safety.
Infrastructure Charges
For industrial uses, Infrastructure Charges are payable on the amount of Gross Floor Area involved
in a development. The proposed development does not include any increase to the Gross Floor
Area at the site. As such, Infrastructure Charges are not payable for the proposed development.

Conclusion
The applicant proposes to operate the site as a depot for an earthworks business operating around
Maryvale. The nature of the business is generally on call. The proposed use will include storing up
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to seven vehicles at the site, and up to 32 tonnes of materials (gravel, crusher dust, or
decomposed granite).
The application underwent Public Notification from 30 November 2017 to 21 December 2017.
During this period, one (1) submission was received in relation to the proposed development. The
submission raised issues regarding the size of the property, amenity, environmental risk, and
unlawful access to the site.
The proposed development does not comply with all of the codes in relation to car parking, and
screen fencing and landscaping. The proposed use is of a small scale, and is not expected to
result in significant impacts on the surrounding area. The impacts on the environment and amenity
can be minimised with appropriate conditions. It is recommended that the application is approved
with conditions.

STATEMENT OF REASONS
Assessment benchmarks
The following are the benchmarks applying for this development:
Benchmarks applying for the development
The following codes of the Southern Downs Planning Scheme:







6.2.13 Township zone code
9.3.5 Industry uses code
9.4.2 Carparking and loading code
9.4.4 Landscaping code
9.4.6 Outdoor lighting Code
9.4.7 Physical infrastructure code

Reasons for the decision
Notwithstanding the details that have been provided, not all benchmarks have been complied with,
but by imposing conditions, compliance with the Southern Downs Planning Scheme is achieved.
Reasons for Approval Despite Non-Compliance with Assessment Benchmarks
The development has been assessed against the relevant benchmarks specified above, and has
been approved despite non-compliance with the specific benchmarks listed below for the reasons
noted.
Benchmark

Reasons for the approval despite
non-compliance with benchmark

Industry uses code
AO7.3 Buildings, structures or land used
for industry are screened from any
dwelling other than a dwelling on the
same site. The screening shall include
at least:
(a) a 1.8 m high screen fence between
the industry use and the dwelling in a
location that screens the dwelling from
the industry use; and
(b) a landscaped buffer at least 3m
wide located on the same site as the
industry use.
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The proposed development involves the
open storage of commercial vehicles and
landscaping materials such as gravel and
crusher dust.
The subject site is located at least 45
metres from the nearest dwelling, and
separated from all nearby residential lots
by road reserves and a reserve for sport
and recreation. The use area is at the rear
of the lot, and any approval can include
conditions requiring that the boundaries of
the subject site are screened with fencing
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PO7 Uses are located and designed that and landscaping to minimise the visual
the visual impact of the use is minimised. impact of the proposed development.
Car parking and loading code
AO1.1
The number of parking and
loading spaces is not less than the
minimum number specified in Table
9.4.2.4 or Council may accept an
alternative to providing the required
spaces on the development site in
accordance with Planning Scheme Policy
–Off Street Carparking.
PO1 Sufficient carparking is provided to
accommodate the number and type of
vehicles likely to be generated by the
development having regard to the
following:
(a) The nature and operation of the
use;
(b) The likely number of users
including residents and employees;
(c) The hours of operation and the
peak parking demand periods;
(d) The availability of alternative
parking in the vicinity including on street
car parking;
(e) In the case of residential
development, the proximity to the
Principal centre zone and the facilities
contained within that zone or the
availability of public transport;
(f)
The
feasibility
of
physically
providing parking on site including
access restrictions and size of the site;
and
(g) The provisions of Planning Scheme
Policy –Off Street Carparking.

The proposed development does not
include any Gross Floor Area, however it
does include outdoor use areas for the
storage of the vehicles and materials. The
applicant proposed not to provide any onsite car parking spaces.
No non-employees will be accessing the
site to pick up the materials stored on site.
As the proposed development does not
include any use where customers are
required to park at the site, it is considered
appropriate that no car parking spaces are
provided.

Additional Relevant Matters for Impact Assessable Development
Not applicable
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Matters Raised in Submissions
Matters raised in the submission

Council’s comment

Size of property
The property at 69 Watts Street, Maryvale
is too small to have trucks unloading
crusher dust – rock. There are instances
where b-doubles are dropping off load
after load, which completely inhibits my
ability to have the restful home life and
clean air that the Southern Downs
promotes in their Community Statement,
(adopted by Council in December 2011).

The subject site is approximately one hectare
and contains an existing dwelling. The Site Plan
shows adequate space for the storage of vehicles
and materials, and allows for vehicle
manoeuvring.
The applicant has stated that all materials are
delivered with a truck and dog trailer and that
deliveries are infrequent (once every couple of
months).
It is recommended that any approval include a
condition limiting the quantity of materials that
can be stored on the site, and the location of the
material stockpile.

Amenity
The property in question is unsightly, and
housing a huge amount of building
materials and unregistered cars. The
property has inadequate fencing to
conceal this eyesore. The application
sought is for a 7 day a week license which
will effect the several properties
surrounding Mr Merritt’s home, with no
break in noise or pollution in Maryvale,
which is considered a small town.
Due to the prevailing winds from the west
to the east, my property is inundated with
dust, which is a serious health and
pollution concern.
My property is situated south east from Mr
Merritts, at Lot 27 Slade Street, and has
an elevated position over his property, as
he is set low in the valley. The noise from
the bobcats, trucks and even telephone
conversations originating from Mr Merrits
property amplifies 10 fold and creates an
amphitheatre effect.

There is currently a quantity of building materials
located around the yard.

Environment
When it rains the run off from my property
ends up in Mr Merritts yard, and can reach
up to approximately one feet of settled
water. If there is any diesel spills, grease,
servicing from the intended diesel truck
storage this would certainly finally be
flowing into the drains and waterways.

The applicant has advised that only warranty
servicing of the vehicles will be conducted on
site. All other mechanical work will be done off
site.
Appropriate conditions can included with any
approval to minimise any risk of contamination
from hazardous materials.
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It is not unusual for a contractor to work on any
day of the week. The applicant has stated that as
the nature of the work is on call, there are often
periods where there are no jobs.
The subject site is separated from any residential
properties to the south and west by a road
reserve. Any residential properties to the east
and north are separated by road reserve and a
reserve for Sport and Recreation, which used to
be the site of the rail line. The closest dwelling to
the subject site is located approximately 45
metres south of the property boundary.
It is recommended that hours of operation for the
business are restricted to 8:00am to 6:00pm.
It is recommended that any approval include a
condition for screen fencing and landscaping to
provide a visual screen for the site, and assist to
buffer any noise and dust generated from the
site.
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Matters raised in the submission

Council’s comment

Unlawful access
The land behind his property which is
known to be polluted land due to it being
the old railway yards and siding. This area
has a DO NOT ENTER sign affixed,
however both the fence type gates have
been broken and Mr Merritt is utilizing as a
thoroughfare. This is contrary to being
told by law he isn’t allowed. Mr Merritt is
abusing every known law and utilizing
council land for his own advantage.
Mr Merritt continues to utilise the unsealed
road adjoining my property. Your
comments to me stated that Mr Merritt
would only be able to access the Watt
Street sealed road, however this has
proven not to be the case.

The road reserve to the south of the site is an
unconstructed road. The applicant has been
advised that all vehicle entrances to the site will
have to be from Watts Street, which is a sealed
road.
It is recommended that any approval should
include a condition requiring screen fencing along
the southern and eastern boundaries. This will
ensure that the road reserve and reserve for
sport and recreation cannot be used to access
the site.

Matters Prescribed by the Planning Regulation 2017
Not applicable
Options
Council:
1.
2.
3.

Approve the application subject to conditions as recommended.
Approve the application subject to conditions other than as recommended.
Refuse the application giving reasons for the refusal.
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Recommendation
THAT the application for Material Change of Use for Low impact industry (Contractors Depot and
storage of materials) on land at 69 Watts Street, Maryvale, described as Lots 1 & 2 on SP285177,
Parish of Gilbert, County of Merivale, be approved subject to the following conditions:
Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

2.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal plan
submitted with the application, EXCEPT THAT ONLY THE ACCESS TO LOT 2 SP285177
MAY BE USED FOR THE BUSINESS, and subject to the final development being amended
in accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name

Plan No.

Site Plan

MCU\01909-1

Date
15 September
2017

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on
the approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Land Use and Planning Controls
3.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only: Contractors Depot
and storage of materials

4.

The development shall generally operate only between the hours of 8.00am to 6.00pm,
seven days per week.

5.

A maximum of two (2) employees are permitted at the site at any time.

6.

A maximum of nine (9) commercial vehicles are to be stored at the site.
The vehicles on site are to include a maximum of:

7.

 2x Bobcat
 1x Excavator
 1x Tipper Truck
 1x Flatbed truck
Only warranty servicing of the vehicles is to be conducted on-site. No other motor vehicle
repairs or maintenance are to be carried out on-site.

8.

A maximum of 32 tonnes of materials (such as decomposed granite, gravel, crusher dust,
etc) are to be stored on the site at any time. The materials are only to be stored in the area
shown in yellow below:

9.

No customers are to access the site to pick up any materials. All materials must be delivered
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to customers off site.
Amenity and Environmental Controls
10.

The loading and/or unloading of delivery and other service vehicles (excluding general waste
collection vehicles) is limited between the hours of 8.00am and 6.00pm. No heavy vehicles
must enter the development site outside these times to wait for unloading/loading.

11.

Any hazardous materials (e.g oil and fuel) must be stored in a covered and bunded area.

12.

Any liquid spills must be cleaned up immediately and disposed of in an appropriate manner
that ensures environmental harm does not occur. An appropriate spill kit for the
management of wastes and hazardous liquids associated with the activity must be readily
available at the site. Anyone operating under this approval must be trained in the use of the
spill kit.

13.

All material stockpiles and trafficable areas associated with the approved activity must be
maintained using all reasonable and practicable measures necessary to minimise the release
of windblown emissions to the atmosphere. Reasonable and practicable measures may
include but are not limited to:

14.

a. Using water sprays and/or a water truck;
b. Adopting and adhering to speed limits;
c. Using dust suppressants and wind breaks; and
d. Sealing the areas.
The operator must investigate and address all environmental nuisance and/or environmental
harm complaints. The following details must be recorded and provided to Council upon
request:
a. time, date, name and contact details of the complainant;
b. reasons for the complaint;
c. any investigations undertaken;
d. conclusions formed; and
e. any actions taken.
When requested by Council, an assessment, including monitoring and/or sampling must be
undertaken by a suitably qualified person(s) to investigate any complaint of environmental
nuisance and/or environmental harm (which in the opinion of an authorised person is not
frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief). Upon completion of the assessment, the
results must be submitted to Council within 10 business days. This must be undertaken in
accordance with any direction given by Council at the time.

15.

The cleaning of plant equipment and vehicles must be carried out in an area where
wastewater can be suitably managed so as not to cause contaminants to release into
waterways or overland flow paths.

16.

Advertising Devices relating to the use may only be erected on the subject land, i.e. Lots 1 &
2 SP285177. The location, size, type and content of any advertising sign or device located
on the land is to be compatible with the residential character of the surrounding area. No
advertising signs or devices are to be located on any other land, unless all applicable
approvals are obtained under the Planning Scheme and the relevant local laws. No
advertising signs or devices are to be located within the road reserve.

17.

All equipment, goods and materials must be located in a building or screened from view from
all roads, other public places and adjoining land by fencing and/or dense landscaping.

18.

Install and maintain the lighting fixtures so that they do no emit glare or light above the levels
stated in Australian Standard AS:4282-1997 Control of Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting.

Fencing, Landscaping and Buffers
19.

A screen fence 1.8 metres high shall be erected around the use area, as shown in red below,
to provide visual screening. This screen fencing is to be provided at the developer’s cost.
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20.

Details of the proposed fencing are to be submitted to and approved by the Director
Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of a Development
Permit for Building Work. Fencing is to be provided and maintained in accordance with the
approved details.

21.

Tree planted buffer strips are to be provided adjacent to the southern boundary of the
subject land, in the location shown in green below, so as to minimise the visual impact of the
development from adjoining properties and roads. Trees are to be planted a maximum of
three (3) metres apart.

22.

A Landscaping Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
Environment and Corporate Services prior to the commencement of the use. The
Landscaping Plan must include details of the location and species of plants, the irrigation
system and the height and material of fencing. Plants are to be generally frost resistant and
drought hardy, and must not include weed species. Root barriers are to be installed around
trees that are located within 3 metres of any underground infrastructure. The site is to be
landscaped and maintained in accordance with the approved Landscaping Plan.

Car Parking and Vehicle Access
23.

A concrete industrial crossing is to be constructed at the Watts Street entrance to the site
(Lot 2 SP285177) in accordance with Council’s standard. (Council’s Engineering Services
Department can provide details regarding Council’s standard.)

24.

All vehicular access to and from the site associated with this approval must be via Watts
Street, to Lot 2 SP285177 only.

25.

A 3.0 metre wide all-weather driveway is to be constructed from Watts Street to the vehicle
and material storage areas. The driveway may remain gravel, provided it is appropriately
maintained and does not cause a dust nuisance. If complaints are received (which in the
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opinion of an authorised person is not frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief) or
the vehicle entrance and driveway become eroded with material becoming deposited outside
of the site or potholes form that would increase noise associated with vehicle movements,
the driveway shall be sealed to Council's standards.
26.

All loading and unloading of goods related to the development must be carried out within the
confines of the allotment's boundary. Under no circumstances will the loading or unloading
of goods on the public roadway system or footpath be permitted.

Roadworks
27.

Any roadworks and drainage works damaged during construction of the development are to
be reinstated to the pre-existing condition, unless otherwise required by the Director
Engineering Services.

Stormwater Drainage
28.

Site stormwater runoff must be collected, detained and discharged where appropriate in a
manner that does not increase the quantity or concentration of stormwater flow in
comparison to the pre-development condition. Where necessary, suitable easements to
lawful points of discharge, which may include surrounding properties, shall be provided to
Council, at the developer’s cost.

Advisory Notes
(i)

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.

(ii)

Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Planning Act 2016 and would have to
comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

(iii)

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

(iv)

The General Environmental Duty under the Environmental Protection Act 1994 prohibits
unlawful environmental nuisance caused by noise, aerosols, particles dust, ash, fumes, light,
odour or smoke, beyond the boundaries of the property during all stages of the development
including earthworks, construction and operation.

(v)

Any storage of flammable and/or combustible liquids must comply with the minor storage
provision of Australian Standard AS1940 The Storage and Handling of Flammable and
Combustible Liquids.

(vi)

An application must be submitted and approved by Council for a permit under Southern
Downs Regional Council's Subordinate Local Law No. 1.15 (Carrying Out Works on a Road
or Interfering with a Road or its Operation).

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
(vii) All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsima.qld.gov.au
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Attachments
1.

SubmissionView
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Item 12.11
Material Change of Use - Raymond J Merritt, 69 Watts Street, Maryvale
Attachment 1:
Submission
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12.12 Material Change of Use - United Petroleum Pty Ltd, 86 Wallace Street, Warwick
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning Officer

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01791

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ASSESSMENT AGAINST:
LAND USE AREA:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:
FILE NUMBER:

United Petroleum Pty Ltd
C/- Saunders Havill Group
Redcarstle Pty Ltd
86 Wallace Street, Warwick
Lots 1-4 RP75570, Parish of Warwick, County of Merivale
Low density residential zone
4055 square metres
Service station (Redevelopment of existing service station)
Impact
One (1)
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning
MCU\01791

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for Material change of use for a Service station (Redevelopment of existing
service station) on land at 86 Wallace Street, Warwick, described as Lots 1-4 RP75570, Parish of
Warwick, County of Merivale, be approved subject to conditions.
Report
The subject site contains four titles and is 4055 square metres. The land has frontage to Cleary
Street and Wallace Street (New England Highway). The land to the south of the site is a Tourist
park.
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An application has been received to redevelop the site to construct a new service station with a
Gross Floor Area of 338 square metres. The proposed service station will operate 24 hours per
day and seven days per week.
The Service station will include:








Five fuel bowsers (10 spaces total)
Shop
Kitchen and dining area.
A water and air facility;
Associated car parking for 14 cars including one (1) PWD; and
Three site access points – two from Wallace Street and one from Cleary Street
10m Pylon sign located near the Wallace Street/ Cleary Street corner.

Site Plan and Building layout
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The proposal includes a total 14 car parking spaces. It is proposed that there will be two entrance
points to the site; one on Cleary Street and one on Wallace Street. An exit to Wallace Street will be
located at the southern end of the site.
The following fuel is expected to be stored on site:
 Tank 1 Diesel 45kl / Ad Blue 10kl
 Tank 2 ULP 40kl / P95 15kl
 Tank 3 E10 30kl / P98 15kl / E85 10kl
The applicant has provided the following statement in relation to waste collection:
Refuse collection and servicing will be provided in accordance with the existing refuse
collection and servicing arrangement onsite. The proposed MCU will not significantly alter
the existing arrangement with access via Cleary Street and exit from the southern access
on Wallace Street being the anticipated arrangement.
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Elevations
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The proposed development will include a 10 metre high sign as shown below:

Stormwater
A Site Based Stormwater Management Plan will be implemented to ensure that the development
does not create negative impacts on the natural environment. The applicant has advised that the
proposed development meets the following water quantity and quality objectives:
 No increase in post development flows up to and including the 100yr ARI;
 All flows induced by the 10yr ARI are captured on-site and reticulated to existing storm
water drainage;
 No adverse impact on adjoining or downstream properties;
 Ensured all storm water drainage is directed to a Lawful Point of Discharge (being the
overland flow channel at the southern end of the lot)
The image below shows the proposed Stormwater plan:
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Flooding
Currently, an overland flow channel crosses a large portion of Lot 4 RP75570. This area is located
within Council’s Flood hazard overlay. The proposed development will involve levelling part of Lot
4, which will impede the flow of the existing natural waterway, which flows from the west along the
southern boundary of the site.
The second revision of the Flood Impact report prepared by BE Collective states that:
The development will alter the shape of the channel within the site boundary, which results
in no increase of flood width and height through the channel and therefore no worsening in
flood risk to the neighbouring lots. During detailed design stage of the development,
discussions with neighbouring allotment can take place about improving the overall channel
shape, which will likely improve the flow height and width further.
Information Request
On 14 December 2016, Council issued an Information Request requiring more detail information
about a number of issues including stormwater and flooding, manoeuvring areas, spill
management, hazardous maters, and noise impacts. On 13 March 2017 the applicant provided a
response to Council’s Information Request.
A review of the information provided revealed that there was still insufficient information for Council
to be able to consider an approval for the proposed development. The applicant was asked to
provide further information in relation to the hydraulic design for flooding and storms, and area of
the site available for landscaping. The applicant responded by providing an amended site plan and
a new flood report for the site.
Referral
The application required referral to the Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and
Planning as Wallace Street (New England Highway) is a State controlled road. The DILGP
provided a concurrency agency response with conditions; including the removal of the northern
access from Wallace Street.
On 10 April 2017, the applicant put the application on hold to seek a change to the concurrence
agency response.
On 11 October 2017, the applicant provided Council with an amended concurrence agency
response. The conditions from the amended response are attached as Schedule 2.
Submissions
The application underwent Public Notification from 23 March 2017 to 18 April 2017. During this
period, one submission is received in relation to the proposed development. The submission stated
the following:
As the operator of a major tourism facility whose guests have endured environmental
issues with dust, noise, a general lack of who cares and damage to fencing from the users
of the United Service Station and operators we ask that the Southern Downs Regional
Council ensures that the following are included in the conditions that are applied to the
Redevelopment of the Existing United Service Station.
•

All Driveways are sealed.

•

Screen Fencing and Landscaping side and rear of the property are included and SDRC
ensures that it is maintained at no cost to the neighbouring properties.

•

Storm water and all other run off are directed away from our property.
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•

The watercourse has no further fill added to it.

Council’s comment:
The proposed redevelopment of the site will include changing the location of the existing parking
and manoeuvring areas. Any approval can condition that all driveways, crossovers, manoeuvring
areas, and parking spaces are sealed.
The Planning Scheme requires that a landscaped buffer is provided along any boundary that
adjoins land in the Low density residential zone. The overland flow path at the south of the site
operates as a buffer to the adjoining lot. Any approval can condition that screen fencing and a
landscaped buffer can be provided along the eastern property boundary.
The Site Based Stormwater Management Plan provided by the applicant details that the lawful
point of discharge for the site will be the overland flow path that flows partly through the submitters
property. The Site Based Stormwater Management Plan details that onsite detention will be used
to ensure that there is no increase in the volume or intensity of stormwater entering the adjoining
properties in a Q100 Storm rainfall event.
The proposed development involves works within the Flood hazard overlay to level a manoeuvring
area for vehicles to exit the site. These works involve altering the land to fill some parts of the
existing waterway, and will deepen the waterway in other areas. The second revision of the Flood
Impact report prepared by BE Collective states that:
The development will alter the shape of the channel within the site boundary, which results
in no increase of flood width and height through the channel and therefore no worsening in
flood risk to the neighbouring lots. During detailed design stage of the development,
discussions with neighbouring allotment can take place about improving the overall channel
shape, which will likely improve the flow height and width further.
Council’s Development Assessment Engineer has viewed the report, and advised that the solution
appears to be suitable design to create a no-worsening of the height and width of the stormwater
flow.
Assessment against the Planning Scheme
This application required assessment against the Low density residential zone code, the industry
uses code, the Carparking and loading code, the Landscaping code, the Outdoor lighting code, the
Physical infrastructure code, the Healthy waters code, the Flood hazard overlay code.
Low density residential zone code
The purpose of the Low density residential zone code is to provide for predominantly dwelling
houses supported by community uses and small scale services and facilities that cater for local
residents.
The local government purpose of the zone code is to provide for (h)

Non-residential development may be supported where such uses directly support the day to
day needs of the immediate residential community, do not detract from the residential
amenity of the area and do not undermine the viability of nearby centres or the central
business area contained in the Principal centre zone or District centre zone.

The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
(e)

Development is reflective and responsive to the environmental constraints of the land.

(f)

Development provides a high level of amenity through compatible mixing of land uses,
activities and building forms, access to services and facilities and cohesive streetscapes
and quality urban design.

(j)

Small scale non-residential uses are provided where they cater directly to community
needs, such as convenience stores and child care facilities, where the character and
residential amenity is maintained, and where they do not replicate the uses in nearby
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centres. In some locations it may be appropriate for non-residential uses to be clustered
together in small groups, however the scale of the development and the associated hard
surfaces will be limited in order to minimise impacts on the residential character and the
grouping will not contribute to ribbon development. Non-residential uses are small scale
and incorporate design elements that are consistent with the surrounding residential
development.
The proposed service station is a redevelopment of an existing service station at the site. The
provision of the service station will continue to provide for the day to day needs of the surrounding
residents with the supply of petrol and other convenience items such as milk, bread, papers, etc.
The site is adjoining by a Tourist park, and does not adjoin any residential dwellings. The site does
not resemble a residential site. The proposed redevelopment will enhance the visual amenity of
the property and improve the streetscape along Wallace Street.
The proposed development generally complies with the assessment criteria and can be
appropriately conditioned to reduce the impacts on nearby properties.
The code requires that non-residential buildings and car parking areas are set back at least 6 m
from the main street frontage, 3 m from any secondary street frontage and 2 m from side and rear
boundaries. The setback is landscaped in accordance with the Landscaping code.
The proposed car parking area for spaces 9 – 14 is located two metres from Cleary Street.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO8

The appearance and siting of buildings, other structures, car parking areas or signage is
compatible with the local streetscape character, the style and design of nearby residential
buildings and is respectful and sympathetic to any Local heritage place.

The proposed redevelopment will enhance the visual amenity of the property and create and
improvement to the existing built form and car parking arrangement on the site. It is considered
that the proposed design of the site will be compatible with the local streetscape area, and can
meet the Performance outcome.
In regards to Built form, the code also requires that the roof form is a gabled or hipped roof with
secondary skillions. For larger buildings, roofs will incorporate multiple gables or hips to ensure
that the roof remains in proportion to the wall heights, and that building facades incorporate
verandas.
The design of the proposed roof is level, and is not gabled or hipped.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO9

Non-residential buildings and structures reflect and display elements of domestic
architecture including pitched roofs, variations in setbacks, architectural detailing and
materials.

The development incorporates appropriate setbacks, variation in materials, and architectural
detailing. It is acknowledged that the development does not incorporate pitched roofs, however the
design is standard of a service station. The bulk of the built form comprises of 338 square metres
of Gross Floor Area on a site that is 4055 square metres in size, ensuring there is an appropriate
balance of built form to open space.
There are limited dwelling houses located within close proximity to the subject property therefore a
pitched roof would create limited value to the existing streetscape. The development is of a similar
natural to the existing service station and overall is considered to comply with the performance
outcome.
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With regards to Traffic, the code requires that the use does not generate more than two truck
movements per week of trucks with a gross vehicle mass (GMV) of 10 tonne or less and does not
generate any truck movements of trucks with a GMV of greater than 10 tonnes.
The proposed use of a service station is expected to generate more than two truck movements per
week of trucks with a gross vehicle mass (GMV) of 10 tonne or less.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO16 The traffic generated by a use other than a residential use does not significantly increase
the traffic that could normally be expected in the locality.
The land has frontage to Wallace Street which is a national highway that experiences significant
traffic flow. The site currently operates as a service station, and it is likely that the number of trips
generated by the site will be consistent with the existing site. As such, it is considered that the
Performance outcome can be met.
With regard to the Use, the code requires that the use is for short term accommodation or the use
utilises an existing non-residential building or the use provides a sympathetic and complementary
use of a Local heritage place.
The proposed development will involve the demolition of the existing non-residential building in
order to construct the new service station.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO20 Uses, other than residential uses are either associated with or provide a service to
residents of the surrounding residential area or have locational characteristics that can best
be met within a residential area.
The proposed development is a redevelopment of an existing use at the site. The service station
will continue to provide for the day to day needs of the surrounding residents and motorists passing
through the area. The proposed development meets the performance outcome.
Flood hazard overlay code
The purpose of the Flood hazard overlay code is to manage development outcomes in the
floodplain so that risk to life, property, community and the environment during future flood events is
minimised, and to ensure that development does not increase the potential for flood damage on
site or to other property.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
(a)

Development maintains the safety of people on the development site from flood events and
minimises the potential damage from flooding to property.

(b)

Development does not result in adverse impacts on people’s safety, the environment or the
capacity to use land within the floodplain.

(c)

Land that is identified as subject to flood hazard is conserved for sustainable rural use or
sport, recreation and open space purposes and when located adjacent to the Warwick
urban area contributes where possible to the Warwick green belt.

The proposed development will involve works to land within the overland flow path through Lot 4
RP75570, located within the Flood hazard overlay. These works are required to level a
manoeuvring area for vehicles to exit the site.
All buildings will be located outside of the flood hazard area and there is no increase in risk to
people’s safety at the site.
It is recommended that any approval include a condition requiring that the owner to dedicate the
portion of the site located within the Flood hazard overlay to Council as Public Land for stormwater
to ensure the flood affected land is conserved for sport, recreation and open space purposes and
contributes to the Warwick green belt.
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For Material Change of Use, Reconfiguring a Lot and Operational Works, the code requires that
works in urban areas associated with the proposed development do not involve:
(a)

Any physical alteration to a watercourse or floodway including vegetation clearing; or

(b)

A net increase in filling.

The proposed development involves works within the Flood hazard overlay to level a manoeuvring
area for vehicles to exit the site. These works involve altering the land to deepen the waterway in
some areas.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO3

Development directly, indirectly and cumulatively avoids any significant increase in water
flow, velocity or flood level, and does not increase the potential for flood damage either on
site or on other properties.

Revision B of the Flood Impact Report prepared by BE Collective, dated 15 November 2017
demonstrates that the channel will be deepened and battered within the subject site, which will
lead to a no worsening situation for adjoining properties with regard to flooding. Council’s
Development Assessment Engineer has reviewed the report, and advised that the solution appears
to be suitable. Operational Works approval will be required for the works within the stormwater
channel.
Industrial uses code
The purpose of the Industry uses code is to ensure that industry, and warehouse uses are located
on suitable sites having regard to site characteristics and access and are consistent with the built
form and character and amenity of the locality and the environment of the area including water
quality, air quality, soil quality, vegetation and wildlife.
The purpose of the code will be achieved through the following overall outcomes.
All industry and warehouse uses:
(a)

Occur only on land that is suited to the development and operation of industrial uses;

(d)

Have adequate and safe vehicle access;

(e)

Generate traffic on access roads that is within the capacity of the road and consistent with
the types of traffic and frequency of traffic movement existing on the access roads;

(f)

Have adequate infrastructure for the use including water supply, waste water disposal,
stormwater control, telecommunications and electricity;

(g)

Do not impact in a negative manner on the natural environment.

The subject site is currently being used for a service station, and the land is suitable for continued
use as a service station.
The site fronts the New England Highway and Cleary Street, providing suitable and safe vehicle
access to the proposed service station. These roads are adequate to handle any traffic expected
for the proposed development.
The site is currently serviced by all required infrastructure, and a stormwater control plan will be
implemented to ensure that the development does not create negative impacts on the natural
environment, particularly the overland flow path through the southern end of the site.
The proposed development complies with the Code with regards to Access, Amenity, and
Infrastructure.
With regard to Location, the code requires that the land is not included in the area shown as Flood
hazard area on the Flood hazard overlay maps.
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The associated Performance outcome is:
PO1 The physical characteristics of the land are suitable for industrial use.
The flood hazard overlay encompasses most of the existing Lot 4 RP75570, which includes an
overland flow channel. The service station building will be located outside of the Flood hazard
overlay, however the truck manoeuvring area extends into the Flood hazard area, and it is
proposed that this area will be altered to create a flat manoeuvring area for vehicles.
The applicant has provided a Flood Impact Report (Revision B) detailing how the channel will be
deepened and battened within the subject site, which will lead to a no worsening situation for
adjoining properties with regard to flooding. As such, it is considered that the physical
characteristics of the land are suitable for the proposed service station.
With regard to Built form and streetscape, the code requires that:
(a)

a landscaped setback area at least 6.0 m wide is provided along the primary street frontage
of the site (apart from vehicle access points) to allow for streetscape and character
landscaping in accordance with the Landscaping Code.

(b)

where a site has more than one frontage a landscaped setback area of at least 4.0 m wide
is provided along any secondary street frontage to allow for streetscape and character
landscaping in accordance with the Landscaping Code.

The proposed development includes a landscaped setback area varying between one and two
metres wide along the Wallace Street frontage of the site. The proposed landscaped setback along
the Cleary Street frontage of the site is at least two metres wide.
The code also requires that:
Car parking spaces are to be located in separate car parking areas that do not accommodate more
than 6 cars. Car parking areas are separated by a landscaped area at least 2 metres wide or by a
building.
The eight car parking spaces located along the northern side of the proposed building are located
within one parking area, separated by a sealed walkway to the front door of the service station
building.
The associated Performance outcome is:
PO3

Buildings and other structures are designed and constructed in a manner that complements
the existing built form in the immediate area.

The proposal is a redevelopment of an existing site. The landscaped strips along each road
frontage provide a significant improvement to the site design of the existing service station.
The design of the car parking bays do not result in extensive sealed parking areas without
disruption from landscaping or other features.
The proposed site design represents an improvement on the existing situation and complements
the existing built form in the immediate area.
With regard to Environment, the code requires that Industry development does not result in
removal of remnant vegetation or disturb or redirect any natural watercourse, and that buildings,
storage areas, parking and loading areas are located at least 20 m from any natural features such
as creeks, gullies, waterways and wetlands.
The proposed service station building will be located at the edge of the overland flow channel that
passes through Lot 4 RP75570. The proposal includes works (deepening and battening) within part
of the overland flow channel to accommodate the manoeuvring areas.
The associated Performance outcome is:
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PO8

No significant degradation of the natural environment occurs through loss of natural
vegetation, disturbance or destruction of wildlife corridors or important stands of remnant
vegetation.

The primary function of the overland flow channel that it impacted by the development is
stormwater drainage. The areas to be disturbed do not include any Remnant vegetation or wildlife
corridors. The applicant has provided a Flood Impact Report (Revision B) detailing how the
channel will be deepened and battened within the subject site, which will lead to a no worsening
situation for adjoining properties.
Carparking and loading code
The car parking requirements for the proposed Service Station is as determined by Council. The
associated Performance outcome states as follows:
PO1

Sufficient carparking is provided to accommodate the number and type of vehicles likely to
be generated by the development having regard to the following:
(a)

The nature and operation of the use;

(b)

The likely number of users including residents and employees;

(c)

The hours of operation and the peak parking demand periods;

(d)

The availability of alternative parking in the vicinity including on street car parking;

(e)

In the case of residential development, the proximity to the Principal centre zone and
the facilities contained within that zone or the availability of public transport;

(f)

The feasibility of physically providing parking on site including access restrictions and
size of the site; and

(g)

The provisions of Planning Scheme Policy–Off Street Carparking.

The applicant has proposed 14 car parking spaces (including 1 PWD space). There is also one air
and water space, and eight standing spaces at the bowsers, queuing spaces behind the bowsers,
and two standing spaces for trucks to refuel.
Healthy waters code
A Site Based Stormwater Management Plan will be implemented to ensure that the development
does not create negative impacts on the natural environment, particularly the overland flow path
through the southern end of the site. Any approval can condition that the site is operated in
accordance with the Site Based Stormwater Management Plan. It is considered that the proposed
development can meet the requirements of the Healthy waters code.
Landscaping code
The site does not currently have any landscaping within the setback to either of the road frontages.
The applicant proposes to include landscaping along each road frontage and the eastern
boundary. Treed landscaping is also proposed for the overland flow channel at the south of the
site.
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Site Plan - landscaped areas

Any approval can condition that the applicant provide a detailed Landscaping and Planting Plan,
and that the landscaping of the site is carried out in accordance with the plan. It is considered that
the proposed development can meet the requirements of the Planning Scheme in relation to
Landscaping.
Outdoor lighting code
Any approval can be conditioned to ensure outdoor lighting associated with the development,
including illuminated advertising devices are designed, constructed and operated, so as not to
cause a nuisance to passing motorists, adjoining properties or shine up into the night sky.
Physical infrastructure code
The site has frontage to Wallace Street and Cleary Street which are both bitumen sealed, kerbed
and channelled. The site is already connected to reticulated water supply and sewerage
infrastructure. The site has an existing power supply.
A Council sewer main exists on site. Any approval can include a condition requiring an easement
over the infrastructure in favour of Council to allow future access to Council’s infrastructure and
ensure no permanent structures are constructed over the sewer line.
Any approval can be conditioned to require the ongoing connection and maintenance of the urban
services to the development and therefore, meets the requirements of the code.
Infrastructure Charges
Credit can be given for the Gross Floor Area (GFA) and impervious areas of the existing service
station at the site.
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The proposed new service station has a GFA of 338 square metres, and according to the Site
Based Stormwater Management Plan, approximately 85% of the site (3447 square metres) will be
impervious.
The existing service station has a GFA of 240 square metres, and according to the Site Based
Stormwater Management Plan, approximately 75% of the site (3041 square metres) is currently
impervious.
Therefore, the applicable Infrastructure Charges can be calculated as:
Development Type

Network

Charge Rate

Stormwater

$5/impervious m

Other

$50/m GFA

Industry

Office use only
Proportion
Charge/
Network
of Charge
Network
Roads
20%
$980
Parks
10%
$490
Water
35%
$1,715
Sewerage
35%
$1,715
Stormwater
$5/m2
$2030

2

2

Proposed
2
3447m x $5
=$17,235
2
338m x $50
=$16,900

Credit
2
3041m x $5
=$15,205
2
240m x $50
=$12,000

Charge

TOTAL:

$6,930

$2,030
$4,900

Receipt
Code
RC241
RC243
RC244
RC245
RC242

In accordance with Section 122 of the Planning Act 2016, the infrastructure charge is payable
when the change of use happens.
Conclusion
The site currently operates as a service station. The applicant proposes a significant
redevelopment of the site, to construct a new service station, which will operate 24 hours per day
and seven days per week. The Service station will include: Five fuel bowsers (10 spaces total);
Shop; Kitchen and dining area; a water and air facility; associated car parking for 14 cars including
one (1) PWD.
The site is located in the Low density residential zone, however, does not resemble a residential
site. The land to the south of the site is a Tourist park.
Wallace Street (New England Highway) is a State controlled road. The Department of
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning has provided Concurrence agency conditions to be
included with any approval.
One submission was received in relation to the proposed development. The submission requested
that any approval include conditions relating to sealed driveways, screen fencing and landscaping,
stormwater discharge, and no fill in the stormwater overland flow path.
The proposed service station is a redevelopment of an existing service station at the site. The
provision of the service station will continue to provide for the day to day needs of the surrounding
residents. The design of the proposed roof is level, and is not gabled or hipped, which is standard
for a building of this type. The proposed redevelopment will enhance the visual amenity of the
property and improve the streetscape along Wallace Street and Cleary Street.
The applicant proposes works within the Flood hazard overlay in order to level an area to
accommodate the truck manoeuvring areas. These works involve altering the land to fill some parts
of the existing waterway, and will deepen the waterway in other areas.
A Site Based Stormwater Management Plan will be implemented to ensure that the development
does not create negative impacts on the natural environment, particularly the overland flow path
through the southern end of the site.
The proposed development can be appropriately conditioned to reduce the impacts associated
with the construction and operation of the service station.
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Options
THAT Council:
1. Adopt the officer's recommendation.
2. Adopt an alternative recommendation.
3. Refuse the application with reasons.
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Recommendation
THAT the application for Material change of use for a Service Station (Redevelopment of existing
service station) on land at 86 Wallace Street, Warwick, described as Lots 1-4 RP75570, Parish of
Warwick, County of Merivale, be approved subject to the following conditions:
Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

2.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal
plans and documents submitted with the application, and subject to the final development
being amended in accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name

Plan/Doc No.

Proposed Site Plan

SK-0001 REV 7

Proposed Elevations – North and South
Proposed Elevations – East and West

SK-1100 REV 6
SK-1101 REV 6

Signage Design

SK-2001 REV 2

Site Based Stormwater Management
Plan and Code Compliance Report

N/A

Flood impact report – Revision B

N/A

Environmental Noise Assessment
Report – Revision O

16BRA0008-R010

Date
21 November
2017
7 March 2017
7 March 2017
17 November
2016
8 March 2017
30 November
2017
11 November
2016

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on
the approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Reconfiguration of a Lot
3.

The existing allotments are to be amalgamated into one allotment and a new Certificate of
Title issued to cover the newly created allotment prior to the use of the site commencing.

4.

Prior to the use commencing, the land located within the stormwater overland flow channel is
to be subdivided from the remainder of the site and dedicated to Council as freehold Public
Land for Stormwater. The land must be dedicated to Council after all works within the
overland flow channel are completed and accepted on maintenance.

Easements and Covenants
5.

Three (3) metre wide easements must be provided over all sewerage infrastructure located
within private property.

Road Classification
6.

Prior to the use commencing, the operator is to apply to the National Heavy Vehicle
Regulator to obtain approval for the section of Cleary Street from the New England Highway
to the access to the site to be added to the approved B-Double Network.

Building and Site Design
7.

The colours and materials of the building are to be in accordance with the character of the
area. Details of the colours and materials of the building and pavement are to be
submitted to and approved by the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate
Services prior to the issue of any Development Permit for Building Work. The building
is to be constructed in the approved design, colours and materials.

8.

A copy of the Certificate of Compliance for Plumbing and Drainage Works is to be provided
to Council. (See advisory note below.)
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9.

A copy of the Form 11 (Certificate of Classification) issued for the building works is to be
provided to Council prior to the use commencing. (See advisory note below.)

10.

A detail design of any cut or fill greater than occurring within the waterway to be provided
and approved as Operational Works.

Amenity and Environmental Controls
11.

During the construction phase of the development, all wastes must be separated into
recyclables (where possible) and landfill wastes, and disposed of at the Warwick waste
facility.

12.

Any fixed noise emitting device (eg. air conditioning unit, refrigeration unit, compressor,
generator, etc.) located outside must be placed within an appropriate acoustic enclosure.

13.

Noise levels emitted from the activity must not exceed the noise levels specified in the
Environmental Noise Assessment Report, document number16BRA0008 R01_0, prepared
by TTM and dated 11 November 2016.

14.

A sufficient number of suitable waste receptacles must be provided on site at all times.
Waste receptacles must be regularly serviced to prevent unsightly accumulations of waste or
environmental harm being caused. A waste collection contractor must be engaged to supply
suitable waste and recycling receptacles and service waste and recycling receptacles.

15.

All regulated waste must be removed from the site by a regulated waste removal contractor.
The records for this disposal must be kept on site and be available for viewing by an
authorised officer. Waste collection must occur between the hours of 7am and 10pm as per
the Environmental Noise Assessment Report, document number16BRA0008 R01_0,
prepared by TTM and dated 11 November 2016.

16.

No materials or goods associated with the development are to be displayed or stored within
the car park or landscaped areas, or outside the boundaries of the site.

17.

Any hazardous materials (e.g. oil and fuel) must be stored in a covered and bunded area.

18.

Any liquid spills must be cleaned up immediately and disposed of in an appropriate manner
that ensures environmental harm does not occur. Appropriate spill kits for the management
of wastes and hazardous liquids associated with the activity must be readily available at the
site. Anyone operating under this approval must be trained in the use of the spill kits.

19.

The registered operator of the activity to which this approval relates must contact Council as
soon as practicable after becoming aware of any release of contaminants, or any event
where environmental harm has been caused or may be threatened.

20.

The operator must investigate and address all environmental nuisance and/or environmental
harm complaints. The following details must be recorded and provided to Council upon
request:
a) time, date, name and contact details of the complainant;
b) reasons for the complaint; any investigations undertaken;
c) conclusions formed; and
d) any actions taken.
When requested by Council, an assessment, including monitoring and/or sampling must be
undertaken by a suitably qualified person(s) to investigate any complaint of environmental
nuisance and/or environmental harm (which in the opinion of an authorised person is not
frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief). Upon completion of the assessment, the
results must be submitted to Council within 10 business days. This must be undertaken in
accordance with any direction given by Council at the time. If the results of the assessment
indicate, or where it is determined by an authorised person, that environmental nuisance
and/or environmental harm is being caused, abatement or control measures must be
implemented as recommended by a suitably qualified person and/or Council.
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21.

The cleaning of plant equipment and vehicles must be carried out in an area where
wastewater can be suitably managed so as not to cause contaminants to release into
waterways or overland flow paths. There must be no release that has been in contact with
any contaminants at the site to any waters, watercourse, roadside gutter, storm water drain
or land.
Wash down of the forecourt, work shop and any other area or item that generate
contaminated water, is not permitted unless the contaminated water is directed to an
approved separator or treatment system.

22.

Advertising Devices relating to the Service Station may only be erected on the subject land.
The location, size, type and content of any advertising sign or device located on the land is to
be compatible with the character of the surrounding area. No advertising signs or devices
are to be located on any other land, unless all applicable approvals are obtained under the
Planning Scheme and the relevant local laws. No advertising signs or devices are to be
located within the road reserve.

23.

Any external lighting must be installed so that light shines down and away from adjacent
properties and roads, and does not exceed 8 lux at the property boundary.

Fencing, Landscaping and Buffers
24.

A screen fence 1.8 metres high shall be erected along the sites eastern boundary, from the
Cleary Street frontage to the edge of the overland flow channel, to provide visual screening.
This screen fencing is to be provided at the developer’s cost. This fencing shall reduce in
height to be no more than 1.2 metres high within 6.0 metres of the road boundary. The fence
shall be of acoustic materials, so as to minimise noise impacts upon adjoining lots.

25.

Details of the proposed fencing are to be submitted to and approved by the Director
Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of a Development
Permit for Building Work. Fencing is to be provided and maintained in accordance with the
approved details.

26.

All earthworks, including batters must be fully contained within the site.

27.

The street trees within the road reserve of Wallace Street are to be retained. These trees
are to be protected during construction. If it is not possible to design the development to
preserve all the trees in their current locations, the tree/s must be relocated at the
developer’s cost. The relocation of the tree/s is to be carried out by a suitably qualified and
experienced person. If the tree/s die within 12 months of the relocation, the dead tree must
be replaced with an advanced tree of the same species.

28.

Landscaped areas are to be provided on the site in accordance with Plan No. SK-0001 REV
7 dated 21 November 2017 prepared by Mode Design.

29.

A new Landscaping Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of any Development Permit for
Building Work. The Landscaping Plan is to be prepared by an appropriately qualified
person, and must include details of the location and species of plants, the irrigation system
and the height and material of fencing. Plants are to be generally frost resistant and drought
hardy, and must not include weed species. Root barriers are to be installed around trees that
are located within 3 metres of any underground infrastructure. The site is to be landscaped
and maintained in accordance with the approved Landscaping Plan.

Car Parking and Vehicle Access
30.

A concrete industrial crossing is to be constructed at the Cleary Street and Wallace Street
crossovers to the site in accordance with Council’s standard. (Council’s Engineering
Services Department can provide details regarding Council’s standard.)

31.

Car parking shall be provided on site in accordance Plan No SK-0001 REV 7 dated 21
November 2017 prepared by Mode Design. All car parking, driveway and loading areas shall
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be constructed sealed, line marked, drained, laid out and regularly maintained.
32.

All vehicle operations associated with the development must be directed by suitable
directional, informative, regulatory or warning signs in accordance with Australian Standard
AS1742.1 “Manual of uniform traffic control devices” and Australian Standard AS2890.1
“Parking facilities – Off-street car parking”.

33.

Road signage and pavement markings must be installed in accordance with Australian
Standard AS1742.1 “Manual of uniform traffic control devices”.

34.

Adequate sight distances must be provided for all ingress and egress movements at the
access driveways in accordance with Australian Standard AS2890.2 “Parking facilities - Off
street commercial vehicle facilities”.

35.

All loading and unloading of goods related to the development must be carried out within the
confines of the allotment's boundary. Under no circumstances will the loading or unloading
of goods on the public roadway system or footpath be permitted.

Roadworks
36.

A 2.0 metre wide concrete pedestrian footpath is to be constructed along the Wallace Street
and Cleary Street frontages of the site, in a location suitable to the Director Engineering
Services.
Any part of the Wallace Street and Cleary Street road reserves (between the property
boundary and the kerb) that are not used for the vehicle crossover or footpath must be
returned to a grassed verge. Operational Work approval is required for the works to the road
reserve.

37.

Mountable kerbing and channelling and stormwater drainage, is to be constructed along the
Cleary Street and Wallace Street frontages of the site. Operational Works approval will be
required from Council for the road works.

38.

Any footpaths, kerbing and channelling, roadworks and drainage works damaged during
construction of the development are to be reinstated to the pre-existing condition, unless
otherwise required by the Director Engineering Services.

Stormwater Drainage
39.

The location of the proposed building and associated fuel bowsers are to be flood free. Any
filling within the identified Flood Hazard Overlay Area is to be certified by a Registered
Professional Engineer in Queensland (RPEQ). Operational works approval is required for
any filling in the flood hazard area. Any works cannot change the existing design flood levels
and effects. Particular attention is required regarding drainage impacts on the adjoining
properties and the New England Highway.

40.

A stormwater drainage system serving the development is to be constructed in accordance
with the Site Based Stormwater Management Plan and Code Compliance Report (Revision
D), and the stormwater disposed of to a lawful point of discharge, in accordance with the
Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM). All drainage works should meet the
requirements of the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (QUDM). Operational Works
approval will be required from Council for the stormwater drainage system.

Water Supply and Waste water
41.

A reticulated water supply system, up to and including water meters, is to be provided to
service the building. This system is to be connected to Council’s water supply system.
The connection to Council’s reticulated water supply must be a combined fire and domestic
metered connection located at a point nominated by Council.

42.

A sewerage reticulation system is to be provided to service the building. This system is to be
connected to Council’s wastewater sewerage system.

43.

The development is to comply with Council’s policy Works Near Water Supply and/or
Sewerage Infrastructure Policy, which requires an application to be submitted to Council for
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approval, prior to the commencement of the works. It is not desirable to build over the
infrastructure; alternative arrangements should be sought.
Electricity, Street Lighting and Telecommunications
44.

Electricity and telecommunication connections must be provided to the proposed
development to the standards of the relevant authorities.

Operational Works
45.

All operational works are to be accepted on-maintenance prior to the use of the land
commencing. (See advisory note below.)

Advisory Notes
(i)

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.

(ii)

Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and would
have to comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

(iii)

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

(iv)

Any demolition and/or removal works involving asbestos materials must be undertaken in
accordance with the requirements of the Workplace Health and Safety legislation and Public
Health Act 2005.

(v)

The operator must at all times comply with the Environmental Protection Act 1994. The
General Environmental Duty under the Environmental Protection Act prohibits unlawful
environmental nuisance caused by noise, aerosols, particles dust, ash, fumes, light, odour or
smoke, beyond the boundaries of the property during all stages of the development including
earthworks, construction and operation.

(vi)

Any storage of flammable and/or combustible liquids must comply with the minor storage
provision of Australian Standard AS1940 The Storage and Handling of Flammable and
Combustible Liquids. All other activities relevant to this Standard, including but not limited to
fuel dispensing must also comply with the provisions of this Standard.

(vii) Activities relevant to AS 4897-2008 The design, installation and operation of underground
petroleum storage systems, must comply with the provisions of this Standard.
(viii) Applications for licence under the Food Act 2006 are to be submitted to Council prior to the
commencement of the kitchen within the new service station.
(ix)

Plumbing and Drainage Approval is to be obtained in accordance with the Plumbing and
Drainage Act 2002 for the proposed plumbing and drainage works. The application for
Plumbing and Drainage approval must be submitted to Council with the appropriate forms,
plans and fees associated with this application. A Certificate of Compliance must be
issued for the works prior to the use commencing.

(x)

Building Approval is to be obtained in accordance with the Planning Act 2016 for the
demotion of the existing service station building. The building application must be submitted
to a Building Certifier with the appropriate forms, plans and fees associated with this
application.

(xi)

Building Approval is to be obtained for a Class 6 building in accordance with the Planning
Act 2016 for the proposed building work. The building application must be submitted to a
Building Certifier with the appropriate forms, plans and fees associated with this
application. The building plans are to accord with the plans approved in this approval. The
building is to be constructed in accordance with the Building Approval prior to the
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commencement of the use. A Form 11 (Certificate of Classification) must be issued for
the building works prior to the use commencing.
(xii) The disposal of waste classified as Trade Waste under the Plumbing and Drainage Act 2002
is to be in accordance with Council’s Trade Waste Policy.
(xiii) The supply of water for human consumption, food preparation, food utensil washing or
personal hygiene, including the supply of water for drinking water, showers, baths, hand
basin and kitchen sinks, must be connected to a drinking water supply, in accordance with
the Plumbing Code of Australia and the Australian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines
produced by the National Health and Medical Research.
(xiv) The Flood hazard overlay is based on a 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) flood
event and therefore doesn't guarantee flood immunity.
(xv) A Development Permit for Operational Works associated with the development must be
obtained in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. This application must be
submitted with the following:
 Relevant IDAS Forms;
 The relevant fee in accordance with Council’s Schedule of General Fees and Charges;
 Detailed design drawings, schedules and specifications for all Operational Works, certified
by a Registered Professional Engineer in Queensland (RPEQ);
 A car parking plan showing the location and dimension of all parking areas, details of the
proposed pavement treatment, and full engineering specifications of layout, construction,
sealing, drainage and line marking;
 A plan showing ingress and egress wheel and swept turning paths;
 A Stormwater Management Plan;
 A geotechnical report addressing the filling of the site and make recommendations as to
how it will be possible for such filling to achieve compliance with AS3798-2007 (as
amended) “Guidelines on Earthworks for Commercial and Residential Developments”.
Operational Works shall be subject to a 12 months Defect Liability Period commencing from
the day the works are accepted on-maintenance. A bond will be held by Council as security,
and refunded following a defect-free inspection at the end of the Defect Liability Period.
(xvi) An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) must be submitted for approval with the
application for Operational Works. The ESCP must demonstrate that release of sedimentladen stormwater is avoided for the nominated design storm, and minimised when the
nominated design storm is exceeded, by addressing the objectives in Table A (Construction
phase - stormwater management design objectives) in Appendix 3 of the State Planning
Policy for drainage control, erosion control, sediment control and water quality outcomes.
(xvii) Site works must be constructed such that they do not, at any time, in any way restrict
orimpair the natural flow of runoff water, or cause a nuisance or worsening to adjoining
properties or infrastructure.
(xviii) All Development Permits for Operational Works and Plumbing and Drainage Works should
be obtained prior to the issue of a Development Permit for Building Works.
(xix) All engineering drawings/specifications, design and construction works must be in
accordance with the requirements of the relevant Australian Standards and must be
approved, supervised and certified by a Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland.
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
(xx) All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
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duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsima.qld.gov.au
Schedule 2 - Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning conditions as a
Concurrence agency
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Attachments
1.

SubmissionView
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Item 12.12
Material Change of Use - United Petroleum Pty Ltd, 86 Wallace Street, Warwick
Attachment 1:
Submission
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12.13 Negotiated Decision Notice - Louise Binnion, 214 Caves Road, Stanthorpe
Document Information
Report To: General Council Meeting
Reporting Officer:

Meeting Date: 31 January 2018

Planning Officer

ECM Function No/s: MCU\01866

APPLICANT:
OWNER:
ADDRESS:
RPD:
ZONE:
LAND USE AREA:
PROPOSAL:
LEVEL OF ASSESSMENT:
SUBMITTERS:
REFERRALS:
FILE NUMBER:

Louise Binnion
Robert B Binnion
214 Caves Road, Stanthorpe
Lot 2 RP153743, Parish of Stanthorpe, County of Bentinck
Rural (Granite belt precinct)
48290 square metres
Tourist park, Educational establishment, and Short-term
accommodation, Over 3 stages
Impact
Three (3)
Nil
MCU\01866

Recommendation Summary
THAT the application for a Request for a Negotiated Decision for the Material change of use for
Tourist park, Educational establishment, and Short-term accommodation, Over 3 stages on land at
214 Caves Road, Stanthorpe, described as Lot 2 RP153743, Parish of Stanthorpe, County of
Bentinck, be approved in part.
Report
Background information

At the General Meeting of Council on 25 October 2017, Council approved a development
application for a Tourist park, Educational establishment, and Short-term accommodation, Over 3
stages on land at 214 Caves Road, Stanthorpe.
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Report

The applicant has made representations about Conditions 5, 6, 10, 13, 26, 45, 48. The applicant
has also provided an amended site plan to support their representation about Condition 48.
Condition 5
5.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
-

Educational establishment (Lectures, support groups, and workshops)

-

Tourist Park (Up to 10 sites for people attending the Educational establishment)

-

Short-term accommodation (Up to 5 cabins for people attending the Educational
establishment)

The applicant has provided the following reasons to amend the condition:
1:1 Consultations were not included in the approval.
Approval to rent out the 5 cabins to persons not attending the educational establishment
are relevant to the tourism aspect of the application.
It has been explained to me about councillors’ concerns regarding camping in the Tourist
Park. Although I do not intend to run it as a public caravan park, provisions need to be put
in place by the SDRC to protect the neighbours and the area should we sell the property in
the future. A condition that all guests in the Tourist Park must attend the Educational
Establishment is reasonable. However, I would appreciate if this condition was removed
from the 5 cabins.
The applicant has requested that Condition 5 be amended to read:
5.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
-

Educational establishment (1:1 Consultations, Lectures, support groups, and
workshops)

-

Tourist Park (Up to 10 sites for people attending the Educational establishment)

-

Short-term accommodation (Up to 5 cabins)
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Individual consultations are an activity that is associated with the operation of the Educational
establishment aspect of the proposed development. This aspect has minimal impacts, and was not
included in the original condition in error. It is considered appropriate that Individual consultations
be included in the Education establishment aspect of the proposed development.
The applicant had originally intended to allow guests to stay at the Tourist Park or Short-term
accommodation separate to the Educational establishment, although the Tourist park would not be
advertised as a public caravan park. In response to concerns raised by Councillors and submitters
about the potential scale of the operation at the site and road safety, a condition was included to
require guests of either the Tourist park or Short-term accommodation to be attending the
educational establishment.
The applicant has expressed that “The main purpose of the Tourist Park is to provide cheap or free
accommodation for those who need to travel to Stanthorpe for my professional help. I anticipate
that my clients may, at times, need to stay for a week or two, and many of these people will not be
able to afford to stay in the accommodation that is currently available in Stanthorpe”. The applicant
has stated that they are happy for only people who are attending the Educational establishment to
be able to stay at the Tourist Park, however would like to be able to have other guests stay at the
Short-term accommodation.
The applicant has not requested to remove Condition 25, which states “There is to be no signage
displayed on-site for the Short Term Accommodation or the Tourist Park use.”
In relation to the initial application, which included the Tourist park and Short-term accommodation
being able to operate independently of the Educational establishment, Councils Maintenance
Engineer stated “There are no significant road issues. The access for 214 is in the most suitable
location for visibility. The access is sealed and should be retained sealed at a minimum. The
access looks wide enough to accommodate for a vehicle entering and exiting the road.” It is
considered that allowing the guests that are not attending the Educational establishment to stay in
the five short-term accommodation cabins would not create any significant impact on road safety at
the site.
The Planning Officer’s original assessment of the proposed use was undertaken as if the Shortterm accommodation could operate independently of the Educational establishment, and
appropriate conditions were included to reflect this. It is not considered that the operation of 5
Short-term accommodation cabins (up to two guests each), independent of the Educational
establishment, will create any additional impact on the amenity of the site and surrounding areas.
As such, it is considered appropriate that Condition 5 be amended as follows:
5.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
-

Educational establishment (Individual consultations, lectures, support groups, and
workshops)

-

Tourist Park (Up to 10 sites for people attending the Educational establishment)

-

Short-term accommodation (Up to 5 cabins for people attending the Educational
establishment)

Condition 6
6.

All people accommodated in the Tourist Park or Short term accommodation must be
attending the Educational establishment.

The applicant has made the following representation:
Approval to rent out the 5 cabins to 10 people not attending the educational establishment
are relevant to the tourism aspect of the application.
The applicant has requested that Condition 6 be amended to read:
6.

All people accommodated in the Tourist Park must be attending the Educational
Establishment.
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As discussed in the applicant’s request to amend Condition 5 above, the Planning Officer’s original
assessment of the proposed use was undertaken as if the Short-term accommodation could
operate independently of the Educational establishment, and appropriate conditions were included
to reflect this.
It is not considered that the operation of 5 Short-term accommodation cabins (up to two guests
each), independent of the Educational establishment, will create any additional impact on the
amenity of the site and surrounding areas. As such, it is considered appropriate that Condition 6 be
amended as follows:
6.

All people accommodated in the Tourist Park or Short term accommodation must be
attending the Educational establishment.

Condition 10
10.

Workshops and support groups operated at the site must not exceed 12 guests, and shall
operate no more than once per week.

The applicant has made the following representation:
The following phrases are a quote from my D.A.:
 Weekly support groups
 Workshops and support groups (weekly)
These phrases could be interpreted 2 ways.
Interpretation #1 - Several groups run every week – up to 12 people in each.
Interpretation #2 - One group every week – up to 12 people
#1 is the way I expected it to be understood but it was interpreted as #2 by officers in the
planning department.
I am a professional who works with individuals and groups. The Educational Establishment
aspect of the development relates mostly to weekly support groups and workshops. At
times I will need to run 3 – 4 groups each week. Each group operates one day per week for
1-2 hours over an 8-10 week period.
I also need to work with groups larger than 6 people, because in my experience, I have
found that a group of 10-12 works best to start with, as usually some people drop out.
When this happens, the numbers get too low for group dynamics to work if I only start with
6 people.
For this reason, I have applied to have up to 12 people for 2 times per week and 6* or less
at other times.
*Which is in line with the requirements for a Home Based Business in the SDRC Planning
Scheme? AO4.5 The maximum number of business clients on the site at any one time is 6.
The initial application, which underwent Public Notification, included the following table to show the
maximum frequency and attendance numbers for the proposed activities that formed the
Educational Establishment.
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This was interpreted by all of the staff that viewed the report as one weekly workshop and support
group. The applicant has since stated that it was intended to denote that there would be a number
of workshops and support groups held each week. Given that it was interpreted this way by the
Council Officers, it could be expected that a member of the public viewing the application could
have also thought that it referred to one workshop and support group per week. This may have
adversely affected the awareness of the public of the nature of the application, and meant that a
potential submitter did not make a submission about the workshops and support groups being held
more than once per week.
As such, if Council agrees that increasing the number of days where 12 guests may attend the
workshops could be considered a ‘Substantially different development’ under Schedule 1 of the DA
Rules, the condition could not be changed to allow multiple weekly workshops and support groups.
In order to change this, the applicant would be required to lodge an application for an ‘other
change’ under the Planning Act 2016 and undertake Public Notification again to allow the
community to comment on the change. It is recommended that the approval continues to restrict
the number of days where a workshop or support group can have up to 12 guests to one day per
week.
The applicant notes that if the number of guests attending the workshops remains as 6 or less, the
use would be a Home-based business. A Home-based business where the maximum number of
clients on the site at one time is six (6) is accepted development under the Planning Scheme, as
this number of guests is considered to have minimal potential impacts on amenity and functionality
of the area, and would not require any Public Notification or planning approval.
Intrinsically, it can be considered that having up to six guests attend the workshops and support
groups each day does not constitute any development that would be subject to public notification,
and would not impact any potential submitters ability to make a submission about the proposed
development.
It is considered reasonable that Condition 10 be amended so that up to six guests may attend the
workshops and support groups on any day, and up to 12 guests may be permitted up to one day
per week.
10.

Daily workshops and support groups operated at the site must not exceed 12 six (6) guests.
and shall operate no more than once per week. One session of up to 12 guests is permitted
each week.

Condition 13
13.

No recreational use of the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek is permitted unless written
approval from the Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) is provided to
Council stating that the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek, including the section mapped
as being part of Lot 2 RP164506, is able to be used for commercial recreational use.

The applicant has made the following representation:
Guests will sign a legal document before entering the water advising them:
-

that they do so at their own risk.
not to trespass on Lot 2 RP164506 because it makes them liable to prosecution for
trespassing.

There will only be a very small number of people on the water at any one time.
Our insurance will cover any incidents that may occur on the water.
The applicant also provided a copy of an email received from the Department of Natural Resources
and Mines (DNRM) in relation to the use of Funkers Gap Creek for guest kayaking:
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The applicant has requested that Condition 13 be amended to read:
Recreational use of the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek be restricted to the public
area and limited to 4 kayaks (or equivalent) at any one time. Kayaks are not permitted on
the part of the watercourse belonging to Lot 2 RP164506 without written permission from
the owner being submitted to SDRC.
Council had originally included Condition 13 in response to a submission received from the owner
of Lot 2 RP164506 about liability for use of the part of the watercourse that is part of Lot 2
RP164506.
The email from the Department of Natural Resources and Mines states that there are no
requirements for using the part of the creek that is not located within any freehold properties, and
that accessing the part of the creek that is located within the boundaries of adjoining freehold
properties is trespassing. It is not reasonable to include a condition prohibiting the use of the entire
waterway because a portion of it is owned as freehold land, but any condition should ensure that
adequate steps are taken to ensure that guests do not trespass on freehold property.
As such, it is recommended that Condition 13 be amended as follows:
13.

No recreational use of the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek is permitted unless written
approval from the Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) is provided to
Council stating that the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek, including the section mapped
as being part of Lot 2 RP164506, is able to be used for commercial recreational use.
Recreational use of the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek is to be limited to 4 kayaks at
any one time. No guests or kayaks are permitted on any part of the watercourse that is part
of a freehold land parcel without written permission from the owner being submitted to the
Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services. Any guests using Funkers Gap
Creek must be provided with a map showing the part of the watercourse that can be
accessed publically.

Condition 26 and 45
26.

An adequate supply of potable water, compliant with the National Health and Medical
Research Council’s Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 2011, must be made available on
site. A Drinking Water Management Plan is to be prepared and provided to Council’s
Environmental Services Department. Council can provide a template to use for the plan.

45.

The restricted flow water supply is not suitable for a commercial connection. The
development is not to use Council’s restricted reticulated water supply as the potable water
source for the use.
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The applicant has made the following representation:
None of the options researched would supply a reliable source of potable water. After
exploring the possibility of acquiring bore water for our development, we were informed by
[the Technical Officer Water Services] in the Department of Natural Resources and Mines
at Warwick that there were no working bores in our vicinity and that the closest one was
1.3km away. There is also a large quantity of huge granite rocks onsite making bore
digging very difficult, therefore we concluded that the likelihood of finding potable water on
our property via a bore is minimal.
The roof area of the cabins is not large enough to provide adequate water storage for the
use of the occupants or for fire fighting due to the fact that we live in a low rainfall area
which does not provide a reliable rainfall.
The water from the creek contains a lot of algae and is not suitable for personal use.
The cabins are located between very large granite boulders and space for tanks is very
limited. A lot of native vegetation would need to be cleared to install 5 tanks.
The installation of rainwater tanks for each cabin will detract from the beautiful visual
aspects of the natural environment.
The noise of 6 pressure pumps for the 6 tanks in a relatively small area would not be
conducive to the rest and relaxation that our guests are seeking.
It had been wrongly ascertained from council records that our current water supply was
very low pressure and therefore required a low-flow trickle tank with a pressure pump to
supply our water but we were able to advise [Director Engineering Services] that this is
NOT the case. We actually have good pressure at the present time from council’s
reticulated supply without the need for a pressure pump.
The applicant references discussions with the Director Engineering Services and Manager Water
and Wastewater on 17 November 2017.
In our discussion the following facts were discussed: There is sufficient quantity of reticulated water for the development available to the
property currently.
 Reticulated water for the development would only be used for personal use by the
guests or caretaker.
 All water used for personal use will be re-used for gardens after going through the
approved treatment system.
 NO reticulated water would be used for landscaping or gardening purposes.
 A low-flow holding tank system could be used without negatively effecting any
neighbour’s water supply in regard to quantity or pressure.
[The Director Engineering Services] drew us a rough plan (See attached Appendix B) of
how a low-flow system could work from the existing reticulated water supply for our
development. It requires the following installations by a licenced plumber:
1.

a back-flow prevention device

2.

a low-flow restrictor

3.

a holding tank

4.

a suitable pressure pump

5.

piping for water delivery to dwellings as required

A mud map drawn by Director Engineering Services for a low flow system feeding into a holding
tank:
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The applicant supplied the following plan for a connection to the restricted reticulated water supply
at the property:
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The applicant has requested that Conditions 26 and 45 be removed and replaced with the
following:
26/45. A 5000 gal tank be installed onsite by a licenced plumber, for the purpose of providing a
reservoir for a low-flow water supply from the existing reticulated water supply for guest’s
personal use only e.g. to the cabins, the caretaker residence, the amenities block and the
commercial kitchen, according to the Plan (Appendix C) and council regulations.
The Manager Water and Wastewater provided the following advice in regards to the applicants
request:
Option for water is a low flow storage tank with restriction plus pump - owned and
maintained by property owner.
Council will be able to guarantee water quality to the meter however by the owner storing
this water in a tank Council cannot ensure water quality standards are maintained within
this tank eg Chlorine residual; vermin and foliage entering/leaching and degrading in the
tank.
The applicant can only connect to the restricted water supply via a trickle feed top up tank
and pressure pump. The design must meet the requirements of AS3500 and be approved
by the local government plumbing compliance team.
The plan provided by the applicant (Appendix: C) shows the flow restrictor being located after the
water supply to the existing house diverts from the line going to the holding tank. Council’s
Engineering Department agrees that the applicant could be permitted to connect to the reticulated
water supply, provided that the water supply for the entire property is restricted flow. This means
that both the existing dwelling and new buildings would need to be fed through the flow restrictor.
As such, it is recommended that Condition 45 is amended as follows:
45.

The restricted flow water supply is not suitable for a commercial connection. The
development is not to use Council’s restricted reticulated water supply as the potable water
source for the use.
The site can only connect to the restricted water supply via a trickle feed top up tank and
pressure pump. The design must meet the requirements of AS3500 and be approved by
the local government plumbing compliance team.

Council can only guarantee the quality of the water to the water meter. Once the water is in the
holding tank, Council has no way to monitor and control the water quality to ensure that it is
suitable for use as potable water. The applicant will be required to provide information to Council
demonstrating what techniques are being used to ensure the water leaving the holding tank is
compliant with the National Health and Medical Research Council’s Australian Drinking Water
Guidelines 2011. As such, it is recommended that Condition 26 be retained.
Condition 48
48.

The site must be provided with a water storage reservoir having a minimum of 5000 litres of
water for emergency fire fighting purposes for each Short Term Accommodation building.
Such storage must be provided in addition to the water supply capacity required for the use
and must be provided in the form of either an accessible dam, swimming pool or rainwater
tank. If storage is to be provided in a rainwater tank, water storage for fire fighting
purposes must be provided either in a separate rainwater tank or a reserve section in the
main water supply tank on which:
(a) the domestic take off from the tank is at or above the 5000 litre point; and
(b)

standard rural fire brigade fittings are fitted to the tank outlet for access by rural fire
services vehicles.

The applicant has made the following representation:
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The roof area of the cabins is not large enough to provide adequate water storage for the
use of the occupants or for fire fighting due to the fact that we live in a low rainfall area
which does not provide a reliable rainfall.
The cabins are located between very large granite boulders and space for tanks is very
limited.
A lot of native vegetation would need to be cleared to install 5 tanks.
The installation of rainwater tanks for each cabin will detract from the beautiful visual
aspects of the natural environment.
In the event of a building fire or a bushfire, water will be accessed from:
a)

3000 gallon (12,000 litre) tank kept full and placed central to the cabins and
caretaker’s residence. The water in this tank will be used only for the purpose of fire
fighting. Water is accessed via a standard coupling on the tank and will be not
greater than 60 metres from any cabin or residence.

b)

Backup: Water can also be accessed via a Rural Fire Brigade coupling on the 2”
underground poly pipeline in 2 locations. Existing electric pump (3 phase) supplies
water for 2” polypipe from the dam/creek. The distance to any residence or cabin
will be not greater than 60 metres.

c)

Water can also be accessed directly from Funkers Gap Creek. The distance to any
residence or cabin will be not greater than 120 metres from the creek dam.

The applicant has provided the following amended site plan to include the location of the water
tank and Rural Fire Brigade couplings:
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The applicant has provided sufficient reasons why it is impractical and unnecessary to require
5000 litre water storage for each short-term accommodation building. It is expected that the roof
space for each cabin will be relatively small and it will be unlikely to capture enough rain to fill the
tanks. The applicant has proposed to install a 12,000 litre water tank exclusively for firefighting in a
location that is central to all of the proposed short-term accommodation buildings. The applicant
also states that an electric pump from Funkers Gap Creek feeds two inch pipes through the
property, and these can be fitted with Rural Fire Brigade fittings. This proposal is suitable to
address the Bushfire hazard of the site.
It is recommended that Condition 48 be amended as follows:
48.

The site must be provided with a water storage reservoir having a minimum of 5000 12,000
litres of water for emergency fire fighting purposes for each Short Term Accommodation
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building. Such storage must be provided in addition to the water supply capacity required
for the use and must be provided in the form of either an accessible dam, swimming pool or
rainwater tank located within 60 metres of any Short-term accommodation building. If
storage is to be provided in a rainwater tank, water storage for fire fighting purposes The
storage must be provided either in a separate rainwater tank or a reserve section in the
main water supply tank on which:
(a)

the domestic take off from the tank is at or above the 5000 12,000 litre point; and

(b)

standard rural fire brigade fittings are fitted to the tank outlet for access by rural fire
services vehicles.

Condition 1 must also be amended to reflect the amended Site Plan provided by the applicant in
relation to Condition 48. As such, it is recommended that Condition 1 be amended as follows:
1.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal
plans submitted with the application, and subject to the final development being amended in
accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name

Plan No.

Site Plan (Map)
Amended site Plan

MCU\01866-1
MCU\01866-1 Rev B

Site Plan (Legend)

MCU\01866-2

Date
Received 29 June
2017
Received 18
December 2017
Received 29 June
2017

Conclusion
An application was received to negotiate Conditions 5, 6, 10, 13, 26, 45, 48. The applicant also
provided an amended Site Plan.
It is not expected that guests staying at the five proposed Short-term accommodation cabin will
result in any additional impacts on the surrounding area. It is recommended that Conditions 5 and
6 are amended as requested so that people may stay at the Short-term accommodation cabins on
the site without attending the Educational establishment at the site. Any guests staying at the
Tourist park will still be required to be attending the Educational establishment.
The applicant requests to amend Condition 10 to allow up to 12 people two times per week and six
or less people at other times at the workshops and support groups. The applicant has stated that it
was intended that there would be a number of workshops and support groups held each week, all
having up to 12 guests. It has been explained to the applicant that the wording used in the
application did not make this clear, and that it could be expected that a member of the public
viewing the application could have interpreted it as one workshop and support group per week.
This may have impacted the awareness of the public of the nature of the application, and meant
that a potential submitter did not make a submission about the workshops and support groups
being held more than once per week. If Council agrees that increasing the number of days where
12 guests may attend the workshops could be considered a ‘Substantially different development’
under Schedule 1 of the DA Rules, the condition could not be changed to allow multiple weekly
workshops and support groups. In order to change this, the applicant would be required to lodge
an application for an ‘other change’ under the Planning Act 2016 and undertake Public Notification
again to allow the community to comment on the change. It is recommended that the approval
continues to restrict the number of days where a workshop or support group can have up to 12
guests to one day per week.
As a ‘Home based business’ can operate as Accepted development with up to six guests, and no
planning approval would be required, it is considered that up to six guests attending the workshops
and support groups each day does not constitute any development that would be subject to public
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notification, and would not impact any potential submitters ability to make a submission about the
proposed development. It is recommended that Condition 10 be amended so that up to six guests
may attend the workshops and support groups on any day, however up to 12 guests may be only
permitted one day per week.
Condition 13 was included to ensure that guests do not trespass onto freehold parcels including
part of the dammed are of Funkers Gap Creek. It is recommended that Condition 13 be amended
to allow kayaking, but state that no guests or kayaks are permitted on any part of the watercourse
that is part of a freehold land parcel without written permission from the owner.
The applicant proposes to change Conditions 26 and 45 to allow connection to the restricted flow
reticulated water supply on Caves Road. They propose to use the reticulated water supply to fill the
low flow holding tank on the site. This holding tank will be used to supply water to the proposed
development. Advice from the Manager Water and Wastewater states that an option for water is a
low flow storage tank with restriction plus pump - owned and maintained by property owner.
Council will be able to guarantee water quality to the meter however by the owner storing this
water in a tank Council cannot ensure water quality standards are maintained within this tank eg
Chlorine residual; vermin and foliage entering/leaching and degrading in the tank.
The applicant can only connect to the restricted water supply via a trickle feed top up tank and
pressure pump. The design must meet the requirements of AS3500 and be approved by the local
government plumbing compliance team.
Council can only guarantee the quality of the water to the water meter. Once the water is in the
holding tank, Council has no way to monitor and control the water quality to ensure that it is
suitable for use as potable water. It is recommended that Condition 26 is retailed.
It is considered that it is impractical to require 5000 litres of water storage for firefighting purposes
for each of the proposed cabin. Instead, the applicant proposes to use a 12,000 litre tank
exclusively for firefighting water storage in a location that is central to all of the short-term
accommodation cabins. This is a suitable alternative, and it is recommended that Condition 48 be
amended to reflect this solution.
Options
Council:
1. Adopt the officer's recommendation.
2. Adopt an alternative recommendation.
3. Refuse the application with reasons.
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Recommendation
A.

THAT the application for a Request for a Negotiated Decision for the Material change of
use for Tourist park, Educational establishment, and Short-term accommodation, Over 3
stages on land at 214 Caves Road, Stanthorpe, described as Lot 2 RP153743, Parish of
Stanthorpe, County of Bentinck, be approved in part only for the following reasons:
The wording used in the application did not make it clear that the applicant was applying for
more than one workshop and support group per week, and it could be expected that a
member of the public viewing the application could have interpreted it as one workshop and
support group per week. This may have impacted the awareness of the public of the nature
of the application, and meant that a potential submitter did not make a submission about
the workshops and support groups being held more than once per week. Council is not able
to change the condition to allow multiple weekly workshops and support groups unless the
applicant lodges an application for an ‘other change’ and undergoes Public Notification
again to allow the community to comment on the change.
Council can only guarantee the quality of the water to the water meter. Once the water is in
the holding tank, Council has no way to monitor and control the water quality to ensure that
it is suitable for use as potable water. It is recommended that Condition 26 is retailed.

B.

THAT the conditions of approval are amended as follows:

Schedule 1 - Southern Downs Regional Council Conditions
Approved Plans
1.

2.

The development of the site is to be generally in accordance with the following proposal plans
submitted with the application, and subject to the final development being amended in
accordance with the conditions of this approval.
Plan Name

Plan No.

Site Plan (Map)
Amended site Plan

MCU\01866-1
MCU\01866-1 Rev B

Site Plan (Legend)

MCU\01866-2

Date
Received 29 June
2017
Received 18
December 2017
Received 29 June
2017

Where there is any conflict between the conditions of this approval and the details shown on
the approved plans and documents, the conditions of approval prevail.

Staging
3.

The development may proceed in stages, provided that any driveway access and
infrastructure services required to service a particular stage are constructed with that stage.
Unless otherwise expressly stated, the conditions must be read as being applicable to all
stages.

4.

The stages are approved as follows:
Stage 1
o

10 Camp sites

o

Amenities block - 4 ensuite bathrooms and laundry

o

3m wide carport on the existing shed

o

40’ shipping container for storage

o

Pontoon on creek (3m x 3m max) (provided that approval is obtained from DNRM)
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o

HSTP - as per engineers specifications

Stage 2
o

Shelter shed - 12m x 8m - constructed over amenities block

o

Extension of existing shed - games room - by 12m

o

5 cabins (1 bedroom - 5m x 6m)

o

Gazebo (6m x 6m metal carport)

o

Caretaker residence

o

Roof over sewered sites (3m x 8m steel carport)

o

Shed (games room) extension (12m)

o

Bird hide (9m2)

Stage 3
o

Activities centre 12 x 15 m with a commercial kitchen
Stages are not required to be undertaken in any chronological order.

Land Use and Planning Controls
5.

This approval allows for the use of the site for the following uses only:
- Educational establishment (Individual consultations, lectures, support groups, and
workshops)
- Tourist Park (Up to 10 sites for people attending the Educational establishment)
- Short-term accommodation (Up to 5 cabins for people attending the Educational
establishment)

6.

All people accommodated in the Tourist Park or Short term accommodation must be
attending the Educational establishment.

7.

The maximum number of guests accommodated in the 10 camp sites at any one time must
not exceed 20 persons, excluding children.

8.

The maximum number of guests accommodated in the short-term accommodation cabins at
any one time must not exceed 10 persons with a maximum of two people per cabin.

9.

No person is to reside in any building identified for short term accommodation or campsite for
more than 45 days consecutively, or more than 90 days in any 12 month period.
The approved accommodation must not be occupied by persons for the purpose of
permanent accommodation, excluding those persons in a manager's residence for the
premises.

10.

Daily workshops and support groups operated at the site must not exceed 12 six (6) guests.
and shall operate no more than once per week. One session of up to 12 guests is permitted
each week.

11.

Public lectures at the site must not exceed 30 guests, and shall occur no more than 8 times
per year.

12.

A Disaster Management Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
Environment and Corporate Services. The Disaster Management Plan is to address
prevention and evacuating procedures for bushfire and flood and to ensure guests are
adequately sheltered during emergency situations such as fierce storms.

13.

No recreational use of the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek is permitted unless written
approval from the Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) is provided to
Council stating that the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek, including the section mapped
as being part of Lot 2 RP164506, is able to be used for commercial recreational use.
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Recreational use of the dammed area of Funkers Gap Creek is to be limited to 4 kayaks at
any one time. No guests or kayaks are permitted on any part of the watercourse that is part of
a freehold land parcel without written permission from the owner being submitted to the
Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services. Any guests using Funkers Gap
Creek must be provided with a map showing the part of the watercourse that can be
accessed publically.
Building and Site Design
14.

The Caretakers residence building is to be set back at least 15 metres from the northern
property boundary.
The design, colours and materials of the building are to be in accordance with the rural
character of the area. Details of the design, colours and materials, including floor plans
and elevations, of the building are to be submitted to and approved by the Director
Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of any Development
Permit for Building Work. The building is to be constructed in the approved design, colours
and materials.

15.

The Short-term accommodation cabins are to be set back at least 20 metres from the
northern property boundary.
The design, colours and materials of the building are to be in accordance with the rural
character of the area. Details of the design, colours and materials, including floor plans
and elevations, of the building are to be submitted to and approved by the Director
Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of any Development
Permit for Building Work. The building is to be constructed in the approved design, colours
and materials.

16.

The Activities centre building is to be set back at least 20 metres from the eastern property
boundary.
The design, colours and materials of the building are to be in accordance with the rural
character of the area. Details of the design, colours and materials, including floor plans
and elevations, of the building are to be submitted to and approved by the Director
Planning, Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of any Development
Permit for Building Work. The building is to be constructed in the approved design, colours
and materials.

17.

A copy of the Certificate of Compliance for Plumbing and Drainage Works is to be provided to
Council. (See advisory note below.)

18.

Copies of the Form 21 (Final Inspection Certificate)/ Form 11 (Certificate of Classification)
issued for the building works for all buildings are to be provided to Council prior to the use
commencing. (See advisory note below.)

Amenity and Environmental Controls
19.

During the construction phase of the development, all wastes must be separated into
recyclables (where possible) and landfill wastes, and disposed of at the Stanthorpe Waste
Facility.

20.

Noise levels emitted from the premises must not exceed 5dB(A) above the background noise
levels in the locality when measured at the boundary of an affected residential dwelling.

21.

Amplified music shall not be permitted in the Educational Establishment.

22.

Any fixed noise emitting device (e.g. air conditioning unit, refrigeration unit, compressor,
generator etc.) located outside the Educational Establishment must be places within an
appropriate acoustic enclosure.

23.

A sufficient number of suitable waste and recycling receptacles must be provided on site at
all times. Waste and recycling receptacles must be regularly serviced to prevent unsightly
accumulations of waste being caused. Where collection is not possible, waste must be
removed with the same regularity and disposed of at the Stanthorpe or Northern Granite Belt
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Waste Management Facility.
24.

Advertising Devices relating to the retreat may only be erected on the subject land, i.e. Lot 2
RP153743. The location, size, type and content of any advertising sign or device located on
the land is to be compatible with the rural character of the surrounding area. No advertising
signs or devices are to be located on any other land, unless all applicable approvals are
obtained under the Planning Scheme and the relevant local laws. No advertising signs or
devices are to be located within the road reserve.

25.

There is to be no signage displayed on-site for the Short Term Accommodation or the Tourist
Park use.

26.

An adequate supply of potable water, compliant with the National Health and Medical
Research Council’s Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 2011, must be made available on
site. A Drinking Water Management Plan is to be prepared and provided to Council’s
Environmental Services Department. Council can provide a template to use for the plan.

27.

Any water supply point which provides water not suitable for drinking is labelled
‘UNSUITABLE FOR DRINKING’ and provided with a symbol which is easily recognisable by
non-English speaking people.

28.

Any external lighting is to be installed and maintain the lighting fixtures so that they do not
emit glare or light above the levels stated in Australian Standard AS:4282-1997 Control of
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting.

29.

Domestic animals, other than dogs, are not permitted to be brought onto the land by any
person staying at the Tourist park. Any dog brought onto the site by a person staying at the
Tourist park is to be kept under effective control. Any dogs kept on site by the
operator/manager/caretaker must be kept in accordance with Council’s Subordinate Local
Law No. 2 (Animal Management) 2011, and must be kept under effective control at all times.

30.

Any composting toilets must be located at least 50 metres from any waterway, and not within
any part of the site mapped as being located in the Flood hazard overlay.

31.

Firewood must be supplied for campers by the operator to minimise the potential destruction
of native vegetation by patrons of the camping grounds.

Fencing, Landscaping and Buffers
32.

Existing landscaping is to be retained and maintained.

33.

Prior to the construction of any Short-term accommodation cabins, Caretakers residence, or
Activity centre, tree planted buffer strips of five (5) metres width are to be provided adjacent
to the northern and eastern property boundaries within in the location shown below as to
minimise the visual impact of the development from adjoining properties. The buffer strips
are to include a variety of plant species and heights.

34.

A Landscaping Plan is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
Environment and Corporate Services prior to the issue of any Development Permit for
Building Work. The Landscaping Plan must include details of the location and species of
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plants, the irrigation system and the height and material of fencing. Plants are to be generally
frost resistant and drought hardy, and must not include weed species. Root barriers are to be
installed around trees that are located within 3 metres of any underground infrastructure. The
site is to be landscaped and maintained in accordance with the approved Landscaping Plan.
Car Parking and Vehicle Access
35.

Access to the site for the Tourist park, Short-term accommodation, and Educational
establishment is to be via the southern access only.

36.

Vehicle access is to be maintained to a sealed standard in accordance with Council’s
standard. (Council’s Engineering Services Department can provide details regarding
Council’s standard.)
If necessary, the property access gateway must be located within a setback such that all
vehicles proposed to enter and/or exit the land are able to stand clear of the carriageway
whilst the property gateway is being opened and/or closed.

37.

A 3.0 metre wide all-weather gravel driveway is to be constructed from Caves Road to all
buildings and camp sites.

38.

Car parking shall be provided on site in accordance Plan No MCU\01866-1 received 29 June
2017 prepared by Louise Binnion. All car parking, driveway and loading areas shall be
drained, laid out and regularly maintained.

39.

The carpark may remain grass, provided it is appropriately maintained and does not cause a
dust nuisance. If complaints are received (which in the opinion of an authorised person is not
frivolous, vexatious nor based on mistaken belief) or the vehicle entrance and driveway
become eroded with material becoming deposited outside of the site or potholes form that
would increase noise associated with vehicle movements, the carpark shall be constructed in
gravel to Council's standards.
The car park area is to be defined by a low physical barrier along the edge of the car parking
area and driveways.

Roadworks
40.

Any kerbing and channelling, roadworks and drainage works damaged during construction of
the development are to be reinstated to the pre-existing condition, unless otherwise required
by the Director Engineering Services.

41.

Signage must be provided along the internal driveway so that it can be easily read when
exiting the property via motor vehicle whether day or night. This signage is to clearly
demonstrate, via images and text, the correct side of the road to drive on in Australia.
(Council's Planning Department can provide details regarding Council's standard).

Stormwater Drainage
42.

Site stormwater runoff must be collected, detained and discharged where appropriate in a
manner that does not increase the quantity or concentration of stormwater flow in comparison
to the pre-development condition. Where necessary, suitable easements to lawful points of
discharge, which may include surrounding properties, shall be provided to Council, at the
developer’s cost.

Water Supply and Waste water
43.

All sewage generated from this property must be disposed of by means of an on-site sewage
facility (OSSF) in accordance with the AS/NZS 1547:2012 - On-site Domestic Wastewater
Management, Queensland Plumbing and Wastewater Code and the Standard Plumbing and
Drainage Regulation 2003.

44.

An Environmental Authority for Environmentally Relevant Activity No. 63 (Sewerage
treatment) is to be obtained in accordance with the Environmental Protection Act 1994 prior
to the commencement of any Environmentally Relevant Activity, or written advice is provided
by the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection that an ERA is not required.
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45.

The restricted flow water supply is not suitable for a commercial connection. The
development is not to use Council’s restricted reticulated water supply as the potable water
source for the use.
The site can only connect to the restricted water supply via a trickle feed top up tank and
pressure pump. The design must meet the requirements of AS3500 and be approved by the
local government plumbing compliance team.

46.

Prior to the issue of any Building Approval associated with the development, a report
demonstrating that adequate provision has been made for the supply of water, including a
drinking water supply, is to be submitted to and approved by the Director Planning,
Environment and Corporate Services. If water is to be supplied for the development from a
spring/bore/dam on the site, written advice must be supplied from the Department of Natural
Resources and Mines that water may be lawfully supplied from that source. A water supply is
to be provided in accordance with the approved report.

47.

The applicant is to ensure that water usage is minimised and that all water fixtures and
fittings including landscape watering systems, are to be water efficient devices and the
applicant is to implement water reduction strategies as part of the development.

48.

The site must be provided with a water storage reservoir having a minimum of 5000 12,000
litres of water for emergency fire fighting purposes for each Short Term Accommodation
building. Such storage must be provided in addition to the water supply capacity required for
the use and must be provided in the form of either an accessible dam, swimming pool or
rainwater tank located within 60 metres of any Short-term accommodation building. If
storage is to be provided in a rainwater tank, water storage for fire fighting purposes The
storage must be provided either in a separate rainwater tank or a reserve section in the main
water supply tank on which:
(a) the domestic take off from the tank is at or above the 5000 12,000 litre point; and
(b) standard rural fire brigade fittings are fitted to the tank outlet for access by rural fire
services vehicles.

Infrastructure Charges Notice
49.

Payment of $8750 is to be made to Council in accordance with the Infrastructure Charges
Notice attached to the decision notice. If the development is staged, the payment of
Infrastructure Charges may also be staged. If payment is made more than two years after
the date of the Infrastructure Charges Notice, the charge will increase in line with the Road
and Bridge Construction Index for Queensland.

Advisory Notes
(i)

Unless otherwise stated, all conditions of this approval are to be complied with to the
satisfaction of the Director Planning, Environment and Corporate Services, prior to the use
commencing, and then compliance maintained at all times while the use continues.

(ii)

Any proposal to increase the scale or intensity of the use on the subject land, that is
assessable development under the Planning Scheme, would be subject to a separate
application for assessment in accordance with the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and would
have to comply with the requirements of the Planning Scheme.

(iii)

It is encouraged that you arrange for a free compliance inspection to be carried out prior to
the use commencing. This will involve a physical inspection of the premises along with an
internal audit of Council’s records. Written advice will be provided for your records advising if
compliance with the conditions has been achieved.

(iv)

Applications for licence under the Food Act 2006 are to be submitted to Council prior to the
construction of the commercial kitchen on site.

(v)

An application must be submitted and approved by Council for an approval to operate under
Council’s Local Law No. 1. (Administration) 2011, in accordance with Council's Subordinate
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Local Law No. 1.8 (Operation of Caravan Parks). Please consult with Council’s
Environmental Health section to ensure compliance with the Local Law requirements.
(vi)

An application must be submitted and approved by Council for a permit under Local Law for
rental accommodation.

(vii) Plumbing and Drainage Approval is to be obtained in accordance with the Plumbing and
Drainage Act 2002 for the proposed plumbing and drainage works. The application for
Plumbing and Drainage approval must be submitted to Council with the appropriate forms,
plans and fees associated with this application. A Certificate of Compliance must be
issued for the works prior to the use commencing.
(viii) Building Approval is to be obtained for all buildings in accordance with the Planning Act
2016 for the proposed building work. The building application must be submitted to a
Building Certifier with the appropriate forms, plans and fees associated with this
application. The building plans are to accord with the plans approved in this approval. The
building is to be constructed in accordance with the Building Approval prior to the
commencement of the use. A Form 21 (Final Inspection Certificate)/Form 11 (Certificate
of Classification) must be issued for the building works prior to the use commencing.
(ix)

The supply of water for human consumption, food preparation, food utensil washing or
personal hygiene, including the supply of water for drinking water, showers, baths, hand
basin and kitchen sinks, must be connected to a drinking water supply, in accordance with
the Plumbing Code of Australia and the Australian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines
produced by the National Health and Medical Research.

(x)

No clearing of remnant vegetation or regulated regrowth vegetation is to occur under this
approval. A Development Permit for Operational Works must be obtained from the
Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning for the clearing of any remnant
vegetation, unless exempt under Schedule 24 of the Sustainable Planning Regulation 2009.

(xi)

The Flood hazard overlay is based on a 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) flood
event and therefore doesn't guarantee flood immunity.

(xii) If making any alterations to the access to Caves Road, an application must be submitted and
approved by Council for a permit under Southern Downs Regional Council's Subordinate
Local Law No. 1.15 (Carrying Out Works on a Road or Interfering with a Road or its
Operation).
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
(xiii) All reasonable and practicable measures must be taken to ensure that no harm is caused to
Aboriginal cultural heritage (the “cultural heritage duty of care”). The cultural heritage duty of
care is met if the development is conducted in accordance with gazetted cultural heritage
duty of care guidelines. Further information on cultural heritage, together with a copy of the
duty of care guidelines and cultural heritage search forms, may be obtained from
www.datsima.qld.gov.au
Attachments
1.
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13.

REPORTS OF DEPUTATION OR CONFERENCE & REPORTS FROM DELEGATES
APPOINTED BY COUNCIL TO OTHER BODIES
Nil

14.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Nil

15.

GENERAL BUSINESS

16.

CONSIDERATION OF CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS ITEMS

In accordance with the provisions of Section 275(1) of the Local Government Regulation 2012, a
local government may resolve to close a meeting to the public and move ‘into Committee’ to
discuss confidential items, such that its Councillors or members consider it necessary to close the
meeting.
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Recommendation
THAT the meeting be closed to the public and move into committee to discuss the following items,
which are considered confidential in accordance with Section 275(1) of the Local Government
Regulation 2012, which permits the meeting to be closed to the public for business relating to the
following, as indicated:
16.1 PN68325 - Write-off Interest on Outstanding Rates
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(d) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to rating concessions.
16.2 Regional Arts Development Fund Applications Round One 2017/2018
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.3 November 2017 Monthly Report from Warwick Indoor Recreation and Aquatic Centre
from YMCA Brisbane26.52
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.4 Audit and Risk Management Committee Meeting Minutes - 8 December 2017
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
16.5 Mobile Library Service
Reason for Confidentiality

This item is considered confidential in accordance with section 275(1)(h) of the Local
Government Regulation 2012, as it contains information relating to business for which a
public discussion would be likely to prejudice the interests of the local government or
someone else, or enable a person to gain a financial advantage.
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